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Ready to advance as a competent, caring and qualified leader in K-12 education?
The Teacher Education Accreditation Council (TEAC) has granted initial accreditation
to eight K-12 specializations for Northcentral University's Master of Education (MEd)
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TEAC ACCREDITED MASTER OF
EDUCATION K-12 PROGRAM

“As a teacher and coach, I was able to carry a
full load in the classroom and come home and
finish my assignments. Being able to complete
my MEd within a year and a half was a great
opportunity for me.”

AS A REGIONALLY ACCREDITED INSTITUTION, NORTHCENTRAL UNIVERSITY
DELIVERS PROFESSIONALLY RELEVANT MEd, EdS, EdD AND PhD PROGRAMS

FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.NCU.EDU/SEEN OR CALL 877.683.4773
Northcentral University is regionally accredited by the Higher Learning Commission (HLC) of the North Central Association of Colleges and Schools
(NCA) (230 South LaSalle Street, Suite 7-500, Chicago, IL 60604, 1.800.621.7440, www.ncahlc.org).
Northcentral University strives to enable students to make informed choices about their academic program selection by making disclosures to
prospective students in a clear, timely, and meaningful way. Visit www.ncu.edu/GE for more information.
The Northcentral University Master of Education Program has been granted Initial Accreditation by the Teacher Education Accreditation Council
(TEAC) for a period of five years, from 2013-2018.
Active programs and specializations may vary. Please contact NCU for current program and specialization offerings.
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DistanceEd.uncc.edu/SEEN
1-877-583-2966
Credit Programs, a unit of Extended Academic Programs at the
University of North Carolina at Charlotte, has been recognized
by the United States Distance Learning Association with Quality
Standards Certification for its commitment to provide quality
service to the institution’s distance education students.
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FROM THE EDITOR

W

e’ve reached the midpoint of a remarkable year
in education. In this issue, you’ll find resources
that will help you meet your challenges for the
remainder of this year and well into the 2014
– 2015 school year. Reading SEEN Magazine
places you within a large and diverse group of
educators.Whether you’re a superintendent, a school board member, a college
president, a building principal or one of our classroom teachers, we bring
you proven solutions from many of the best minds in North America.
One of the greatest challenges we face in K-12 education is preparing
all of our students to be truly ready for college or a career. This mandate,
which has been brought into sharp focus through the lens of the Common
Core State Standards, will take an enormous effort and a decided change
in our approach.According to Jason LaTurner and Dale Lewis from SEDL,
new programs require a specific implementation process.Their article,
Managing the Implementation of School Improvement Efforts,
is a roadmap for success that will help you meet this crucial goal.
Perhaps the first step in preparing our students for college and career
readiness is to examine our terms.What do we really mean by college and
career ready? Dr. Michelle Conrad and Dr. Larae Watkins, Directors at the
Missouri Center for Career Education at the University of Central Missouri,
question whether we all have the same understanding of these terms.The
common consensus is that the skills needed for college readiness and career
readiness are the same. In reality, most teachers are only taught to prepare
students for college readiness.What is needed to embrace the full spirit of
the CCSS, according to Drs. Conrad and Watkins, is a paradigm shift. In their
article Why Do I Need to Know This?, they urge you to consider how
the conversation might differ if it were “Career and College Readiness.”
We are all in the education biz. In order to succeed, we need to invest
in our business and continually educate ourselves. One of the most shortsighted things we do is to eliminate training, professional development
and conference funding from our budgets.As a good friend of mine once
told me,“Education is so expensive. In fact, the only thing more expensive
than education is a lack of education.” In this issue, we begin our new
Conference Planner.This section, which will continue in future issues,
features the best regional and national education conferences.You now have
a convenient listing of these conferences, all in one place, so you can decide
which ones you and your staff will attend. I urge you to take advantage of
these conferences. It’s the best way to ensure that you have the tools to
prepare our nation’s children to succeed in a competitive global economy.
Be sure to peruse our Experiential Learning section. Field trips and
class excursions make learning come alive, and the experience often stays
with students for a lifetime. In this issue, we highlight some amazing travel
opportunities, including a visit to The Big Apple that is not to be missed.
Coming in our Spring edition, we’re going to take stock of the Common
Core. Our Common Core Assessment issue will
examine where we are, where we’re going and what
lessons we have learned.We’ll also include tips for
choosing a Masters in Education program, a school
technology buyers guide, and include an extensive
resource section designed to help you train your
teachers. It promises to be a great issue. If you would
like to contribute, I’d love to hear from you. You can
reach me at charles.sosnik@seenmagazine.us
or 866-761-1247.
8
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Breakfast

has changed...

...but the benefits have remained the same.
Healthy students
are better students.
Better health and learning starts here –
when students Fuel Up First with breakfast!
Learning takes focus and concentration, but for
kids who’ve skipped breakfast, that’s like trying
to fly without fuel. The Fuel Up First Breakfast
program – including low-fat dairy – has been
proven to help students and teachers:
-

Improve academic achievement and behavior
Reduces tardiness, nurse visits and absenteeism
Prevents loss of 25% of daily nutrition
Fits flexibility into morning routines
Builds social boards among classmates
Ensures highest breakfast participation
Combats childhood obesity
Encourages healthy eating

Brought to you by the dairy
farm families of the Southeast
www.southeastdairy.org

Whether you choose bagged breakfast
distribution, in-class service or meals served
after first period, you’ll find implementation
to be smooth and easy.
Call us to learn more and
ask about available grants
to support your transition to a
Fuel Up First program.

RIGOR IS FOR EVERYONE With Barbara Blackburn, Ph.D.

Rigor for students
with special needs
Author’s Note: A special thank you to Brad
Witzel, my co-author on Rigor for Students
with Special Needs, who was instrumental
in the completion of this article.

A

Barbara Blackburn Ph.D.
is a nationally recognized
expert in the areas
of instructional rigor,
student motivation, and
student engagement.
For more information
about her speaking
and writing,
visit www.barbarablack
burnonline.com/

pproximately three to six
percent of all school-aged
children and adolescents
are believed to have
developmental reading
disabilities. In fact, almost
50 percent of children receiving special
education have learning disabilities. Just
because a student is labeled learning
disabled or at-risk, it does not mean he
or she is incapable of learning. Students
with learning disabilities have average to
above average intelligence.Therefore, their
success in school is not a matter of inability,
but a matter of finding the appropriate
teaching strategies and motivation tools,
all of which we can control as a teacher.

Defining Rigor
Is rigor for students with special needs
different from other students? No. Students
are still expected to meet the Common
Core State Standards, and should still be
taught with rigorous instruction. Rigor is
“creating an environment in which …
• each student is expected
to learn at high levels,
• each student is supported so he or
she can learn at high levels and
• each student demonstrates
learning at high levels.”
What does this look like for
students with special needs? Let’s
examine each of the key areas.

Expectations
In a classroom with high expectations,
students are expected to understand
material at a complex level and to
demonstrate that understanding. However,
teachers may not ask students with special
10
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needs higher level questions or expect
higher level answers. Or, they may not
provide enough wait time for students to
answer appropriately.Therefore, we must
provide those opportunities for all students,
including those with special needs.
On the other hand, too often after
experiencing repeated failure over years,
special needs students develop a learned
helplessness, knowing that they will
fail, despite even good scores on tests
and assignments. Learned helplessness
is a process of conditioning where
students seek help from others even
when they have mastered information.
See if this example looks familiar:
A student is asked to solve a direct
reading comprehension problem, but
he immediately raises his hand. When
the teacher comes over, the student says
he needs help. So the teacher reads the
paragraph to the student and re-explains
the question.The student still doesn’t
answer the question. Next, the teacher reexplains a regularly used comprehension
strategy with the student. Finally, the
teacher walks through the strategy and may
even solve the problem for the student.
While this scenario sounds justifiable,
and maybe even familiar, the teacher
is reinforcing the student’s learned
helplessness, which is evidence of
low expectations.This exchange
undermines the student’s independent
ability to solve the problem.
In a classroom of high expectations,
instead of running to the rescue of
students who can succeed without us or
even refuse to help such students, it is
important to find ways to teach students
to gain independence in their problemsolving. In other words, find out why
the student is behaving in a certain way
and plan a response that best builds
academic success and independence.

One way to help is to teach students
how to learn and succeed without
instantly making excuses and asking
for help by following these steps.
1. D
 etermine if learned
helplessness exists
2. E
 xplicitly model the student the
preferred academic behavior
3.Teach the student a strategy
for displaying the preferred
academic behavior
4. P
 rovide practice for the strategy
5. S et a cue to remind the student
to initiate the strategy
6. Allow the student to succeed
7. F
 acilitate the student’s
problem solving strategy
By insisting students learn
and practice problem solving
independently, teachers demonstrate
high expectations in the classroom.
However, there is also a need
to balance high expectations
with support as needed.

Support and Scaffolding
Along with higher expectations, it is
critical to provide appropriate support
and scaffolding. Accommodations
are changes that can be made to the
way students with disabilities are
instructed and assessed.The changes
can be made to instructional methods
and materials, assignments and
assessments, learning environment,
time demands and schedules, and/
or special communication systems.
For example, a student who
struggles with long division
may actually have difficulty with
multiplication facts. By providing
support with multiplication facts
through additional interventions and/
or multiplication accommodations,
a teacher may improve the student’s
belief in their knowledge of
mathematics. Subsequently, this minor
success in mathematics can be applied
to solving long division problems.
Thus, it is important to determine
where a student is struggling and
why. Using that information, you can
develop a plan for remediating the
area of weakness and supporting
the student as she learns. Below
is a sample analysis of a student’s
difficulty with a math skill.
A key part of the definition of

Great

change
begins with
great

ideas.
Throughout my education,
I was fortunate to have very
supportive teachers, principals
and professors. The people at
Peabody have been wonderful.
Greg Aikens, M.Ed.
special education
(visual disabilities)

Explore Our Difference
peabody.vanderbilt.edu

Systematically read, organize and retrieve key information

ColorTAG™ Study Recall System is a research-based study tool that provides learners
with a practical process to easily identify the main idea and supporting details in text.
ColorTAG™ Study Recall System is a multisensory color-based system that actively
engages readers as they work to learn, retain and comprehend key facts or concepts.
The ColorTAG™ approach is directly aligned with the Common Core State Standards.

www.see-n-read.com | 630.236.5592 | info@see-n-read.com

www.seenmagazine.us							
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rigor is that appropriate scaffolding
is used so that students can be
successful at higher levels of learning.
Accommodations are simply another
type of scaffolding. Let’s look at another
example of providing accommodations
to reach higher levels of learning.
Mary Sanford teaches special-needs
students at Sullivan Middle School.There
are four key elements to her scaffolded
instruction: chunking instruction, cycles
of repeated instruction, modeling
for support, and use of visuals.
Teaching Characterization to
Special-Needs Students and SecondLanguage Learners
“My students lacked the vocabulary
— for example, coldhearted, persistent,
generous — necessary to describe
characters and had limited exposure
to working with characterization,”
explained Sanford.“I needed to break
down the task and introduce it one
piece at a time. I approached the task
knowing I needed to model for my
students. I modeled my strategies, I
modeled my thinking, I modeled what
I wanted them to do, and then we
practiced, practiced and practiced.
“Students were given a list of traits,
both positive and negative. After reading
the list together, students found words
they would use to describe themselves.
I modeled by describing things I do, and
the students had to find the trait from
the list that went with my behavior,
such as,‘I believed him when he said
the dog ate his homework’ — gullible.
When they became comfortable using
the list, they were asked to write down
three of their own character traits and
support why they chose each trait
with an example of how they behave.
“As we read several short stories, we
discussed main characters and found
words to describe them. We wrote
paragraphs describing these characters
using the new words we had learned.
Using a Venn diagram, we compared
two characters from the same story.
“We were then ready to create our
own character. I modeled this first
by creating my own character by
answering a series of guiding questions
on the overhead for them to see. We
discussed how the answers had to
blend together for the character to be
believable. Each character had to have a
name and a problem they were dealing
12
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Yvette’s Task Analysis: Struggling in Long Division
Potential area(s) Multiplication
of difficulty
facts
			

Paper
organization
and steps

General
understanding
of division

			
			
Potential
Use of
accommodations multiplication
to support her
tables or
		
calculator
			

Break down
task into
more
manageable
chunks and
check in
after each

Re-teach
concept using
manipulatives

with. With this information complete,
the skeleton ‘Fleshing Out The
Character’ from Janet Allen was filled in
with what the character would do, say,
plan, think, and feel [see chapter H: Help
Me Understand]. We finished the project
by illustrating the character.This handson component engaged every student.
They could draw the character, but
most chose to cut out body parts from
magazines and put the parts together.
This was fun and students had to know
their character in order to put together
a picture that matched their character’s
description and lifestyle. We put this
completed work in a safe place and
will return to it later in the year when
we are ready to write a short story.”
Mary also used picture books such as
“Amazing Grace” and “I Wanna Iguana”
to reinforce character traits.To extend
learning, students read comic strips
and had to “read between the lines in
order to interpret the cartoon.”As you
read the description of Mary’s unit, you
see how she plans a series of lessons
in which she chunks her instruction
into small, manageable bites. She then
uses an ongoing cycle of providing
instruction that teaches the same
concept, but in different ways.Too
often, we make the mistake of teaching
the concept multiple times, but simply
repeating the same lesson over and over
isn’t effective. She provides scaffolding
through modeling and guided
instruction and incorporates visual
reinforcement throughout the lesson.
The result? Her students with special
needs are successful, confident learners.

Demonstration
of Student Learning
Finally, students can demonstrate

learning at high levels, although it may
be in different ways. Scott Bauserman,
a teacher at Decatur Central High
School in Indiana, asks his students
to choose a topic from the social
studies unit and design a game.The
finished product must teach about
the topic, use appropriate vocabulary
and processes, and be fun to play.
“Students have to construct the game,
the box, provide pieces and a board, and
write the rules,” explains Bauserman.
“I received a wide variety. One game I
will always remember was about how
a bill gets passed into law. We spent
time [in class] talking about all the
points where a bill in Congress or the
state General Assembly could be killed,
pigeon-holed, or defeated.The student
took a box the size of a cereal box, set
up a pathway with appropriate steps
along the way, constructed question/
answer cards and found an array of
tokens for game pieces. If a player
answered a question correctly, he or
she would roll a dice and move along
the path to passage. But the student had
cut trap doors at the points where a bill
could be killed, and if a player landed
on a trap door/bills topper, the player
to the right could pull a string, making
that player’s token disappear from the
board.The player would have to start
over. Not a bad game from a student
who has fetal alcohol syndrome and
is still struggling to pass his classes.”

Conclusion
Students with special needs are
capable of rigorous work.They can
live up to high expectations and
demonstrate learning at high levels, as
long as the instruction is accompanied
by appropriate support strategies.

Heads up—we’re coming
to your neighborhood!

Help bring official CPI training to your school—it can be an effective part of your positive
behavior support system.
Choose one of our 2014 programs in your neighborhood:
❑
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❑
❑
❑
❑
❑
❑
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New Orleans, LA • January 7–10
Atlanta, GA • January 14–17
Charleston, WV • January 14–17
Charlotte, NC • January 14–17
Orlando, FL • January 14–17
Nashville, TN • January 21–24
Virginia Beach, VA • January 28–31
Jacksonville, FL • January 28–31
Birmingham, AL • January 28–31
Charleston, SC • February 4–7
West Palm Beach, FL • February 4–7
Memphis, TN • February 11–14
Augusta, GA • February 18–21
Louisville, KY • February 18–21
Pensacola Beach, FL • February 18–21
Raleigh, NC • February 18–21
Knoxville, TN • February 25–28
Fayetteville, NC • March 11–14

To inquire or register,
visit crisisprevention.com/more
or call 800.558.8976.
Be sure to mention Priority Code EE130

More dates & locations online:
crisisprevention.com/more

10850 W Park Place, Suite 600 • Milwaukee, WI 53224 • 800.558.8976 • crisisprevention.com

CELEBRATING IMPROVEMENT

With Larry Biddle

Tenacity is not
the same as persistence
Persistence is doing something again and again until it
works. It sounds like “pestering” for a reason.
Tenacity is using new data to make new decisions to find
new pathways to find new ways to achieve a goal when the old
ways didn’t work.
Telemarketers are persistent, Nike is tenacious.

Larry Biddle is
considered the founder
of Jostens Renaissance. He
has been a student of the
impact of recognition on
individual achievement for
two decades. He served as
vice-chairman of the South
Carolina Governor’s School
for the Arts and Humanities,
as well as a member of the
Coastal Education Foundation at CCU. Dr. Biddle
currently serves on the
Board of Trustees at Coastal
Carolina University.
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his spot-on insight from Seth Godin
captures the essence of The Palmetto
Academy for Learning Motorsports
Charter School, located across from
Myrtle Beach Speedway in South
Carolina.Tenacious local visionaries,
Annie Lou Spivey and Mack Sarvis discovered that
many students were dropping out of schools to
work on their cars — so why not create a unique
school where they could work on their cars
for credit? The journey began to build a school
centered on student passion for motorsports in
Horry County … Two years ago PALM Charter
High School opened to house 40 students from
grades nine to 12.The first year enrollment
has doubled in one year with an expanded
curriculum and three new portable classrooms!
The PALM Charter’s power-packed mission
statement says it all: Driving Young America can
be found on the rear and quarter panels of the
race cars that they build … now their handson daily work features not only motorsports
but also aviation as well as marine engines.The
opportunities for young Americans are virtually
unlimited in all of these fields.The graduates leave
with academic and real world experience for the
workforce as well as the ability to start passiondriven businesses where the self-employed
create jobs for others.They are ready for jobs,
ready for self-employment, ready for business
start ups and ready for investment in these wide
open opportunities! The sky is not the limit!
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Academics
The Common Core State
Standards Initiative (http://www.corestandards.
org), provides a consistent framework to prepare
students for success in college and/or the 21st
century workplace.The stated purpose is to “provide
a consistent, clear understanding of what students
are expected to learn, so teachers and parents know
what they need to do to help them.”Additionally,“the
standards are designed to be robust and relevant to
the real world, reflecting the knowledge and skills that
young people need for success in college and careers,”
which will place American students in a position in
which they can compete in a global community.

Digital Media
Students of the Digital Media Program will learn
the fundamentals of social media, digital media,
marketing, advertising and videography. Students
will learn how to capture pictures and video to put
together video packages.They will also learn the
basics of broadcasting and will be able to apply that
knowledge to produce an educational program.

Motorsports Technology
Students of the Motorsports Technology Program
will develop skills in fabrication of Chassis and Body,
Chassis and Driveline, Machine Tooling, Performance

Engines and Team Management, as well
as Racing Operations. STEM (science,
technology, engineering, and mathematics)
project-based activities prepare students
for future employment in the automotive,
aviation, motorsports or light industries.

Collision Repair and Restoration
Students of the Collision Repair
and Restoration Program will develop
fundamental skills of Collision Repair,
Minor and Major Repairs, Repainting
Preparation, and Refinishing. Students have
the opportunity to obtain 26 certifications
in the I-CAR (Inter-Industry Conference
on Auto Collision Repair) Program.
PALM Motorsports Charter School
is not only for motorsports.

Media Technology
Media technology is the newest
vocational course offering on the campus.
Recognizing that television dominates
the viewing landscape, the curriculum
continues to expand.This initiative
centers on the technical aspects of
television production including, but not
limited to camera operation, directing,
lighting, and audio production.
A former news anchor and bureau chief
at WBTW-TV in Myrtle Beach, Lorraine
Woodward, teaches the technology class.
“I foresee a program that allows teens to
work in a field that they are exposed to
every day in many different ways,” she
says. Eventually Woodward hopes to grow
a weekly school newscast committed
to relevant education news at PALM
school and throughout the Horry County
school district. She plans for the students
to experiment with documentary type
productions; with the addition of an audio
studio, the production of music by aspiring
young artists will be possible.“It’s an
exciting time at PALM,” says Woodward.”
The PALM Experience is the approach that
drives students to excel and prepares them
for employment in the automotive, aviation,
marine, motorsports or light industries of the
region. PALM serves high school students by
offering a hybrid program as a STEM base
curriculum. Former S.C. Lt. Governor Andre
Bauer, who drives the student-built cars,
believes PALM offers an amazing opportunity
for students to connect with something
they love, like motor sports while learning

a trade skill that prepares them for gainful
employment at graduation. Students at
PALM must have good attendance, must
complete and excel in their academic
assignments in order to be selected for the
race crew at Myrtle Beach Speedway where
they learn critical thinking in a fast paced
environment on race day.Two current crew
members have been racing since they were
in kindergarten, starting with go-carts and
moving up through the ranks. One has
both father and grandfather participating
in the sport. His grandfather insisted that
he learn everything about the cars before
allowing him to race.The PALM student
crew chief said,“He didn’t want to spoil
me by just putting me behind the wheel.”
PALM’s innovative approach meets
the needs of very specific students
who are often lost in the shuffle.We
blend the best teaching practices from
our certified staff with the benefits of
academic, e-curriculum delivery methods
focused toward students who do not find
success in a traditional school setting.

www.seenmagazine.us							

At the 13th Annual South Carolina
Public Charter School Conference in
Myrtle Beach, Mary Carmichael, executive
director of the Public Charter School
Alliance of South Carolina, wondered at the
possibility of establishing motorsports high
schools like PALM in Darlington, S.C. and
Rock Hill, S.C. because of their proximity
to world-renowned racetracks in both
Darlington and nearby Charlotte, N.C.
PALM has been a Jostens Renaissance
School since it opened two years ago.They
will send a student-teacher-administrator
team to the Jostens Renaissance National
Conference July 10-13, 2014 at the Omni
ChampionsGate Resort in Orlando, Fla.,
where the theme is “The Joy of the Journey.
“This event is a one-of-a kind- premiere
conference focused on improving school
culture and climate. Students, educators,
community members and experts in
their respective fields come together
to collaborate on best strategies to take
their schools to the next level.
For more information visit www.palmsc.org.
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PROBLEM SOLVED

With Dr. Ruth Herman Wells, M.S.

Your guide to High Tech and No Tech
teacher professional development

I
Ruth Herman Wells, M.S.
is the Director of Youth
Change Workshops,
www.youthchg.com.
E-mail Ms. Wells at
dwells@youthchg.com
or call 800-545-5736. For
more interventions visit
www.youthchg.com.
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love technology. I am what
geeks call an early adopter,
the person who tries the
newest technology before
others even hear about it. But,
I am also a teacher, and while
the brave new world of electronic
professional development is fast
and fantastic, it is most definitely
not a wholesale replacement for a
live human being standing right in
front of you just a few yards away.
There are pluses and minuses
to each professional development
option. Here at Youth Change
Workshops we offer all the high
tech choices, but we really think our
teaching shines the most in person.
There are two basic kinds of online
professional development: online
classes and webinars. For those of
you that have not actually sampled
an online course or webinar, you’re
probably curious about the difference
between in-person and online
training. I can capture the difference
quite easily for you. When people
call me to ask if they should take my
Breakthrough Strategies classroom
management workshop live or online
I always say that it’s the difference
between being in Times Square on
New Year’s Eve, or watching it on your
TV — that’s a dramatic difference.
Even the best virtual teacher on
earth has to fight to leap off the screen
of your desktop computer — or, even
worse — your tiny mobile phone or
tablet. I believe that you could take
the most amazing speaker on earth,
and on your teeny phone screen, he
would be decidedly less amazing. If
you think it’s hard to compete for
attention when the human being
is in the room right in front of you,
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now imagine what it takes to hold
the focus of a human being who
may be also listening to music and
grading papers at the same time.
There is another huge difference
between virtual and online instruction.
For teachers, whose whole world
revolves around relationships and the
nuances of interactions with students,
losing that human connection
definitely diminishes the effectiveness
of the content being delivered
electronically.Think about it: Do you
relate as powerfully to a picture on a
screen as you do to an actual person
who gives an occasional endearing
little wink or has a funny little chuckle?
Those are things that help us connect
with and enjoy a good speaker, and
those are all things that screen viewers
will never have the opportunity to
notice. Just between you and me, I
suspect that online students aren’t
watching a talking head on a screen

all that closely anyway. I suspect they
are often multi-tasking, and doing so far
more than they would do in person.
Teachers often call me confused
about the difference in types of
online professional development,
asking “Is there a difference
between a webinar and an online
class?” Here’s the difference.

Online Courses
These are like watching a premade video or slide.You can’t change
what’s already been recorded, and you
can’t ask questions as your watch.
There may be no mechanism
to ask queries at all. It makes it
tougher to command attention
from a teeny screen.
See how well you like pre-recorded,
online professional development by
trying a few of my online mini-classes.
These fast tutorials are actually a
bit more than one minute long, but
they are packed with information on
working with difficult students, and
a quick way for you to sample online
training for yourself. View the tutorials
here: https://www.youthchg.com/freeteacher-professional-development/

I use very unusual experiential
devices to help teachers walk inside
the shoes of troubled students.
Those devices almost completely
lose their impact when the learner
is a spectator not a participant.
When the material is sensitive,
complex or safety-related, learning
from a live human is the best format.
In our classroom management course,
we cover critical topics like how to
prevent a school shooting, identify
potentially violent students, and notice
and help students at risk of self-harm.
In a virtual course that’s potentially
life-saving content that an online
learner could fast forward through
or misunderstand — not to mention
the possible consequences of the
participant’s unasked questions.
Choose an online option if you
need immediate training and local,
live options don’t exist. If you don’t
care about asking questions during
the presentation, and you won’t miss
interacting with the instructor, then
online courses might be the solution.

Be sure you have the discipline to finish
the online course because only you will
know if you watch it and pay attention
to it or not. Depending on the subject
of that online class, what you didn’t
learn could really matter.
Author and Workshop Instructor Ruth
Herman Wells M.S. is the Director of Youth
Change Workshops, http://www.youthchg.
com. Ruth provides professional development
training to teachers, principals and
counselors throughout North America on how
to reach and teach problem and troubled
students. Her Breakthrough Strategies to
Teach and Counsel Troubled Youth Workshop
will be in Seattle, Washington on May 1-2,
2014, and in Portland, Oregon on Oct.
9-10, 2014. Ruth’s workshops are offered
online, at your site, and in general sessions,
all with college credit and hours. Ruth’s
books include the “The Quickest Kid FixerUppers” series. E-mail Ruth at dwells@
youthchg.com or call 800-545-5736. Get
Ruth’s free “Problem Student ProblemSolver” Magazine and hundreds of other
interventions at www.youthchg.com.

Webinars
Since a webinar is live online, it’s
halfway between in-person training and
an online course that is pre-recorded.
Many webinars allow time for questions
but generally queries go on hold until a
set time like the end of class. Questions
often are relayed via a moderator, and
are usually sent by typing, further
diminishing the humanness of it all.
Your screen may have a panel on
one side that you use to communicate
to the instructor or moderator if
and when interaction is accepted.
Like in-person workshops, online
courses usually provide you with a
workbook of resources and references.
Online courses can provide college
credit and clock hours just like live
professional development courses.The
workbook often contains tests that
you take to earn the credit or hours.

How to Choose Live vs. Online
Teacher Professional Development
Attend a live course when
experiential learning or the human
factor is important. In my courses

TEACHER & LEADER EVALUATION

www.seenmagazine.us							
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MANAGING

THE IMPLEMENTATION OF
SCHOOL IMPROVEMENT EFFORTS
For a school improvement initiative to succeed, education
leaders must do more than adopt a new program and train staff.
By Jason LaTurner and Dale Lewis
The push for college and career readiness for
all students, educator evaluations tied to student
growth, and the turnaround of our lowestperforming schools has resulted in a myriad of
new programs and practices aimed at improving
student achievement. Many of these efforts will
fail to produce the desired results.This failure is
not necessarily because the program or practice
was inherently flawed — although there are
plenty of programs with scant evidence of
effectiveness — but because those charged with
overseeing the improvement effort were unable to
effectively manage the implementation process.
At SEDL, we have experienced the
implementation of school improvement efforts
from three unique perspectives: as those leading
the effort, as those charged with implementing
the new program or practice, and as consultants
and evaluators for others who are managing
www.seenmagazine.us							

the implementation. Based on our experiences
and a review of the research on the topic, we
have identified five key insights on managing
implementation.Though focused primarily on
leaders and other facilitators of change initiatives,
these insights also provide guidance for anyone
who has experienced the rollout of a new program
or school improvement initiative.

Insight # 1: Don’t Just Adopt
a New Program; Implement It
Many educators have witnessed something
like this when a new program is adopted:The
district leadership team decides to provide tablet
computers for all teachers, devoting significant
time and resources to selecting the devices.They
purchase the tablets and then hire a technology
expert to provide a one-day training session for
teachers. Once the training session is over, teachers
return to their classrooms, tablets in hand.The
leadership team, busy with other responsibilities,
SouthEast Education Network v WINTER 2013
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assumes teachers are using the tablets.
A few months later, a curriculum
specialist asks whether students are
benefiting from the presence of the new
technology in the classroom. Members
of the leadership team realize that they
don’t know if or how teachers are using
the tablets.After some investigation,
the leadership team learns that some
teachers have not used the tablets since
the training at the beginning of the
school year. Others have taken the tablets
home and are using them primarily
for record keeping and administrative
tasks. Others are letting students play
games on the tablets as a reward for
completing work or for good behavior.
There is a sense of disappointment
among the leadership team.What went
wrong? The leadership team focused
on adoption instead of implementation.
Adoption of a new program, and the
corresponding training, are the first steps
in the longer process of implementation.
Adoption and training are important
parts of the process, but on their own
they do not ensure implementation.
When we work with districts and
schools that are initiating change, we ask
them to think beyond “adopt and train”
to how staff will use the initiative.

Insight # 2: Understand
That Change is Personal
For a new program to have the expected
impact, leaders managing the effort
must address the concerns of the people
charged with implementing it. Staff may
20
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respond to an initiative in a variety of ways,
from enthusiasm to stress.Those who
are less comfortable with an innovation
will express concern about how the
innovation will affect them personally.
Those who are more comfortable with
and skilled in using an innovation will
focus on broader impacts, such as how the
initiative will affect their students or their
working relationships with colleagues.
In the same way that teachers monitor
and respond to the needs of their students,
leaders should assess for and assist with
the needs of their staff, facilitating and
guiding them in their professional growth.
They can begin simply by checking in
with the individuals who are charged
with implementation to ensure they not
only understand the expectations but
are also comfortable with implementing
something new.Through surveys and
interviews, they can get a snapshot of staff
concerns and use the data to determine
what support to provide. For example,
if teachers are observed having difficulty
using formative assessment data during
the course of instruction, they may benefit
from observing others using such data
in practice.They may also benefit from
coaching and guidance in how to make
adjustments based on such feedback.
In providing support — which may
include coaching, consulting, or follow-up
actions such as small-group instruction
or guidance — the leader is also able to
communicate encouragement and genuine
concern for the individual or group and
help advance the change effort. Such a
facilitative style also contributes to the
development of a culture and context
that is conducive to and supportive of
the change process, and it reflects the
leader’s commitment to supporting others
in their journey toward improvement.
For example, SEDL worked with a
district that was implementing professional
learning communities (PLCs) at several
schools.As part of the PLCs, teachers
first met in groups to plan a lesson that
was aligned with state standards.They
taught the lesson and then brought
samples of student work to PLC meetings
so the group could check for student
understanding and identify ways to modify
instruction to better meet student needs.
School leaders surveyed staff concerns

and realized that some of the teachers
felt uncomfortable discussing student
difficulties with their PLCs.These teachers
were worried that colleagues might
criticize them for their students’ difficulties
or, worse, that the challenges would be
noted in their performance reviews.
In response to these concerns,
instructional coaches worked with each
PLC to develop meeting guidelines that
ensured a supportive and respectful
environment. Coaches also modeled
the behavior they wanted to see in
the meetings: they recognized and
celebrated successes, helped teachers
use work samples to identify student
difficulties and find solutions, and they
offered support and solutions instead of
criticizing teachers.As teachers felt more
comfortable in PLC meetings, they were
more willing to ask colleagues for input
when their students struggled to master
a specific standard.Teachers appreciated
the helpful feedback and felt that their
instructional practices — and ultimately
student achievement — benefited. By
understanding and responding to the
way teachers were experiencing the
change, school leaders helped ensure that
PLCs were successfully implemented.

Insight # 3: Define the Change
Even when they are enthusiastic about a
new program, staff may return from training
and realize that they still don’t understand
what is expected of them.We encourage
schools and districts to provide staff with
a clear, specific, and shared description of
what implementation of a new program or
practice should look like.This description
should look at implementation as a range
of behaviors — including ideal, acceptable,
and less desirable variations — rather than
as implementing versus not implementing.
Finally, it is helpful to define the
components of the program or innovation.
These might include materials used,
teacher behaviors, and student activities.
For example, a school implementing
a new science program might want to
define how teachers are expected to
group students for learning.An example
of ideal implementation might be the
teacher assigning students to groups that
vary over time based on instructional
objectives and students’ abilities.Acceptable

implementation might be the teacher
assigning students to small permanent
groups for lab work and other assignments.
Less than desirable implementation
might be the teacher exclusively
providing whole group instruction.
Getting input from everyone involved
in the program is one of the most valuable
aspects of the process of defining the
change.A district in Alabama engaged in
a collaborative, rather than a top-down,
process to define change and felt that the
effort contributed to the program’s success.
The district was implementing the state’s
Strategic Teaching Framework, an approach
that focuses on standards, lesson planning
and instructional strategies.The district
had provided training on the framework,
but there had been very little followup, and implementation varied among
schools. In response to the situation,
district leaders and teachers discussed
and dissected the program, defining in
greater detail what all stakeholders should
be doing when they implemented the
Strategic Teaching Framework in the

classroom.The group then presented
the description to school principals.The
result of this collaboration was a clear and
thorough description of the program that
helped all staff understand expectations.
Because stakeholders at all levels had
helped define the change, they felt more
ownership and became advocates for
the framework. Finally, because they had
a clear idea of how teachers should be
using the Strategic Teaching Framework,
administrators charged with overseeing
implementation said that when they
conducted classroom walk-throughs, their
visits had greater focus and purpose.

Insight # 4: Use Data
Before, During and After
Implementation
A popular adage among those who
work in research and evaluation is “you
can never have too much data.” Perhaps
a more apt statement would be “you can
never have too much relevant data,” —
data that will help leaders choose the
appropriate program, determine how

staff are implementing the program, and,
ultimately, what impact the program is
having on students. In other words, leaders
must plan to collect data before, during,
and after program implementation.
Before a district or school adopts
and implements a new program, wise
leaders should collect and analyze data to
determine the extent to which there is a
need for a new program and to set realistic
goals for addressing that need. Consider
student performance in mathematics
as an example. Before a district selects
a new math curriculum or professional
development service, leadership should
assess current student achievement. Is
there even a need for the program? If so, is
there a need for the program in all schools
in the district or just some? Are there
specific levels of student performance that
the district would like to see as a result
of implementing the program? The next
set of pre-adoption data should focus on
the programs under consideration. For
example, is there research showing the
program is effective? If so, is it effective
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“In providing support — which may
include coaching, consulting, or follow-up
actions such as small-group instruction
or guidance — the leader is also able to
communicate encouragement and genuine
concern for the individual or group and
help advance the change effort.”
for all students or only certain groups
of students? Does the program have the
potential to increase student performance
to the desired level? This fine-tuned data
analysis of both student performance and
available programs will better prepare
decision makers to choose innovations
that can best meet their students’ needs.
In an ideal setting, staff would implement
a new program without any problems,
and the new program would soon have a
positive impact on student outcomes. But
we know that this rarely, if ever, occurs.
Collecting and analyzing formative data
during implementation allows leadership
to determine what is going well with
implementation and what areas may need
support. For example, one of our evaluators
worked for a district that had adopted a
behavioral-support program through which
educators aimed to replace negative student
behaviors with more constructive behaviors,
thereby eliminating the need for negative
reinforcement. Behavioral-support specialists
played a critical role in the program’s
success through the training and support
they provided to teachers and staff.The
district team therefore wanted to ensure that
the specialists were indeed providing the
necessary support.The team reviewed service
logs to track both the number of hours
behavioral-support specialists spent working
with teachers and staff and the resources
they were providing.Through this collection
and analysis of formative data, the leadership
team saw that some specialists were not
providing the expected level of support and
materials.The team reached out to these
specialists to see what prevented them from
providing more support. In many cases,
the behavioral-support specialists faced
challenges such as scheduling difficulties.
22
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The district leadership worked with them
to resolve these issues so that the support
specialists could work with teachers more
effectively and ensure the program’s success.
Data collected after a program has been
implemented for a set amount of time,
or perhaps at the end of a school year,
is typically used in a summative way to
determine the program’s impact.With the
math program described earlier, district
leaders might examine student math scores
on benchmark tests to determine whether
the new program had the desired impact
on student achievement in mathematics.
Too often, we see education leaders
seeking quick fixes—and therefore
abandoning a recently adopted program—
because they are unhappy with the first
post-implementation data.As noted earlier,
when an initiative fails to have the desired
impact, the program or practice itself is
not always to blame.A thorough review
of data may provide insights on how the
program was implemented and highlight
opportunities to support the staff engaged
in the effort.When leadership teams reflect
on a program’s success, we encourage
them to consider data collected before,
during, and after program implementation.
Did the program truly meet the school or
district’s needs? Did staff implement the
program as expected? Finally, did students
benefit? Data can also guide the leadership
team in making decisions about the
continuation of, or changes to, the program.

Insight # 5: Commit
For the Long Haul
The insights listed so far have
reinforced the notion that leaders drive
school improvement, especially in building
professional community and teacher capacity.

For example, we have seen a school struggle
to implement a co-teaching initiative that
resulted from grassroots concern about
high school students with disabilities having
access to rigorous, grade-level instruction.
The initial excitement and momentum for
this initiative faltered and perished, in part
because the principal showed little interest
in it, chose not to take part in training with
the team, and delegated responsibility for
the effort to non-leadership personnel.
Conversely, change initiatives have
succeeded as a result of a leader’s ongoing
support and interest.We have seen PLCs
flourish in a middle school where the
principal participated in team meetings,
used newsletters and faculty meetings
to publicly acknowledge the efforts and
progress of teacher teams, and collaborated
with staff to apply for and emerge as a
finalist for a national award recognizing
collaborative professional learning. More
recently, in our work with a geographically
large, rural school district implementing
Alabama’s Strategic Teaching Framework,
we have seen central-office staff respond
effectively to push back from school leaders.
When principals questioned the direction
of the approach and expressed their
need for more support, district leadership
reviewed their concerns and identified
problems with the initial launch of the
project.The district provided a professional
learning opportunity to build common
purpose and vision for the work ahead.

Conclusion
Even when educators are motivated
to improve instruction and student
achievement, implementing the changes
required to produce these outcomes can
be challenging both for education leaders
and for those charged with implementation.
People are often tempted to abandon
the program at the first sign of failure.
Managing the implementation of a school
improvement initiative requires leaders to
do more than adopt a new program and
train staff. Education leaders will see better
results if they think beyond these first steps
and view implementation as a dynamic,
long-term process. By considering how
staff may experience the change, clearly
defining how the initiative should look when
implemented, collecting and analyzing data
to measure success and provide support, and
committing to support the initiative beyond

adoption, leaders increase the chance that
school improvement initiatives will have a
positive impact on student achievement.

How SEDL Can Help
The insights described above are based
on a framework called the ConcernsBased Adoption Model (CBAM), a resource
that SEDL staff use to help schools and
districts manage the implementation of
school improvement initiatives. CBAM
provides tools and techniques for leaders
to identify staff concerns and analyze
program implementation.This information
empowers leaders to give each person the
support they need to achieve success.
• An Innovation Configuration Map
provides a clear picture of what
constitutes high-quality implementation.
It serves as an exemplar to
guide and focus staff efforts.
• The Stages of Concern process, which
includes a questionnaire, interview, and
open-ended statements, enables leaders
to identify staff members’ attitudes
and beliefs toward a new program

MANAGING THE
IMPLEMENTATION
OF SCHOOL
IMPROVEMENT
EFFORTS

or initiative.With this knowledge,
leaders can take actions to address
individuals’ specific concerns.
• The Levels of Use interview tool
helps determine how well staff, both
individually and collectively, are using
a program. Levels range from nonuse
to advanced use.When combined
with the Innovation Configuration
and first-hand observations, this
information can help staff effectively
implement a new program.
More information about CBAM is
available on our website at http://
sedl.org/cbam. If you would like to
learn more about how SEDL can help
you use CBAM to manage a school
improvement initiative, visit the managing
implementation section of our Center
for High-Performing Schools website
at http://highperformingschools.sedl.
org/managing_implementation/.

1. Don’t just adopt a new program;
implement it.
2. Understand that change is personal.
3. Define the change.
4. Use data before, during,
and after implementation.
5. Commit for the long haul.

Jason LaTurner is a research associate
and Dale Lewis is a project director at SEDL.
For more information, visit www.sedl.org
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PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

SUCCESSFUL

Professional Development
By Wynn Godbold
If you want your professional
development (PD) to be successful,
make these three powerful tweaks:
1. Know the needs of your teachers.
2. S upport the professional
development.
3. P
 rovide assimilation time
and follow-up.
It happens all over the country.
Schools hold professional development
that is not tailored to the needs of
their teachers, administrators do not
support the professional development,
and time is not provided for teachers
to assimilate the new information nor
have questions answered after trying the
new ideas in their classrooms.Yet these
three actions are critical to successful
implementation of new ideas and
programs deemed worthy to consume
limited teacher preparation time.
You can avoid making these
mistakes in your school simply by
tweaking what you do now.

Know the Needs of Your Teachers
The first and most critical tweak to make
is to know the needs of your teachers.
Contrary to popular belief, the best way to
know the needs of your teachers is NOT to
ask them. In cases where your teachers are
involved in year-long PD focused on a central
theme or topic this will work. Most often
however, this is unfortunately not the case.
Therefore, we must have other
ways to know what teachers need.
The best way to do this is to be in
classrooms. Observations, evaluations,
and walkthroughs done consistently can
give great insight into teacher needs.
Select an area of focus for your class visits
based on student achievement data.Then,
when you observe, evaluate, or walk-through,
do so with this focus in mind. Shut down
24
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the distractors of other subjects.As you
focus on one area you’ll see more clearly the
specifics of what is needed by your teachers.
Then, talk to the professional
development leader of the intended session.
Convey your staff’s needs and ask him/her
to tailor the session. If you are not able to
state your teachers’ needs clearly enlist help.
Ask the person providing your professional
development to come a day early and
observe your teachers in action.Then discuss
how to tailor the PD to your staff’s needs.
In my work with teachers across
the United States I enjoy tailoring
professional development to the needs
of individual schools.The feedback
throughout the day and during the
wrap up is always best when I’ve had
a chance to talk with the administrator
beforehand and plan for the specifics
of the school’s teachers.Your energy on
the front end makes a huge difference.
Professional development can be
powerful and positively affect students’
achievement if done correctly. Invest some
time up front in knowing exactly what your
teachers need.This will pay off handsomely.
“Anything worth doing is worth doing
right.” — Hunter S. Thompson.

Support the
Professional Development
The second tweak for ensuring
successful professional development is
to support it with your presence. I know
for some of you the statement above
strikes fear, others feel the pressure
of time closing in around you, but
deep inside you all know I’m right.
“An ounce of practice is worth more than
tons of preaching.” — Mahatma Gandhi
Let’s don’t argue with Gandhi. If
you want teachers to buy into the
program or idea, you must show your

support of it, not just talk about it.
When I was a teacher I sat in many
hours of professional development.As
a deliverer of professional development
I have been involved in many more
hours with teachers.The best results of
professional development are experienced
when teachers have administrator support.
Your presences says to teachers,
• “I believe in this program/information.”
• “I support your efforts to implement.”
• “I am building my knowledge
so I can lead.”
You may have multiple professional
development sessions going on
during the same day. Make sure to be
present. Make yourself available in each
session for a period of time to answer
questions and share your thoughts.
Put PD at the top of your priority
list. Model active commitment and
you will see teacher engagement,
retention and implementation rise.

Provide Assimilation
Time and Follow-Up
Tweak three is to provide assimilation
time and follow-up.This tweak is perhaps
the most critical to PD success of all.
Teacher burnout and overwhelm happens
expediently when teachers are not
provided time to assimilate new ideas.
To keep this from happening, explain to
the person providing the professional
development that one of your goals for
the day is to include time for teachers
to talk with one another and to reflect
on what they are learning.A good PD
deliverer will embrace this goal and
will know how to make this happen.
I’ve experienced PD where the
presenter crammed an agenda at us
and never stopped to be sure we
were assimilating the information.
Assimilating involves more than

understanding.Teachers need time
to think and imagine how the new
ideas will work in their classrooms.
“The quality of everything we do
depends on the quality of the thinking
we do first.” — Time to Think
A second part of assimilation happens
after the PD is complete. Rather than
rolling from one session to the next
back to back, plan for teachers to have
think time in between sessions.This will
allow them to organize their thoughts
and wrap up new ideas in preparation
for more. Skipping this vital time
causes frustration and overwhelm.
The final part of tweak three is to
plan for and provide follow-up PD.
The first session of PD on any topic is
for explaining the new concepts, ideas
or practices.Working with the new
practices will result in questions that
need to be answered.Very often schools
neglect to plan for answering these
questions.This is where teachers begin

“The first and most critical tweak to
make is to know the needs of your
teachers. Contrary to popular belief,
the best way to know the needs of
your teachers is NOT to ask them.”
to stray from the path of your intention.
This is the time doubts creep into the
minds of teachers. If you believe in the
concepts, ideas, and practices enough
to support them with yours and your
teachers’ time and attention, then by
all means take the time to follow-up by
answering questions, giving guidance, and
reassuring teachers they are implementing
according to your expectations.The old
“one and done” approach will not work
in making lasting effective change.

800-553-4150
www.seenmagazine.us							

You and your teachers invest time,
energy, and money into professional
development. Don’t squander. Make these
three tweaks and enjoy the rewards of
purposeful, productive, and long-term
professional development for your
success, your teachers’ success, and
ultimately your students’ success.
Wynn Godbold is the founder of the International
Academy of Bee Sharp Teachers. You can learn more
about her and the Academy by visiting www.BeeSharp.us.

www.uiu.edu/yourdegree
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PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

The GENIUS

of a LEARNING

ORGANIZATION

A CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT CYCLE FOR PROFESSIONAL PRACTICE
By Dr. Shawn K. Smith
Recently, I found myself humming along
to a familiar tune,“Don’t Worry, Be Happy.”
For the life of me I could not remember
the artist. So I took the time to look it up
on the intent.To my surprise, Bobby
McFerrin, according to Billboard 100,
was a “one-hit wonder” — artists who
reached number one in their first and
only chart appearance. I couldn’t help
but think of the parallels to professional
development (PD) in education. I have
spent 15 years in education and have seen
on numerous occasions a one-hit wonder
PD. Often times these random, isolated PD
sessions have no connection to the real
work teachers are faced with every day
in their classrooms.There is little follow
up or time to try the content of the PD
session in their classrooms and no formal
structure for collaboration and support. In
many cases, this leads to teachers feeling
isolated and left to improve by their
own accord. Research has indicated that
even successful, high-quality professional
development tends to only yield a five
percent implementation rate.Today’s 21st
century schools need to be flexible and
adaptable to respond effectively to an
increasingly diverse student population.
How can schools and districts shift away
from “one-hit wonder PD” to continuous
improvement cycles of professional
practice? It begins with instructional
leaders being very intentional in the
choices they make.These choices, over
time, have the power to transform schools
into learning organizations by creating
collaborative structures of professional
inquiry. In doing so, it will help foster a
26
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shared sense of meaning about our work
as educators. It will empower classroom
teachers to become the experts. It will
result in an enduring culture that puts
student learning at the center of the work,
teachers as the instructional experts,
and far from a one-hit wonder. It is the
genius of a learning organization.
In 2005 Jim Collins released a
monograph to accompany “Good to
Great” entitled “Good to Great and the
Social Sectors.” He tells the story of Tom
Morris, executive director of the Cleveland
Orchestra, who explained that he asked
his team a simple question,“What do we
mean by great results?”Are great results
rooted in playing with perfection? Is it
invitations to prestigious music festivals
or greater demand for tickets? It was
this type of focused, strategic thinking
that lead the Cleveland Orchestra
organization to separate their inputs from
outputs, hold themselves accountable for
measurable results, and in the end triple
their endowment to $120 million.What
mattered most was a process to assemble
rigorous evidence, both qualitative and
quantitative to track progress. Schools

and districts need to build learning
organizations though a professional practice
process.The process is described here.
Listen and Learn. Collect evidence to
understand student learning. Like any
new endeavor, seeking first to understand
the situation begins by listening to those
closest to the action. Like Tom Morris, the
process begins by asking a simple question,
“What do we mean by great results?” Clearly
articulating what success will look like takes
time and is the first step in the process.
This happens by facilitating collaborative
meetings in which everyone in the school
has the opportunity to weigh in on the
goals for the year.Typically, these goals
should be grounded in both qualitative
and quantitative data.What evidence can
you collect to gain a true understanding
of student learning in your school? In
addition to student achievement data
consider using surveys to gather student,
teacher and parent feedback as well.We
partner with the National Center for School
Leadership (www.ncfsl.org) which has a
range of tools to help administer, aggregate,
and analyze survey data to give you a
well-rounded picture of your school.

Improving
School
Performance
Is a Team
Effort.
We’re here to help.
Professional development,
consulting services, and
keynote presentations in
• Leadership for School
Turnaround
• Managing the
Implementation and Impact
of Reform Initiatives
• Professional Learning
Communities
• Mathematics
• English Language Arts

Students learn to write by reading models
and receiving explicit skill instruction.
While readers may become better readers by reading more, writers do not become better
writers by writing alone. Writing is output. Language is acquired from input, not output,
from comprehension, not production, so it makes sense that students cannot learn writing by
simply writing more.
In order for students to be successful, confident writers, they must read mentor texts, view
writing models and receive explicit instruction and guidance.

Writing Alive provides these.
Aligned to Common Core State Standards in Writing/Language/Reading Lit. K-8.
Call Today! 303-550-8049 or go to www.WritingAlive.com
www.seenmagazine.us							

800-476-6861
highperformingschools@sedl.org
highperformingschools.sedl.org
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Establish a few key focus areas for adult
professional learning. Believe that effective teaching
practices improve student learning.
Less is more, and in the case of adult professional learning this
is definitely true. Expert teaching practices are developed over
time with relentless focus on a few core practices. Use data to
determine your focus areas and do it by involving everyone in
the school.The continuous learning cycle is embedded in coconstructing meaning for our work together; and this begins with
shared decision making for the focus of professional practice.
Organize around four core principles. Each principle has several
elements of the professional practice.Whether it is designing
instruction, customizing 21st century learning, or managing the
performance of students, you cannot effectively focus on all of it in
one year. Use data (including student work) and decide together on
a few key areas of focus that teachers believe will improve student
learning. Document them and make these focus areas public.
Align PD activities and professional readings to your focus areas.

At Educational Training Specialists, we love
teachers. We ARE teachers. We know that
their time is valuable.
That’s why we offer dynamic teacher
training that imparts immediately
applicable information and strategies in:
• Teaching English Learners
• Common Core Literacy
• Common Core Math
• Differentiated Instruction
• Classroom Management, and much more.
Our training sessions are
interactive, grounded in
research, and thoughtfully
prepared to help teachers
reach students in all subgroups.
Contact us today at 800-279-7135 to inquire
about how Educational Training Specialists
can assist the teachers in your school or
district with raising student achievement.

http://training4teachers.com
anne@training4teachers.com
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Once your team has selected a few key focus areas for
the year, align them with professional development support
tools. Choose activities that align with your focus areas and
engage teachers in the activities at every possible moment.
Activities can be used at monthly staff meetings, at leadership
team meetings, department and grade level meetings, before
or after school, teacher institute days, or other appropriate
times.The power of the PD activities lies in their focus and
continuous use. Research indicates that for a teacher to have
full mastery of a particular teaching practice they need at
least four engagements with the content of the professional
practice.This can be accomplished by creating a cycle of
continuous learning and staying focused on only a few
key practices over the course of a school year. Leverage
additional resources, keep focused and stay organized.
After teachers have engaged in a PD activity give
them time to implement the professional practice.
Teachers need opportunities for safe practice.They
need to know they are being supported and this begins
by giving them time to try this new practice. Follow up
with teachers by asking them non-judgmental questions,
like,“how is it going?”“Is there anything I can do to
help?”“Have you learned things that might help others?”
Leverage follow up activities at every place you can.
After a few weeks of practice time, it is important to have
some structured, formal follow up. Build in short, 15 minute
follow up activities that can be leveraged when time allows.
During this time, revisit the professional practice, clarify
misconceptions about the practice, demonstrate or model the
practice again, and provide time for collaborative discussion.
Give teachers more time to implement the practice into their
classrooms. Communicate with each other about the practice.
Continue to try this practice and reflect on the experience.
Stay focused. Create multiple opportunities for safe practice,
observation and feedback.After teachers have had time to
practice, it is important to create multiple opportunities

for teachers to observe each other and offer feedback.This
can happen in a number of ways. Many teachers learn best by
observing other colleagues using the new practice. Observing the
new practice and then having time to discuss the observation is
a powerful support mechanism. One way we have seen schools
implement peer-to peer observations is by hiring a few substitute
teachers on a given day. Rotate the subs throughout the day.
Schedule different grade levels or departments in 90-minute blocks
of time to observe instruction and then debrief the observation
with colleagues.You can give multiple grade levels or departments
this opportunity with only a few substitutes and tight management
of scheduling.Then, after school, bring together all of the teachers
that had the opportunity to participate. Debrief the collective
experience by drawing out themes from the entire group.
Measure and monitor student learning. Is the practice having an impact?
Decide upon the evidence you will collect throughout
the year to monitor your overall goals. Is the professional
practice having a positive impact on student learning?
What are the challenges? What are the roadblocks? What is
working? Why? What additional support do teachers need
to increase student learning? Learn from each other and
select new PD activities that address the pressing issues.
Repeat the cycle. These routines build learning
organizations and strong school cultures.
The idea here is progress, not perfection. Highly effective
schools understand and create this collaborative journey — a
journey that is routed in continuous improvement.This is never
a destination for them.They understand well you never “arrive”
at the destination, rather you craft a culture of inquiry about
how professional practice influences student learning. David
Garvin, in “Building a Learning Organization,” defines a learning
organization as one,“skilled at creating, acquiring, and transferring
knowledge, and at modifying its behavior to reflect new
knowledge and insights.” Structures like the ones described above
craft the culture of organizations. Like a heartbeat, you can feel
the rhythm of it — and it becomes the pulse of the organization,
school, department or grade-level team. And like a heartbeat, if
it stops, the system starts to shut down. While the idea is not
new, focusing on a few key focus areas, crafting conversations
about professional practice, and continuously monitoring student
learning as a result of these new practices takes discipline and
hard work. Remember to celebrate progress along the way.
Dr. Shawn K. Smith (shawn@modernteacher.com) is co-founder
and president of Modern Teacher, a professional development division
of eSchool Solutions, inc. Modern Teacher professional development is
committed to supporting teachers and focused on maximizing teaching
effectiveness in the 21st century. He is the former Chief of Schools
for the nation’s third largest school system, Chicago Public Schools
and is the co-author of Teacher as Architect: Instructional design and
delivery for the modern teacher. Teacher as Architect® is a signature
collection of educational support tools published by Modern Teacher
Press®. For more information visit www.modernteacherpress.com.
www.seenmagazine.us							

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

Whole child development
and Common Core
integration from the leader
in character education.
CHARACTER COUNTS!® is the all-in-one solution
that transforms your school climate and advances
academics, character education and SEL. Our
program has a proven record of producing great
schools that teachers and students love.
ONE SCHOOL DISTRICT’S RESULTS
SINCE USING CHARACTER COUNTS!

64% reduction in expulsions
41% reduction in suspensions
$85,120 costs savings based upon

improved attendance rates

Get everything you need to bring the program to
your school by attending an upcoming Character
Development Seminar near you. Space is limited
to 40 participants per location, so register early.
April 30 – May 2: York Preparatory Academy,
Rock Hill, SC (Charlotte area) Register online:
CharacterCounts.org/YPA
February 18 - 20: Kay Granger Elementary,
Fort Worth, TX – Register online:
CharacterCounts.org/KGE
January 29 - 31: Josephson Institute,
Los Angeles, CA (near LAX) Register online:
CharacterCounts.org/LAX
February 21: 1-Day Introductory Workshop
Jonesborough, TN – Register online:
CharacterCounts.org/TN

For more info or to book,
call 800-711-2670
©2013 Josephson Institute. “CHARACTER COUNTS!” is a registered trademark of Josephson Institute.
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PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

The benefits of online
PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT

By Jeffrey A. Elliott
There is no doubt that the number of
teachers participating in online professional
development is on the rise.The same
principles that make 21st century teaching
and learning engaging to students is what
often makes it appealing to educators.
However, many administrators and educators
still remain conflicted over whether online
or in-person is the best option for them.
In a new study funded by the National
Science Foundation and conducted by
the University of Michigan, two groups of
teachers each participating in online versus
face-to-face professional development using
the same content, all reported increased
confidence with the material. Students of
these teachers gained just as much knowledge
of the curriculum as those who participated
in the in-person workshop. Research such
as this, combined with promising student
outcomes, is continuing to pave the way
for greater adoption of online professional
development. It’s important for educators to
consider the benefits of online learning before
deciding which option is best for them.
30
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Technology Brings
Expertise to Your Door
One of the most obvious benefits of
learning online is the ability to reach beyond
your borders. If expertise in the desired
or needed subject matter doesn’t exist
locally or in your district, educators can
leverage the knowledge and experience
of those who are located elsewhere using
the Internet. By opening themselves up
to national, or even global opportunities,
teachers can leverage true content experts,
whether the desire is to learn how to
improve their teaching of a particular
subject matter or how to instruct online.

Design and Execution
Like any good course, design and
execution is key.A well-designed online
learning experience consists of a teacherled course that challenges and engages
even the most experienced instructor to
learn material in an authentic way, while
working with and learning from their peers.
Gail Corder, a teacher and director of
Educational Technology for the Trinity

Valley School in Fort Worth,Texas, was
compelled to modify her French class into
a blended course after participating in
The Virtual High School (VHS) NetCourse
Instructional Methodologies (NIM) course.
“It opened up my eyes to the possibilities.
I started viewing education and my face-toface class entirely differently, which to me
was the measure of a quality professional
development experience,” she said.
Rather than writing papers or memorizing
facts, a quality online course challenges
teachers to facilitate student learning, solve
problems and create and evaluate new
tools to increase a student’s knowledge of
a particular subject matter. For example,
in the “VHS Fractions for Elementary
School Teachers” course, instructors are
challenged to create, learn and teach virtual
math manipulatives, an interactive and
online visual representation of fractions.

Course Evaluation
The evaluation of online courses involves
many of the same criteria applied to
traditional courses and is an important part

to ensuring ongoing refinement. In most
classes, feedback is encouraged throughout
the course, but especially at the end. In a
VHS professional development course,
for example, teachers are encouraged to
fill out a questionnaire at the completion
of their course. Based on their answers,
if additional information or feedback is
needed or required then VHS staff will
follow-up with the student. Curriculum staff
continuously analyzes the questionnaires
both quantitatively and qualitatively so as
to further refine courses moving forward.

All Teachers Are
Seated in the Front Row
In an effective online class,
educators are each held accountable
for contributing and collaborating with
their peers, putting all instructors front
and center.Teachers are measured and
graded on their active participation in
the course, which often makes online
education favorable amongst principals,
superintendents and other district officials.
Speaking of her experience having a
cohort of math teachers learn online, Paula
Giaquinto,Assistant Superintendent of
Curriculum and Grants for the Fitchburg
Public Schools in Massachusetts recalled,
“Online professional development forces
teachers to engage with the work both
independently and in a group that’s
different from an in-person class in
which carrying other people is possible.
In an online class you can’t be a passive
participant. Our teachers were really
challenged to keep pace and in the end it
not only improved their teaching, but really
enhanced their communication skills.”
As a result,VHS finds increased online
course participation over in-person
classes, which is generally the goal of
any online class.Their instructors spend
many hours learning how to increase
student participation in an online forum.
“Because teachers can participate when it’s
convenient for them and things like social
barriers are removed, we find that online
participation is most often greater than what
we see in traditional courses,” said Mark
Bucceri, Chief Learning Officer for VHS.

are located hundreds of miles apart. In an
online course, teachers can take advantage
of anytime, anywhere access to their
instructor and their peers, participating on
their own time, whether it is before, during
or after school. By leveraging the Internet
combined with a live teacher, instructors
can benefit from high availability regardless
of the day of the week or time of day.

More Affordable
Anytime a physical venue is required
the cost to the teacher and/or the district is
going to be greater. Given the reduced cost of
technology, online courses are generally more
affordable than their in-person counterparts,
making it a cost-effective choice for
districts.Today, educators are looking for
challenging and accessible opportunities
that can help them stay competitive and
continue to acquire new strategies and
techniques that enhance their teaching.
Online education today is a constantly
evolving field given the rapidly changing
pace of technology. Many course providers
are increasingly mobile device friendly so
that teachers can participate in courses

via their iPad and other devices.VHS, for
example, is working on incorporating things
like more social networking strategies into
their courses and integrating the latest online
apps and programs. In addition, subject and
certification-specific offerings are something
that they could begin offering as soon as
next year.“More and more we are seeing
districts that have specific needs and are
customizing our professional development
to their specifications,” said Bucceri.
Online education inherently has a
number of benefits that are attractive to
teachers and schools, however, not all
professional development is created equal.
Like anything, educators should choose
experienced online learning providers for
their professional development needs.
Jeffrey A. Elliott is president and CEO
of The Virtual High School, the nonprofit
pioneer of K-12 online learning and creators
of award-winning professional development
courses for teachers worldwide. For nearly
20 years Elliott has been a leader in the K-12
education market. For more information,
visit www.thevhscollaborative.org.

Expanding Opportunities
Online & Blended Learning
Partner with us to prepare students for
college and careers
Core, Honors, AP®, Gifted & Talented,
and Elective courses available
Full-time and supplemental programs
Customized solutions and personalized
learning

Increased Access
to Instructors and Peers
A physical classroom can present
scheduling challenges especially when trying
to coordinate across schools, districts and
across multiple rural areas, even those who

www.TheVirtualHighSchool.org
Speak with an Online Learning
Specialist. Call 978.897.1900

www.seenmagazine.us							
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FETC 2014 – International Education
Technology Conference
Orange County Convention Center
January 28-31, 2014
Orlando, FL
Innovation Radiates from FETC—
Soak It Up!
Discover the future of educational technology at FETC
2014, the content-rich, international conference that
brings education leaders and technology experts
together to exchange techniques and strategies for
teaching and learning success. The four-day event
is your platform to connect, collaborate, create and
improve teaching and learning in the 21st century.
Inspiring Keynotes
• Chris Lehmann, Founding Principal of the Science
Leadership Academy
• Lucien Vattel, CEO, GameDesk & Founder of
Playmaker School
• Rushton Hurley, Founder & Executive Director,
Next Vista for Learning
150+ Workshops
Led by local and national experts, intensively
explore topics. Learn new skills and strategies and
create new materials that meet the demands of
state and national standards for technology and
curriculum.
200+ Sessions

International Reading Association
59th Annual Conference
Institute Day: May 9, 2014
Conference & Exhibits:
May 10–12, 2014
Ernest N. Morial Convention Center
New Orleans, LA
The International Reading Association’s 59th Annual
Conference is the premier event for literacy professionals
worldwide. This year’s program offers hundreds of
sessions, many of which focus on the Common Core;
assessment; beginning, elementary, and adolescent
learners; and research.
Here’s a small sampling of what you’ll get when you
attend our conference:
• A chance to hear best-selling children’s authors Dav
Pilkey and Jeff Kinney and widely renowned educators
P. David Pearson and Rafe Esquith speak
• Access to our incredible Teaching Edge series which
explores the most popular topics in literacy with some
of the leading minds in the field
• Entrance to our Exhibit Hall, where exhibitors will
introduce you to new technology and innovative
products and services
• The opportunity to connect with thousands of literacy
educators from around the world

These presentations cover current topics
including innovative pedagogy with emerging
technologies, best practices developed through
research and actual classroom experience. Join
educational leaders and technology experts to
acquire techniques and strategies for teaching and
learning success in the digital age.

Attending our conference is about gaining the
knowledge you need to make an even greater difference
in your classroom, school, and district.

Learn more and register today
@ FETC.org; use promo code: NX29A.

FOR MORE INFORMATION IRAReg@cmrus.com
1-888-294-9167

www.seenmagazine.us							

Visit www.iraconference.org/SEEN2 for more
information on registration and our amazing
line-up of speakers.
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Journey
JostensRenaissance
National Conference 2014

Jostens Renaissance
National Conference
July 11 – 13, 2014
(Leadership Preconference July 10)
Omni ChampionsGate Resort –
Orlando, FL
This year’s theme is The Joy of the Journey.
Jostens Renaissance is the only premiere
conference in the country that brings
all educational stakeholders together to
collaborate on improving school culture
and climate. Discover how to make your
school a place where students belong,
not just attend. Educational topics to be
addressed will include:
Social Media
Cyber Bullying and Bullying
Recognition
Leadership

TCEA 2014 Convention & Exposition Texas Computer Education Association
February 3-7, 2014.
TCEA’s Annual Convention & Exposition brings together campus
and district-level educators from around the world. With over 600
sessions and hands-on workshops designed to inspire effective
technology integration and a 900-booth exhibit hall full of the
products and resources you need to be successful, this five-day
convention is the learning and networking event of the year.
TCEA (tcea.org) is a member-based organization devoted to
the use of technology in education. Our primary focus is on
integrating technology into the PreK-12 environment and
providing our members with state-of-the-art information
through conferences, workshops, newsletters, the Internet, and
collaborations with higher education and business.
Learn more at tceaconvention.org, and join us in Austin, Texas

Technology Integration
Jostens Renaissance® is about recognizing
all students and staff for academic
accomplishments, increased positive
behavior, and overall improvement
of school culture and climate. Jostens
Renaissance results show increased grades,
attendance, pride and graduation rates.
The annual Jostens Renaissance National
Conference provides the opportunity to
learn more about making your school
a place where students belong, not just
attend. The national conference also serves
as a networking opportunity with the best
and brightest in education. Don’t miss the
2014 conference, where you’ll learn more
about how to get to started—or restarted!
This conference is for any educator looking
to improve school culture and make a
positive difference through recognition and
inclusion. Teachers, administrators, students
and parents are all welcome! For details
and registration, visit www.jostens.com/
renaissance.
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What inspires great teaching?

What inspires engaged learning?

You will be inspired at
TCEA 2014 with resources,
tools, and best practices
for successful technology
integration, revamping
curriculum to inspire your
students and improve
learning outcomes.

Find out

MAKE PLANS TO ATTEND TODAY!

Register Now

www.tceaconvention.org

Feb. 3–7, 2014
AUSTIN, TX

44th Annual CASE-NAIS Independent
Schools Conference - Council For
Advancement And Support Of Education
/ National Association Of Independent
Schools
ChampionsGate, FL
01/12/2014 - 01/14/2014
2014 Joint Mathematics Meeting Mathematical Association Of America (MAA)
And The American Mathematical Society
(AMS)
Baltimore, MD
01/15/2014 - 01/18/2014
2014 National Reading Recovery & K-6
Classroom Literacy Conference
Columbus, OH
02/01/2014 - 02/04/2014
6th Annual Conference
On Higher Education Pedagogy
Blacksburg, VA
02/05/2014 - 02/07/2014
2014 NASSP Conference: Ignite
National Association of School Principals
Dallas Tx
02/06/2014-02/08/2014

2014 AASA National Conference
On Education - American Association
Of School Administrators
Nashville, TN
02/13/2014 - 02/15/2014
NABE 2014 - National Association
for Bilingual Education
San Diego, CA		
02/12/2014 - 02/15/2014
ATE 2014 Annual Meeting - Association
of Teacher Educators
St. Louis, MO
02/14/2014 - 02/18/2014
NASP 2014 Annual Convention - National
Association of School Psychologists
Washington, DC
02/18/2014 - 02/21/2014
NAIS Annual Conference
National Association of
Independent Schools
Orlando, Fl
02/26/2014-02/28/2014
AACTE 66th Annual Meeting American Association of Colleges
for Teacher Education
Indianapolis, IN
03/01/2014 - 03/03/2014

NADE National Association of
Developmental Education
Dallas, TX
03/05/2014- 03/08/2014
Teaching and Learning
Washington D.C.
March 14-15, 2014
ASCD 69th Annual
Conference & Exhibit Show
Los Angeles, CA
03/15/2014 - 03/17/2014
SITE 2014 - Society for Information
Technology & Teacher Education
Jacksonville, FL
03/17/2014 - 03/21/2014
2014 MTNA National Conference Music Teachers National Association
Chicago, IL
03/22/2014 - 03/26/2014
4th Annual Green Schools
National Conference
Sacramento, CA
03/27/2014 - 03/29/2014
TESOL International Convention & English
Language Expo (TESOL 2014) - Teachers of
English to Speakers of Other Languages
Portland, OR
03/26/2014 - 03/29/2014

2014 national ConferenCe

Innovation radiates from FETC!

January 28–31, 2014

Soak it up—and take it back to your school.

Orange County Convention Center • Orlando, FL

PrOVEn
InTEGraTIOn
STraTEGIES
Friday morning Keynote speaker!
chris lehmann
Founding Principal of the Science
Leadership Academy

closing Keynote speaker!
rushton Hurley
NextVista.org

Featured speakers!
Hall davidson
Discovery Education

leslie Fisher
lesliefisher.com

rESuLTS-OrIEnTED
SOLuTIOnS
Fuel student achievement with more
than 400 expert and peer-led sessions.

WOrKSHOPS
COnCurrEnT SESSIOnS
InCLuDInG:
Increase Efficiency and Learning
Experiences Using Your Scheduling
System: One District’s Data-Driven
Story of Success

uParaLLELED
nETWOrKInG
TechShare LIVE!
What’s new, what’s great, and where to get it!

Technology Solution Seminars
Real end-user case studies, detailing
solutions to real issues.

FETC Night Out At Epcot*
Spend an evening with your friends and
colleagues at FETC Night Out at Epcot.*

An Administrator’s Guide to
Technology Integration

Exhibit Hall Grand Opening Reception

Broadband Mapping in Florida: Analysis
of Coverage, Speed, and Demographics

And more!

If Online Education is Mandated will
Schools Comply? A Detailed Look at
the Michigan Experience

For complete conFerence inFormation
and to register, go to Fetc.org
www.seenmagazine.us							

PRODUCED BY
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ITEEA 76th Annual Conference International Technology
Education Association
Orlando, FL
03/27/2014 - 03/29/2014
2014 NAEA National Convention - National
Art Education Association San Diego, CA
03/29/2014 - 03/31/2014
ACPA 2014 Annual Convention - American
College Personnel Association
Indianapolis, IN
03/30/2014 - 04/02/2014
2014 AAHPERD National Convention
& Exposition - American Alliance
For Health, Physical Education, Recreation,
And Dance
St. Louis, MO
04/01/2014 - 04/05/2014
62nd Annual NSTA National Conference National Science Teachers Association
Boston, MA
04/03/2014 - 04/06/2014

American Association
of Community Colleges
Washington DC
04/05/ - 04/08/2014

CEC 2014 Annual Convention & Expo Council for Exceptional Children
Philadelphia, PA
04/09/2014 - 04/12/2014

NAfME
National Association
for Music Education
St Louis, MO
04/10/2014- 04/12/20142

NCTM 2014 Annual Meeting & Exposition National Council of
Teachers of Mathematics
New Orleans, LA
04/09/2014 - 04/12/2014

2014 NSBA Annual Conference - National
School Board Association
New Orleans, LA
04/05/2014 - 04/07/2014

2014 NSTA STEM Forum & Expo National Science Teachers Association 2

2014 AERA Annual Meeting - American
Educational Research Association
Philadelphia, PA
04/03/2014 - 04/07/2014

NAFSA 2014 Annual Conference
& Expo - NAFSA: Association of
International Educators
San Diego, CA
05/25/2014 - 05/30/2014

46th NCSM Annual Conference - National
Council Of Supervisors
Of Mathematics
New Orleans, LA
04/07/2014 - 04/09/2014

Mass Customization:
original designs, made for you

New Orleans, LA
05/14/2014 - 05/17/2014

2014 ASEE Annual Conference & Exposition
- American Society For Engineering
Education
Indianapolis, IN
06/15/2014 - 06/18/2014

People don’t want selection:
they want what they want
By the room, floor or building, we team, plan and
deliver with responsiveness at every phase.

• Flexible collaboration spaces • Lecture and demonstration
• Wiﬁ student lounges
• Technical labs and studios
• Classrooms for teaming
• Corporate meeting rooms
Make an original statement with maximum visual impact, technology
integration, user comfort, unified design, applied throughout a broad
range of settings.
Custom funiture design, made in the USA, backed by a lifetime warranty.

Photos: © Jeﬀrey Korber

Made for:
Advanced Technology Center
Gulf Coast State College
Florida Architects, Inc.
Joe Sorci, AIA, LEED BD+C, GGP
Director of Design

www.smartdesks.com
800 770 7042

© CBT Supply dba SMARTdesks®. All rights reserved. SMARTdesks® is a registered trademark of CBT Supply, Inc.
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ISTE 2014 - International Society
for Technology in Education
Atlanta, GA		
06/28/2014 - 07/01/2014
NEA Expo 2014 - National Education
Association
Denver, CO		
07/01/2014 - 07/02/2014
ASCA Annual Conference 2014 - American
School Counselors Association Lake Buena
Vista, FL
06/29/2014 - 07/02/2014
SNA Annual National Conference 2014 School Nutrition Association
Boston, MA
07/13/2014 - 07/16/2014
SREB Southern Regional Education Board
28th Annual Staff Development Conference
Nashville, TN
July 16-19, 2014
Opryland Resort and Convention Center

2nd Annual Common Core State Standards
Networking Conference
Nashville, TN
July 14-16, 2014
Opryland Resort and Convention Center
28th Annual
Staff Development Conference
Nashville, TN
Opryland Resort and Convention Center
July 16-19, 2014
61st Annual Conference
For The Advancement Of
Mathematics Teaching (CAMT 2014)
Fort Worth, TX
07/21/2014 - 07/23/2014
45th Autism Society National Conference
And Exposition
Indianapolis, IN
07/23/2014 - 07/26/2014
EdSpaces 2014
(Formerly School Equipment Show)
Tampa, FL
10/29/2014 - 10/31/2014

41st Annual Conference
For Middle Level Education
Nashville, TN
11/06/2014 - 11/08/2014
65th IDA Annual Conference The International Dyslexia Association
San Diego, CA
11/12/2014 - 11/15/2014
NAGC 61st Annual Convention & Exhibition
- National Association for Gifted Children
Baltimore, MD
11/13/2014 - 11/16/2014
CareerTech VISION 2014 (formerly the ACTE
Annual Convention) Association for Career
and Technical Education
Nashville, TN
11/20/2014 - 11/22/2014
94th NCSS Annual Conference National Council For The Social Studies
Boston, MA
11/21/2014 - 11/23/2014
2014 NSDC Annual Conference National Staff Development Council
Nashville, TN
12/06/2014 - 12/10/2014

Registration opens early December 2013

www.iraconference.org/seen
www.seenmagazine.us							
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SPECIAL NEEDS

Late Developing

Executive
Function
Perhaps it’s a gift rather than a cure in a bright child
By William Dickerman
Darrell, age eight, was given a list of
“jobs” for each of his classes.The list was
placed on his desk each period and was
intended to help him stay on task.
For library period, his
instructions were as follows:
• Find, sort, return and renew books.
• Answer the questions on the board.
• Raise your hand (don’t shout out).
• Listen to directions.
Darrell also received a stimulant
medicine to further focus his attention
and improve his school performance.
But something was missing from
Darrell’s jobs and goals. Darrell was a very
bright boy — some would say gifted. He
was excited about life and learning, and
he thought everyone else should be as
excited about his discoveries as he was.
What was missing from his list of jobs
was the following:“Darrell would discover
something in a book that was so exciting
that he would forget all the rules and disrupt
everyone by loudly sharing his discovery.”
Darrell has Executive Function Disorder.
In accordance with the diagnosis, he was
subjected to all sorts of techniques and
strategies to help him compensate for his
limitations and overcome his “disability.” But
if his well-meaning teachers, therapists, and
parents had had a better understanding of
early learning in children, they might have
been more inclined to celebrate his learning
style rather than rush him to outgrow it.
Early cognitive development in human
children is different from that of other
mammals, even that of our close primate
relatives. Human children are helpless
when they are born; and, unlike in other
38
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“Most children develop a good bit
of independence and organizational
skill by the time they begin school,
but what about the child whose
organizational skills are slow to
develop, perhaps by several years?”
primates, the powerful prefrontal cortex
of the brain, which makes it possible
to plan, organize, and direct behavior,
barely functions at birth. It does not
develop fully until early adulthood.
One might think that nature had made
a mistake by neglecting this important
organizational need in human development,
but she probably did not.Young children
are helpless and dependent on others
for their care, but it is this freedom from
organizational control and imposed
structure that leaves their brains free
and open for receptive learning. Such
learning is a powerful tool that enables
the young child to acquire all aspects of
his native language — sounds, structure
and vocabulary — in just a few years.
Never again will he be able to learn such
a massive amount of complex information
so quickly. As he gets older he will keep
learning; but once his brain has imposed
the structure and control necessary for him
to gain independence and make practical
use of the skills he has been acquiring,
he will never again be able to learn with
the power he had in his early years.
Most children develop a good bit of
independence and organizational skill

by the time they begin school, but what
about the child whose organizational
skills are slow to develop, perhaps by
several years? This is the child who
forgets the basic rules of consideration,
whose attention is diverted to a fly
buzzing around the classroom, and who
may master a math skill one day but
completely forget it the next.This is the
child who never seems to be ready, even
if his schedule is the same every day.
As adults we find such disorganized
behavior extremely frustrating, and we
can seldom refrain from making such
comments as,“At your age, you should
certainly not need me to remind you
every single time.” But what if we were
to accept this relative helplessness
just as we do in very young children?
What if we understood the powerful
receptive learning that occurs when a
child is openly discovering his world
and not yet organizing his learning?
Could we accept the child’s dependency
as a worthwhile trade off for his
unfiltered exploration of his world?
Lawrence is an 11-year-old boy in
see EXECUTIVE FUNCTION page 41

Michael Yasick ADHD
Scholarship by Shire

Each recipient receives a
$2,000 award and 1 year of
ADHD coaching services*

This photo does not contain actual award recipients.

The scholarship program is for individuals in the United States who:
 have been diagnosed with Attention-Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD)
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What
can we

do about

Lawrence
Lawrence means well and he isn’t malicious, but he is 11 years
old and his executive function skills have barely begun to develop.
He doesn’t follow directions, he is always moving, and he impulsively pokes, shoves, or hits other children. He genuinely regrets his
misbehavior, but instruction, consequences, and reprimands have
little effect on his behavior a few minutes later.
We can’t just ignore his behavior. It is disruptive, it affects other
children, and it leaves Lawrence feeling discouraged and irritable.
Just letting it continue will not help him develop acceptable behavior.
What we need to do is work within his immature learning style,
recognizing that it is not a disability but a very powerful style
of learning that most children start to lose by the time they enter
school. It is the uninhibited, listen-and-explore style of behavior that
all children possess in their early years and that enables them to

master their native language in their first few years of life.
Lawrence will not gain control of his behavior through efforts
to help him plan or verbally understand the relation between his
behavior and various consequences, although such teaching approaches may seem helpful if carried on long enough because
eventually Lawrence’s executive functioning will develop on its own.
Medication may help by artificially forcing his brain to focus or by
helping him tolerate the discouragement and irritability that comes
from constant failure and rejection. But medication is a poor substitute for understanding his learning and behavior and harnessing
the natural learning style that he has not yet outgrown.
We must accept that organizing and guiding Lawrence’s behavior has to come from adults in his world; and such guidance must
continue until his brain has more fully matured. A teacher standing
beside Lawrence and perhaps putting her hand on his shoulder
can comfortably guide Lawrence’s impulsive movements while he
is standing in line. Carefully guiding and directing his movements
will elicit the kind of behavior we want him to practice, and it is
in this natural way that we must teach him. He does need to learn
acceptable standards of behavior, but they need to be taught by
example and careful guidance rather than through verbal instructions and rules that he is not yet ready to incorporate into his behavioral system.

NEW
VMS

Campus Video Surveillance Simpliﬁed

Video Insight – Maximize video surveillance coverage while reducing cost.
More than 5,000 K-12 schools and universities across North America rely on Video Insight to manage their IP video surveillance needs.
Video Insight software provides an easy-to-use, feature-rich enterprise solution that allows you to monitor a single location or
numerous facilities across multiple campuses. The solution integrates with most of the popular access control solutions and supports
over 2,200 camera models from more than 100 manufacturers.
Free Video Surveillance Pilot Program for K-12 and Universities – Mention this ad and receive IP cameras and video management
software (VMS) for a year without any commitment.
For more information visit:
www.video-insight.com/edu
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Executive Function
continued from page 38

a class of gifted learners. He is bright,
but not always a productive student,
and his behavior often disrupts the
class. Lawrence is not malicious or
aggressive — at least, not intentionally.
He is instead, without realizing it,
an experimental scientist. Given a
choice of following the curriculum or
pursuing a new discovery, his interest
always follows the path of exploration.
If Lawrence hears a squeak as he
moves his chair, he moves it again,
several times, playing with the sound
as it changes volume and pitch.The
teacher reprimands him and insists
that he return to his lesson. Later,
while the class is lining up for recess,
Lawrence randomly flails his arms
when he accidentally hits a boy in
the stomach.The boy lets out a loud
“Ouch!” and Lawrence laughs. Worse
yet, Lawrence impulsively does it
again to see what really happened and
then he is in trouble with everyone.
His second hit is not because he is
mean but because he has discovered
a new cause-and-effect phenomenon,
and without thinking about the class
or the boy, he impulsively wants to
discover how things work, just as
he did with his squeaking chair.
It is hard to celebrate impulsive,
spontaneous learning when it can be
so disruptive and when it so directly
impacts other students, as it does with
Lawrence. Even so, we might handle
the behavior differently if we realized
that Lawrence is eagerly exploring and
learning, rather than being purposely
aggressive or disobedient. It might also
help if we understood that his behavior
is not yet controlled by executive
planning and organization, and so even
the most elaborate system of rewards
and punishments is unlikely to bring
control to his behavior. Rather than
becoming frustrated and punitive,
we need to accept that, like it or not,
control of Lawrence’s behavior must be
our responsibility as adults and teachers.
We must plan ahead because he will
not. We might want to develop a way to
have more distance between Lawrence

and others when he is standing in line;
and when Lawrence makes one of his
bothersome discoveries, such as his
squeaking chair, we might want to be
ready (and in the mood) to pause for
a moment, share his discovery of the
chair’s sound, and then redirect him to
his lesson without anger or reprimands.
Executive functioning will almost
certainly develop in all bright children,
even though its development in a few
children may be delayed as late as their
teen years. When we are working with
such children, we have a choice. We
can force them into more productive
and directed learning through heavily
guided instruction, reward systems,
reprimands and medication. Or we
can celebrate and facilitate their open
style of learning while accepting the
fact that we need to be their guide and
caretaker. It will help if we remember
that in doing so we are harnessing
the same powerful learning style that
enabled these children, when they were

much younger, to master language in
just a few years. We will find it more fun
raising and teaching such children if we
work within their natural tendencies;
and the result will be children who
grow up happier about who they are,
more enthusiastic about learning, and
with a deeper fund of knowledge and
understanding than if we directed
them rigidly through our prepared
expectations and curriculum.
William Dickerman has spent 40 years
as a faculty member and administrator at
Hampshire Country School, a small boarding
school that, since its founding in 1948, has
focused exclusively on educating bright
students who may be particularly complex
or difficult for reasons related to their high
ability. Mr. Dickerman was the school’s
headmaster for 13 years and is currently
director of admissions. He received his
B.A. from Oberlin College and his M.A. and
Ph.D. from the University of Wisconsin
(Madison). He is a licensed psychologist.

Advancing treatment.
Transforming lives.
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Possible Care from Us
Our Adolescent Treatment Program focuses on the needs of each
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SPECIAL NEEDS

SENSORY
SOLUTIONS
IN THE CLASSROOM

By Cecilia Cruse, MS, OTR/L
Have a child that just won’t sit still?
Having difficulty getting that one student
to stay on task? Wondering why that child
has a meltdown every day? Understanding
the body’s sensory system and its impact
on learning and behavior may be one of
the keys to promoting success for all.
Sensory processing — often called SI or
sensory integration — basically means the
organization of sensations for use. During
sensory processing, information from the
sensory systems: visual, auditory, tactile
(touch) proprioceptive (muscle and joint
receptors that help with body awareness)
vestibular (movement and relation to gravity)
olfactory (smell) and gustatory (taste) is
taken in, and basically filtered and utilized in
the brain to make what is termed an adaptive
or motor response. Riding a bicycle, writing
with a pencil, putting on a coat or walking in
a line in a crowded hallway are all examples
of SI. Good sensory processing depends
on each of the sensory systems doing their
job efficiently and correctly yet Ahn, Miller,
Milberger and McIntosh (2004) found at
least one in 20 children may struggle with
sensory integration dysfunction. Now termed
Sensory Processing Disorder or SPD these
children may be over or under responsive
to touch, movement, sights and/or sounds
and they may have corresponding gross
and fine motor delays as well as behavior
and learning challenges as a result.
Let’s take kindergartener Ashley for
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example. She has issues with tactile
defensiveness or being overly sensitive to
touch input. Light touch tends to activate
the body’s protective touch system and the
“fight or flight response.”Think about your
reaction the last time you walked head on
into a spider web or slapped a mosquito
very forcefully that landed on your skin!
Ashley’s sense of discriminative touch is not
well refined so she tends to interpret most
touch, especially light touch as threatening.
While standing in line to go to lunch, along
comes Rachel who begins to play lightly
with Ashley’s hair.Ashley over reacts with her
protective touch/flight or fight response and
suddenly breaks the line and bolts and/or
screams and hits Rachel. Does this scenario
sound familiar? Sometimes understanding
the sensory components underlying the
behaviors can give new clarity and lead to
more effective solutions.Ashley may need
to be in the very front or very back of the
line not in the middle and/or she could
help carry something heavy, such as a milk
crate or a small backpack with books, as
deep touch pressure or heavy work helps
activate the proprioceptive sense which
may help with calming and organizing.
Tim is a fourth grader who struggles with
attention and focus. He absolutely cannot
sit still! Tim alternates between standing,
then sitting, then kneeling in his chair, or
rocks his chair back until he tips and falls.
Does Tim sound like one of your students?
His vestibular or movement system may be
under responsive so he craves extra input to

help his brain stay alert and organize. Using a
ball chair in class for part of the day may be
a good solution for Tim as it will allow him
to get the wiggles out and get the movement
input he needs during class without being
disruptive to the other students. Research
supports this as a study published by
Schilling,Washington, Billingsley and Deitz
(2003) found that ball chairs may help
students with ADHD with on task behavior
and more legible word productivity.
Finally there is second grader Charlie.
He gets to school around eight a.m. Charlie
is a sensory over responder, so his life is a
constant barrage of sensory information
from the perceived glare of the fluorescent
lights to the sound of the HVAC system, to
the lingering smell of the chemicals the
janitor used to clean the night before. By
about 10:30 a.m. every day Charlie has a
full blown temper tantrum and gets put in
“time out” — where it is quiet and away
from the business of the main part of his
classroom. Here he can reboot his sensory
system so to speak. If only Charlie knew
how to ask for this time so he wouldn’t
have to get in trouble to get it or his teacher
knew to automatically put a few minutes
into his schedule during the school day,
things would go better for both of them!
As we learn about how sensory tools and
accommodations are helpful for students
like Ashley,Tim and Charlie we can then
begin to incorporate these concepts as part
of good universal design for learning. Here
are some super tips to get started:

Provide Movement Opportunities
Provide opportunities for movement
while in class. In addition to the ball chair
research as previously described, a chair
cushion may be helpful for some students to
help maintain focus and attention. Rocking
chairs and/or standing desks may also be
other good solutions. Other options include
rotating tasks so a child can take a movement
break during the day by walking down to
the main office to deliver a message or get
up to feed the fish or water the plants.

Sensory ‘Time In’
Provide a sensory “time in” space.This is a
paradigm shift for many.The idea is to phase
out or reduce the need for punishment
time out and instead begin to incorporate
quiet time into the schedule on a daily
basis. In Charlie’s case above for example,
a quiet space was created with bean bag
chairs and some weighted animals — the
bean bag to help define spatial boundaries
and the weighted stuffed animals for deep
touch pressure for comfort and calming.
At around 10 a.m. every day, Charlie was
allowed five to 10 minutes in this quiet “time
in” space to regroup. It was not given as a
reward or as a punishment, just a part of his
daily schedule.Within weeks his tantrums
began decreasing. It doesn’t always take a
big budget or a lot of equipment to make
a sensory quiet space.As stated, beanbags
and weighted items or a soft blanket work
nicely.A small pop up or backyard play tent
is another option. One innovative teacher
creatively used a large appliance packing
box carving out a door and a window
then had her students paint and decorate
the sides. Inside were a flashlight and a
weighted blanket — perfect place to “chill
out” and hopefully avoid future meltdowns.

Heavy Work Tasks
Provide opportunities for heavy work
tasks.This activates the proprioceptive
system which may help with body
awareness, and regulate the alert state. (Think
about how calm you are after having a good
massage for example). Deep touch pressure/
heavy work activities like vacuuming,
sweeping with an added weight on a
broom, pulling a heavy wagon, or carrying
a weighted backpack are great options.Try
a series of seated chair or wall pushups as a
great method to engage this system before
a test or other handwriting activities. Heavy

work self-regulation activities like these may
also help calm the body down after recess
or rev up the body when sleepy/lethargic.

Fidget Tools
Provide fidget tools for attention
and calming. Doodlers take in auditory
information at a 29 percent better rate than
the control group. So often students are
asked to keep bodies and hands still when
the opposite may have a better impact
on focus and attention.There are a variety
of sizes, shapes and sensory textures for
fidgets that are commercially available
and most can be cleaned with soap and
water and/or a germicidal wipe. One
smart teacher kept a plastic fishbowl full
of fidgets at his desk that students could
then use at key times during the day.

Oral Tools for Focus
Try oral (mouth) tools for attention and
focus.We all use oral motor input to help
with focus, precision and even strength.
Think about the baseball pitchers that
usually chew something — hopefully

gum — during a game or check out the
football players that chew on their mouth
guards in between plays. Gum chewing may
be beneficial in tasks requiring sustained
concentration.As having gum and other
nutritive (food substances) are not always
an option in the classroom, there are a
variety of non-nutritive tools including
pencil toppers and other “chewies” that
are durable and latex and phthalate free.
As human beings, we all have sensory
needs and preferences. Understanding,
fine tuning and implementing these basic
sensory concepts may help all students,
and teachers, become more successful.
Make your classroom “sense”-sational!
Cecilia Cruse, MS, OTR/L received her BS
degree in OT from the University of Florida,
and her Master’s degree in Education from
Georgia State University. She is SIPT certified
and has over 25 years experience in pediatrics
with school-based services, acute care and
outpatient pediatric settings including the
Medical College of GA in Augusta, Ga. and
Children’s Healthcare of Atlanta at Scottish Rite.
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Struggle
When kids

How to find meaningful assistance
By Patricia Phelan, Ph.D.
and Clifford Brownstein
Teachers were puzzled at the significant
changes they observed in Troy’s behavior
this year as compared with last.As a
sophomore Troy presented as an outgoing,
academically on-track student, who hung
with the “popular” sporty boys. His teachers
found him personable, engaging, motivated,
and willing to work hard. But things looked
quite different by October of his junior
year. His language arts teacher noticed that
he often appeared sleepy and withdrawn,
homework was missing and his friends
seemed to be distancing themselves. Even
more surprising,Troy decided not to play
football and was often late for both his first
period class and his math class that met after
lunch.Teachers suspected drug involvement.
Troy’s mom was also worried and she began
contacting the school regularly to enlist the
help of the school counselor.According to
Troy’s mom, his increasingly defiant, sneaky
and distant behavior bore no resemblance
to the easy-going, happy, attentive and
cooperative boy she had once known.
Troy is one of many adolescents whose
dramatic changes in behavior alert teachers,
counselors, administrators and parents to the
possibility that a child is in trouble. Other
students struggle with challenges from an
even earlier age. For example, Mary has
always been shy and awkward and has had a
history of difficulty forming relationships with
peers.Teachers now describe her as isolated
and marginalized in her high school setting.
Further, Mary struggles with transitions, note
taking, and has particular difficulty with
math.Though her parents have encouraged
her to participate in sports and clubs, she
seems to have no aptitude or interest. Now
44
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a high school freshman, Mary is increasingly
withdrawn, alone, and often refuses to even
get up to go to school.At home Mary isolates
in her room and her only interaction with
others is in chat rooms on her computer.
In both of these cases, teachers and
parents began to suspect that these students
might well be in serious trouble.With more
investigation it became clear that Troy had
moved towards a drug-using peer group
and was, in fact, more heavily involved in
drugs than anyone originally suspected.With
a family history of addiction and his move
to an unhealthy peer group, his risk factors
are high. Finding marijuana in his backpack,
the school intervened and required him to
participate in drug and alcohol counseling.
Troy reluctantly complied but resumed his
drug use soon after he completed intensive
outpatient treatment. His parents worked
with the school to establish clear boundaries
and consequences, but their efforts were
not powerful enough to interrupt Troy’s
downward slide.As Troy spiraled more and
more out of control, school and parent efforts
to interrupt his behavior failed miserably.
Likewise, Mary continued to withdraw
into her own world, finally refusing to go to
school.While school personnel attempted
to draw her in, provide her with academic
supports as well as involve her in a social
skills class, these interventions were not
enough to interrupt her isolation or impact
her negative feelings of self. Mary’s parents
sought professional counseling, but her
depression and anxiety prevented her from
connecting with out-patient therapists.
Finally, a suicide attempt and admittance
to a local psychiatric unit propelled Mary’s
parents to consider residential placement. In
both of these cases teachers, administrators
and parents did everything possible to

access resources within the context of
their local school and communities.When
nothing worked they began to consider
the idea of a therapeutic program.
But which program would be the most
appropriate? While school counselors,
therapists, psychologists and psychiatrists
have sometimes heard of one or more
residential options, they are often at a loss
to know which might be the best match
for any given child. Currently in the United
States, there are hundreds of therapeutic
schools and programs, learning difference
schools, wilderness programs and residential
treatment centers designed to help struggling
youth. Over 150 of these programs are
members of The National Association
of Therapeutic Schools and Programs
Association (NATSAP) which requires
members to be either licensed by appropriate
state agencies authorized to set and oversee
standards of therapeutic and/or behavioral
healthcare for youth and adolescents,
or accredited by one of four nationallyrecognized accreditation organizations in the
therapeutic school field. Further, member
programs must agree to adhere to a set
of Ethical Principles as well as Principles
of Good Practice. (www.natsap.org)
The decision to send a child to a
therapeutic or learning difference boarding
school is often heart-wrenching and
complex. In many cases, like those of Troy
and Mary, parents have enlisted the help
of tutors, outpatient therapists, intensive
outpatient drug and alcohol programs,
coaches and other school and community
resources — all to no avail. Particularly
difficult is the fact that many people have
little knowledge or experience with private
sector treatment options. In desperation,
parents often begin by searching the Internet

and calling potential programs. However, each child is unique and
the appropriate match between the special needs of any given
child and a particular program is crucial. Choosing a program by
scouring the Internet and looking at website materials is risky
at best. It is at this point that parents often turn to educational
consultants for assistance in sorting through the maze of options.
There are a number of factors that need to be taken into
account when parents consider a residential option. For
example, what are the child’s academic needs? Will they
require learning difference support? Are advanced level classes
necessary to keep them on track academically? What is the
level of supervision and structure that is required to support
healthy interactions? What kinds of social and therapeutic
interventions are needed to help a child acquire healthy peer
relationships? And what model of therapeutic help, including
family involvement, will address the specific emotional and
psychological needs of any given child? Finally, what are the child’s
passions and strengths and how can they best be supported
and developed in the context of a residential environment?
If at all possible, parents should visit programs they are
considering, talk with current and former students, and
interview therapists and teachers as well as other program
personnel.The NATSAP website provides parents with an
extensive list of “Questions to Ask Before Making a Final
Placement Selection.” Further, parents should ask their
educational consultant or program personnel for a list of other
families they can call who have had a child in the program
they are considering. Many programs have extensive alumni
associations, which can also be of significant assistance to
parents seeking the most appropriate program for their child.
In the case of Troy and Mary, the outcomes have been positive.
Troy first attended a therapeutic wilderness program. His
educational consultant recommended not only the program but
also the therapist whose specialty was working with adolescents
with drug and alcohol issues. By the end of his stay in wilderness,
Troy’s relationship with his parents was significantly improved
and he himself realized the importance of further treatment.
Moving on to a therapeutic boarding school,Troy was able to
practice and internalize new behaviors and make a genuine
commitment to recovery. Further, he was not only on track to
graduate from high school but was applying to excellent fouryear universities. Because of the seriousness of Mary’s issues, her
educational consultants recommended a residential treatment
center for girls struggling with autistic spectrum disorders
combined with significant emotional and clinical issues.Today
Mary’s parents say she is a different person. She has recently
performed in a school play, she has friends, she is engaged in life
generally and she presents with an amazing sense of self-efficacy
and purpose. For these two youths and many like them, parents
say that residential placements saved their children’s lives.
Patricia Phelan, Ph.D. is Independent Educational Consultant for
Educational Connections, LLC. Clifford Brownstein is Executive Director
of the National Association of Therapeutic Schools and Programs.
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Provide a Secure,
Loving and Nurturing
Environment
for the Boys
That Need it Most
The purpose of Sunny Crest Youth Ranch is to provide a
safe, loving environment with the influence of core values,
and physical, spiritual, academic and social support.
Sunny Crest Youth Ranch provides a loving, nurturing and
secure environment for children who deserve a new start.
Sunny Crest offers every rancher a safe place to learn from
mistakes without fear of rejection and to practice the skills
necessary to become a successful adult. Educational programs,
mentoring, counseling/therapy and skilled adult intervention
coupled with cutting edge methods create the Sunny Crest
environment – a safe place to explore the opportunities young
men need to meet the challenges life has presented them.

Within this rich, working ranch environment, Sunny Crest offers
the structured experience and activities at-risk boys need to
develop in mind, body and spirit. An individualized treatment plan
(ITP) for each rancher combines the appropriate educational and
therapeutic programs under the supervision of skilled adults.

Contact us today for more information.
We are ready to give your boy the loving,
professional therapeutic experience
he deserves to return to a more positive
and purposeful direction.

Call (517) 507-3144
Visit www.sunnycrestyouthranch.org
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SPECIAL NEEDS

LD
ADHD

Appearance VS. Reality: Five Reflections from H.E.L.P.
Editor’s Note: The Marshall University
HELP Program provides educational
support, remediation, and mentoring
to individuals diagnosed with a
Learning Disability and/or ADHD.
HELP is comprised of: Community
HELP, College HELP, Medical/Law
HELP and Diagnostic HELP. The HELP
vision is to empower our students,
kindergarten through post graduate,
to realize their full potential in
all endeavors. The following are
observations from the staff.

Debbie Painter, Interim Director
of the H.E.L.P. Program — The
transition from high school to college
is often a challenge for many students,
but for the student with learning
difficulties the college experience
can be quite intimidating. As a college
support program for students with
Specific Learning Disabilities and
Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder,
we are finding that significantly more
students also exhibit anxiety and
mood disorders.The college students
who have experienced academic
struggles their entire lives are often
those who are the most emotionally
fragile and socially insecure. We have
become more aware that it’s not just
academic interventions that we can
provide.Thus, a strong support system
is needed to help guide these students
through their college years.These issues
are managed most effectively with
a comprehensive program that can
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also provide additional help, such as
psychological services, counseling, and
a social organization that will provide
them with a sense of community.
Thus, a more holistic approach is
beneficial to meet their needs.
The students’ academic deficits can
be effectively addressed with oneon-one academic tutoring, remedial
instruction, testing accommodations,
and encouragement. However, we would
be remiss in our duties if we neglected
their emotional and social health. One
might assume that when students
begin to realize academic success, their
insecurities and apprehensions greatly
lessen, but this is not always the case.
A former student who comes to
mind had a diagnosis of dyslexia but
was unable to manage his anxiety,
which compromised all aspects of
his academic success and social wellbeing. He wandered the campus with
no friends, he had difficulties initiating
conversations with classmates, and
he was ostracized by his roommate.
Although he wanted to “give up” and
leave school, he was encouraged to take
advantage of additional services, which
entailed counseling and joining others
for social activities. He reported that
through counseling he was able to learn
calming strategies that he used daily.
The social organization allowed him
to become part of a group with similar
struggles and life experiences. Not only
did he participate in social activities,
but also volunteer work enhanced

his self-esteem. Although dyslexia and
anxiety were still part of his daily life
when he graduated, he learned coping
techniques and utilized available
resources that helped him succeed and
become a much more confident man
with a promising career ahead of him.

Laura Rowden, Coordinator
of Community H.E.L.P. — Teaching
students with learning disabilities is a
little bit like riding a roller coaster over
and over again.You start off climbing a
very steep hill and you are moving very
slowly. In the beginning, you frequently
find that you have to convince the
students that learning is possible.Also,
you have to take the time to learn how
the individual student learns.This initially
slow pace can be quite frustrating for
you and the student. But then something
happens. Either the students begin to
trust you and let their guard down,
or they make a significant academic
breakthrough.Then, the pace can increase
dramatically. It as if you have reached the
top of the hill and suddenly you are off
at incredible speed.You race through the
concepts, going around one corner and
then another, but just as quickly as you
began, you hit the bottom of the hill. Just
when you think you are in the groove and
unstoppable, you are reduced to a crawl
again. Maybe it is a new concept that is
difficult to grasp or teach, or maybe the
student is having a difficult day or week.
It doesn’t matter.You have to adjust to
this newer, slower pace.The good news

is if you and the student keep plugging
along, you will eventually reach the top
of the coaster hill and be off again.This
process repeats itself, again and again.
My mantra is AS FAST AS THEY CAN,
AND AS SLOW AS THEY NEED TO. So
many concepts build upon one another.
A weak foundation will lead to greater
difficulties later on. It is better to spend
the time to ensure mastery rather than
rushing through the material. If a student
doesn’t master a concept, I will spend
as much time and explain the concept
in as many different ways as necessary
for the student to master the concept. I
have found that when we build a strong
foundation, the ensuing material is much
easier and the student is able to progress
farther.The flip side of the mantra is AS
FAST AS THEY CAN. If I introduce a new
concept and the student gets it right
away, we move immediately to the next
concept.We don’t waste time studying
what we know.This gives us more time
to work on the difficult concepts.
I have found it important to explain
this philosophy to my students.A
cognitive and emotionally sound
approach is important when working
with students with learning disabilities.
I explain that we will work AS FAST AS
THEY CAN AND AS SLOW AS THEY NEED
TO. I explain to them that there is nothing
wrong with their brains.They are just
wired differently.Where most people
have brains that run on railroad tracks
progressing along a fairly straight track
from point A to point B, the student with
learning disabilities has a brain wired
more like a roller coaster. I also remind
them that roller coasters are a lot of fun!

William Christian,
H.E.L.P. Learning Specialist —
Students come to the HELP Program
from many different states and regions
of the country. Our students have varied
educational experiences before they
come to Marshall, ranging from private
schools that specialize in learning
disabilities to public schools sometimes
with little to no support. Student
desire plays a big role in success at the
university level. Students who recognize
their learning differences and strive for
academic success obviously experience

success at a much greater level. One
student who comes to mind had gone to
both a public school and a private school
that specialized in students with learning
disabilities.Working with Nick allowed
me to see first hand the amount of extra
effort that our students must put forth
in order to accomplish what the nonlearning disabled students often easily
accomplish with minimal effort. Nick
had to plan for many extra hours each
week of additional study and tutoring
for each of his courses. He also used
technology to support his efforts along
with student learning focus groups.
Nick demonstrated throughout his time
at H.E.L.P. the level of commitment
required from a student with learning
disabilities to experience success. I
was always amazed at how organized
Nick was.We ask our students to focus
on organization and time management
during their time at H.E.L.P. Nick came to
all meetings with an agenda for his week
and what he needed to accomplish, and
he asked for extra help when he knew
he needed it. Nick was also social, being
a member of a fraternity on campus and
even serving as president of the chapter.
Working with students with learning
disabilities certainly makes one aware
and appreciate the level of effort and
commitment that they must put forth
to earn their college degree. It is no
wonder that academically successful LD
and ADHD students go on to achieve
great things in life.		

Mike Dolin, H.E.L.P. Learning
Specialist — Taming Distractibility:
How one person’s distraction is …
Traditionally, and for educators also,
behaviors are categorized — VIOLATE,
and punishment ensues. For example,
Mattie played solitaire on her electronic
device while taking a test. She looked
at the test for a while, and then played
some solitaire, then back to the test, then
back to the game. She must be stopped!
David played with the paper clips on my
desk while I was trying to present some
insightful points he needed to know
about Beowulf. He made a long chain,
then took it apart, then made it again, over
and over. I wanted to say,“David, stop that!
Pay attention!” I actually said,“David, are
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you listening to me? This is important.” He
said, without looking up and continuing
with his manufacturing,“If I weren’t
doing this with my hands, I would not be
listening.When you see me playing with
the paper clips, it means I am listening.
I have to be doing something with my
hands or I can’t listen.”As for Mattie, I
soon realized solitaire was her way of
maintaining concentration: when she
was not actually focused on the test,
her attention went to the game. Having
two concentration points allowed her
to maintain and control her attention,
ironically by sharing it, rather than having
her often elusive attention escape, with
her in tow.Technically, both David and
Mattie behaved outside the law, so to
speak, but they really only needed to
be understood — and left alone.

Robbie Ashworth, Coordinator
of Medical H.E.L.P. — My students
study medicine, pharmacy, physical
therapy, nursing, podiatry and dentistry.
They are exceptionally intelligent, usually
testing at the genius IQ range, and they
generally have a recent diagnosis of
ADHD and sometimes Specific Learning
Disabilities when they first come to
work with me. Many of them have
not struggled academically until faced
with the unique demands — pace and
volume — of an education in the medical
sciences.These initial struggles are often
devastating and lead to diagnostic testing
to determine what is “wrong” with them.
Once diagnosed, my students slowly
come to realize, as do others, that there
is nothing “wrong” with them.They have
excelled through high school, honored in
college, and been admitted into medical
school.They come to realize that they
just have to do things differently —
manage time more efficiently, be active
and bring variety to their study sessions,
and develop an unwavering belief in their
abilities regardless of what others may
wrongly believe about their diagnosis
and their abilities. I know, just as they
come to know, that such a diagnosis isn’t
a limit, but just another life challenge.And
this challenge can be overcome, I know,
because my students go on to become
doctors, pharmacists, nurses, podiatrists,
and dentists despite their diagnosis.
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SOCIAL AND EMOTIONAL Learning

FOSTERING

PASSION & PURPOSE

in your students and schools

By Levi Brackman
(This is part two of a two-part series.)
In the last issue we discussed the
importance of passion and purpose as
students pursue their education.We identified
a strategy that would help youth find their
purpose, namely the idea that by helping
students identify their passion, we can help
them discover their purpose in life.That
way these students get the double benefit
of being both passionate and purposeful.
But as educators we are not just idealists,
we also need to know how to practically
implement the things we would like to
achieve with our students. It has become
part of my purpose in life to help teachers
and educators succeed in assisting their
students in becoming purposeful.With all
the demands on educators today — from
implementing the set curriculum to making
sure that they are meeting all the state and
federal regulations — it is no surprise that
many of us feel overwhelmed.Yet, when
you ask a teacher what drives them to wake
up each morning and take on the often
thankless task of being a teacher, they tell you
that it is the ability to shape a life, to inspire
greatness in their students, and ultimately, to
contribute to humanity.And good teachers
throughout the world are doing just that.
But each individual student is unique.
No two people are alike. How then are
we to bridge the gap between a one-sizefits-all education system and the needs
of the individual student? The teacher
is one person. Students are many. What
works and inspires one student does not
necessarily inspire another.There must
be a way to create a student-centered
education program within the one-size-fitsall education environment.
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The Answer is One Word: Purpose.
If you help a student find their purpose in
life, everything else around them, their entire
education, their extracurricular activities and
everything in between, will be seen through
the prism of that overriding purpose in life.
The student will wake up and understand
why they’re going to school in the morning,
why they need to do well on their grades,
and ultimately why high school graduation
and further education is important. Because
without those things, they will not be able
to fulfill their own self-discovered purpose.
So what we need to do is implement a
purpose discovery program in the school.
The question I often get from educators and
superintendents alike is,“Where in the school
day do we fit in one more program?”And the
answer is remarkably simple. Most schools
already have career development programs.
Most schools already have variations of
a final year project. Many schools have
classes called “Futures Options” or “Career
Discovery.” Often, however, these programs
lack depth and don’t give the student the

type of direction that is really needed.
What we would therefore recommend
is that this precious time in the school day
is instead used for the student to pursue
a course of self-discovery so they are able
to identify their passions, strengths, and
the type of a person they are.They then
can take all the knowledge they have
discovered about themselves and use it to
fit themselves into a future career that is
really representative of who they are based
on their passions, purpose and strengths.
One of the huge disadvantages of
contemporary career discovery programs
is that tests such as “Interest Inventories”
are still used to help students identify
careers that may potentially interest them.
When speaking of the problem with these
interest inventory type tests, it is important
to note the distinction between a career
and a purpose. Research has shown that it
is impossible to give someone his or her
purpose. Purpose is something that must be
discovered from within. Interest inventories
provide students with a career option not

a purpose. Most often the students have no
idea how the test arrived at its conclusion
and must take the results on faith.
What we’re suggesting is that instead of
taking a diagnostic test they undergo an indepth course of self-discovery that culminates
in them discovering their own purpose.
Such a process would make much better
use of the time that is set aside for futures
options-type programs in high schools.
There would be an additional benefit to
the entire school for implementing such a
strategy.The culminate benefit of having a
purposeful student body would be huge.
Imagine a high school where students
come in every day to study because they
want to, because they understand how
their education will directly benefit them
and will take them to the goals that they
have set out for themselves based on their
own passions, strengths and desires.
Would a school like that have discipline
issues? Would a school like that have a
high dropout rate? Would a school like
that have problems related to drugs and
alcohol abuse within the student body?
I would think that if those problems did
exist, they would be negligible.You instead
would have a school that has what we
have termed “a culture of purpose.”
How, however, does one go about
creating a curriculum that can be used to
foster a sense of purpose in students and
ultimately a culture of purpose school-wide?
This question has been a concern of mine
for the last number of years, and I went
about creating such a curriculum — one
which could be easily implemented in any
school.Together with the curriculum comes
lesson plans and resources, and an online
application, a “Purpose Navigator,” that
the student uses while on their journey.
This curriculum is the perfect medium
between a taught course and a very
personalized, student-centered style of
learning. In this purpose finding curriculum
the teacher does not act as someone
whose role is to impart knowledge,
rather they act as a coach whose role is
to help the student along their journey
of self-discovery and purpose finding.
It is true that all good teachers are also
good coaches, but during this curriculum
coaching becomes their primary role.
Many students don’t even recognize that
they have a purpose in life, and it is therefore

the teacher’s role to inspire the student,
to recognize that they have a purpose and
something unique to contribute to the
world based on who they are. It is also the
teacher’s role to help the student dig deep
within their own psyche in order to gain the
self-insight they will need to make long-term
decisions that will affect rest of their life.
All of the work that the student does
is recorded on the online application or
their “Purpose Navigator.”The process has
primarily two parts to it.The first part is
self-discovery, where the student figures
out what we have termed the “dimensions
of their shape.” In the second part, the
student discovers where they may fit in the
universe based on their unique dimensions.
In this second part of this process, the
student explores careers and chooses those
which they feel fit best with what they
learned about themselves.They then have
an opportunity to meet with professionals
in those career fields to further examine
whether these careers indeed fit them and
can be seen as a potential life purpose.

Ultimately, based on their self-analysis and
the analysis of the careers they identified,
the student will choose one career or
vocation that they can see as their purpose.
Based on this knowledge, the student
can then find a college, university, vocational
school or apprenticeship that best fits in
with their purpose.They will then have the
wherewithal to construct a solid college essay
explaining why they are applying for that
particular college or program and how it fits
in with their life purpose or goal. Ultimately,
we feel, and research seems to concur, that
passion and purpose is indeed the missing
ingredient of education, and when it is
inserted, even in a one-size-fits-all educational
system, it can be a real game-changer both
for students and for educators.
Levi Brackman is a Judaic scholar, rabbi,
teacher, writer, and religious leader who has
been active in both England and the US. His
organization, Youth Directions, helps young
people find their unique purpose. For more
information, visit www.youthdirections.org.

MEET THE BULLY

THE BULLIED AND THE BYSTANDER

Teens deftly convey the complexity and nuances of
what it means to be bullied through stories of
regret, promises, and encouragement that will
help readers come to terms with how their words
and actions affect others.
Certainly this is the most important young adult and
children’s book I’ve ever read in my entire life.

– Devorah Bennu, The Guardian

A worthy resource for parents, teachers, guidance
counselors, and anyone who works with youth.

–B. Walton, Collection Development Librarian

Perhaps the most prominent new release along
these lines is the latest work from Teen Ink, Bullying
Under Attack”

– Publishers Weekly

Print and eBook
Available Everywhere
800-441-5569
www.hcibooks.com
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Social and emotional learning

Creating an Engaging

school climate
By Donald F. Perras, Ph. D.
National initiatives to improve student
achievement are directly dependent on
creating an appealing school climate.
Learning environments must reflect
students’ social-cultural diversity by
fostering a positive orientation to
both academics and social-emotional
development.Any negative perception of
school will eventually diminish students’
sense of security and psychological
comfort to perform, especially from
impoverished communities with
chronically depressed test scores.A
student-friendly atmosphere is essential
to neutralize preconceived attitudes and
anxieties toward learning. Otherwise,
students’ adjustment to school mandates
will be compromised, impacting attendance,
participation, achievement and behavior.
A dynamic, attractive, and structured
school environment ultimately shapes
students’ awareness of personal
accountability, societal values and
normative behavior. Establishing a sense of “community” strengthens
students’ natural desire to belong and feel respected, two
primary requirements for learning to occur. Personalizing their
ownership of the school setting translates into a desire to
accept rules and obligations required to succeed.This is more
prevalent in elementary schools, since students are typically
assigned to one classroom daily. Secondary schools, however,
should assign equal attention to this task to complement
adolescents’ tumultuous passage toward graduation.
Though an obvious challenge, too many schools have
underestimated the significance of creating an inviting climate that
promotes orderliness and interpersonal bonding. Lacking a buildingwide culture that values students’ individuality, while promoting
their collective responsibility to others, is a serious deterrent
to a quality education. Unless student achievement becomes
a mandated expectation, students will continue to display a
depressed academic investment, apathy and disruptiveness.
School leadership is paramount to commit an entire staff to
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this obligation, particularly in high schools. Students are savvy
to their school’s administrative investment in this matter.
Creating an engaging school climate must commence in late
summer before the academic year begins to attract students’
immediate allegiance to their respective school’s atmosphere
and organization. General decorations, school-based displays,
and structural procedures must facilitate students’ bonding and
reciprocal trust. Delaying this responsibility typically results in
a greater rate of student confusion, disinterest, and attentionseeking misbehavior. Schools with historical achievement
problems can reverse students’ ingrained resistance to
learning by focusing their resources on this assignment.
Initially, building-wide academic goals and affective themes
should be emphasized to foster students’ learning and personal
conduct. Banners, commercial posters, student photo galleries
and artistic illustrations all inspire positive responses. In particular,
a school’s foyer should reflect its uniqueness and attention
to students’ developmental stages. Students and visitors alike
quickly gauge a school’s mission upon entering a building.

A variety of student accomplishments, awards, and other
personalizing displays impress others, especially family members.
Vary these visuals seasonally to maintain their attractiveness.
Student input is essential to maximize their contributions to an
appealing school climate. School assemblies are ideal opportunities
to debate appropriate decorations and grade or subject-based
presentations. Utilize bulletin boards, glass encasements and central
office space for this purpose. For example, an elementary school’s
photo collage of their outdoor celebration for starting a new academic
year should be highlighted in the main entrance area.A high school
could display its students’ college choices or athletic achievements.
Another critical procedure is to allocate a central location for a
collage of building faculty and staff.This is especially significant in
schools with a high rate of student turnover and absenteeism. Photos
by grade, team, subject, or function orient students to their assigned
teachers. Position collages in designated hallways for secondary
students who rotate between periods. For instance, the middle school
“blue house” only consists of those respective teachers, while a high
school science department contains photos of teachers instructing
a lab experiment.To foster connectedness, place teachers’ photos
on their classroom doors and inside their rooms.Also include
specialists’ photos in elementary classrooms to alert students to
their schedule and location.The music teacher’s photo, room, and
weekly time block is comforting to younger learners, who typically
confuse daily routines. Finally, any inclusion classroom must have
photos of both regular education and special education personnel.
Classroom environments must represent the overall
building climate to maintain students’ commitment to their
school adjustment and personal accomplishments.
Students are very sensitive to a classroom’s appearance and
routines. Highly structured, organized, and appealing classrooms
promote a sense of order that diminishes academic difficulties and
disruptive behavior. Staff failing to create a predictable, attractive, and
student-oriented classroom frequently encounter disengaged learners
with inattentive behavior.This eventually interferes with academic
progress and social-behavioral maturation.
Regardless of grade level, a standard template for all classrooms
would consist of the following components:
• A highly visible schedule in bold, colored lettering displayed by
board area (include photos of specialists for elementary students).
• A variety of labeled containers, bins, color-coded stacking trays
and shelves positioned in one central location to store materials
and supplies (assign student jobs to facilitate lesson presentation).
• Display students’ papers/projects on bulletin boards under
motivational heading with class photos to recognize effort and
achievement (Super Stars ... Hall of Fame ... Miss Smith’s 7th Grade
Scientists).
• Commercial posters depicting instructional procedures, academic
expectations and affective expressions can be displayed across an
entire room.
• Seasonal displays associated with holidays, school events and field
trips.
Finally, room design is critical to management of student learning
and behavior.
Allocate space for primary group instruction and specialized areas
for centers, small group activities, computers and free time. Place

your desk in either front corner offset from board, or in rear corner
behind students to open board for easier access and instruction.
Four seating designs are recommended to place all students
close to board for easier supervision and increased on-task
concentration. Face students angled inward toward the board’s
middle.Always move everyone into front desks to reduce
distance between yourself and students. Each arrangement has
unique features to reflect room size and available floor space.
Modify selection periodically during school year for cooperative
learning tasks. In order of effectiveness, consider these options:
• S plit - V (chevron) with three to four desks/one to two tables
repeated across both sides,“open” middle
• Modified

- V with two to three desks/tables repeated across both
sides with one to two desks centered across rear section of room
multiple times
• L - shape with two sections of vertical, one to two horizontal in
rectangular figure
•C
 lusters with groups of four to five desks/tables facing each other,
angled inward
The various practices described in this article were field-tested in
dozens of schools with varied student populations. Implementing
these techniques will crea te a positive school climate that fosters
student achievement and social-behavioral development.
Donald F. Perras has been an educator since 1967. He specializes in programs
to help educators deal with students who have serious emotional disturbance
(SED) and related behavior disorders. For information visit www.donperras.com
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WELLNESS

Increasing SEL and Engagement,

Decreasing Dropout

Developmental Designs Approach
Builds Healthy Adolescent School Communities
By Linda Crawford
You know the old saying,“Life is like a box of chocolates?”
Well, middle school can be like that. Kids come in a variety of
shapes, sizes, colors, cultures and tastes.A middle school can
be filled with cliques and clans, but there is a time each day
when we all melt together and form a united community. CPR
(Circle of Power and Respect advisory meeting) is a time when
everyone can all blend together and leave negative perspectives
behind. (Middle-level student, Minneapolis, Minnesota)
Middle school can be the kind of community this student describes.
A wide diversity of students shifting from class to class all day can
connect with one another and adults as a community if their school
experience is carefully structured to support healthy relationships.
A study of middle school students disengaging and eventually
dropping out of school found that student social-emotional skills
were the most significant factor in determining their school success.
The research-based Developmental Designs™ approach
is designed to integrate social, emotional, and academic
learning for adolescents and to create a climate that optimally
supports connection to school and learning. Ellen Fisher, like
many teachers, started her Developmental Designs practice
with the Circle of Power and Respect advisory meeting:
“I was concerned that my new sixth graders were going to start
out divided, based on the various elementary feeder schools they
came from, the divisions between townships, and the socio-economic
divisions that are so apparent in our school community. But because
my school’s teachers worked as a team to develop a communitybuilding Circle of Power and Respect (CPR) — a daily meeting with
greetings, interesting sharing conversations, and high-energy activities
— students have jelled into a cohesive and supportive community,
leaving the divisions that characterize the community at large far
behind. Here are some of my reflections on the impact of our work.”

All in This Together
“I’ve noticed in our advisory that no one is consciously
excluded.When implemented properly, CPR makes it hard to
exclude anyone. Greetings, shares, and games are for everyone.The
circle itself is also conducive to inclusion. No one can hide off to
the side or in a corner, as they can with the traditional classroom
arrangement of desks in rows.And since we’re all seated in
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chairs, everyone, including the leader, is at the same level.”

Improved Teacher-Student Relationships
“Exchanging greetings, playing games, and asking and responding
to questions during CPR have helped students feel more comfortable
around me. Consequently, our teacher-student relationships are
much better.This improvement has spilled over into academics
as well.Whereas previously student may have floundered rather
than ask questions for clarification, they now request my assistance
with confidence.Also, in the interactive portion of the daily
news chart or during sharing, I’ve taken mental notes of some
of the responses. Having a few tidbits of information about the
students has helped me draw out our more quiet students.”

Helping Those Who Need Help Most
“Benjamin began the year as a shy, defensive, and withdrawn
young man. He had been diagnosed as emotionally disturbed,
and there was a history of abuse in his home. On the first day of
school, he wore a hooded sweatshirt.The hood was pulled up over
his head so we couldn’t see his face. He sat slumped at the edge
of our circle like a turtle withdrawn into its shell. In our advisory,
Benjamin rarely participated, never smiled, and seldom made eye
contact with anyone. During the first month, Benjamin’s behavior
didn’t improve. Gradually, however, he began to emerge from his
shell. Our advisory’s daily greetings and consistent routines offered
him a safe environment, conducive to his establishing trust, perhaps
for the first time, with adults. Slowly, his body language changed;
sometimes he would swing into class with a twinkle in his eye and
joke with me. Finally, the hood disappeared. He participated in the
greetings, shares, and games of CPR. He opened up to our student
teacher and completed a personal learning plan with her. I felt a
quiet leap of joy when Benjamin volunteered to raise and lower
the flag, one of the responsibilities of the sixth grade advisory.
“Developmental Designs strategies have been particularly
successful with students like Benjamin, who come from homes
where violence, fear and neglect prevail. Benjamin’s ability to
build positive connections with peers and adults and develop
self-confidence has been an important factor in his growth.)”
— Ellen Fisher teaches sixth through eighth graders at
Rivendell Middle School in Orford, New Hampshire

Sample Community-Building Advisory Meeting
The CPR format supports any number of topics and themes,
including building social skills, careers, health and fitness, academic
content, and increasing trust.These and many other themes are
explored in “The Advisory Book: Building a Community of Learners
Grades 5-92” —over 200 meetings complete with descriptions of
greetings, share topics, activities, and sample daily news messages, are
detailed. Here is an example on the theme of building social skills.
Daily news message: Good day, students! Today we’ll start
talking about, practicing, and implementing social skills. Initial
below under “Not,”“Sometimes,” or “Very” to indicate how
important you think social skills are to success in life. Cooperatively
yours, Ms.Young (The underlined word is a vocabulary-builder:
students define it, in writing or verbally with a partner, based
on its context in the sentence and their prior knowledge.)
Snake Greeting: A student stands up, greets a neighbor, gets greeted
in return, moves on to greet the next person, and so on.As the leader
moves on, the student she greeted stands and follows her, greeting the
same people she greeted, in the same order.A constantly growing “snake”
of students forms behind her. Once the leader has greeted everyone,
she sits — she’s the first to return to her seat — and others follow in
order, shrinking the size of the snake, until everyone has sat down.
Partner Share: Tell about a time in your life when
teamwork was important, in or out of school.A
couple of volunteers share with whole group.
Activity: Helium Hoop
Materials:
A hula hoop for each group of five to eight players
Instructions:
Groups of five to eight students gather around a hula hoop (a
lightweight stick can also be used). Each student places both index
fingers under the hoop’s edge, which is held at waist level and parallel
to the ground.They work together to lower the hoop to the floor
while keeping their fingers on the hoop.The results are “uplifting!”

basic greeting, Good morning, _[name]_, goes around the circle,
but reds greet only reds and blues greet only blues. Reflect on the
greeting by asking students how it felt to skip or be skipped.
Rare Birds Share: Write on an index card or small piece of
paper about a way or ways that you are different from most of
the people you know.
Activity:
Have the class guess the identity of as many of the rare bird
descriptions as you have time to read. Save the others for another time.
“I have to say [CPR] is pretty fun, because you get to know your
classmates better and you get to play games that are fun and also funny,
and you can tell your plans and other things you like to do. It makes a
difference. It wakes you up because you get to feel the joy in the room.“
— Middle level student, Red Lake, Minnesota

Strengthening SEL beyond Advisory
The CPR advisory is one of 15 practices in the Developmental
Designs approach. Other practices include creating and abiding by
a student-generated Social Contract designed to support student
goals; an approach to behavior management that builds responsible
independence; and strategies to fully engage adolescents in learning.
For more information, see www.developmentaldesigns.org.
Linda Crawford founded The Origins Program and is
now Lead Program Developer there. For more information,
visit www.originsonline.org.
“Winthrop University has helped
me to discover new ways to make a
diﬀerence in the lives of children and
the world of education.”
- Angela Steele, teacher and Winthrop
University M.Ed. Curriculum and
Instruction graduate

Conversations about Culture in Advisory
Another collection focuses on cultural understanding and bias
reduction.The activities and discussions provide a structure for
getting to know each other across cultures, creating awareness of
the role that culture plays in our lives and an open-minded interest
in cultural diversity.The advisories progress to motivating students
to create a school and a world in which everyone is valued.At the
vulnerable transition time of ninth grade, these meetings provide
teens the guidance and reassurance they need to better understand
social interactions in high school and to stay connected.

Sample Advisory Meeting About Culture

Daily news message: Aloha, avian associates, [“avian”
refers to the activity for the meeting, Rare Birds]
We’ll have a guest tomorrow! Ms.Amina Sharmarki will share about
her Somali heritage with us, and will tell about some unique aspects
of Somali culture. DO NOW:Write on a card a question you might
ask Ms. Sharmarki about her culture.Your advisor, Mr. Robinson
Color-coded Greeting: Each student randomly receives either
a blue or red piece of paper and pins or tapes it to him/herself
so it is visible. Distribute an equal number of the two colors.The

With 15 accredited graduate degree programs for
education and sport and fitness professionals, Winthrop
University has helped thousands of students become
outstanding teachers, administrators, counselors and
school psychologists.
Active learning takes place face-to-face and in online
classrooms. In-state tuition is offered to residents of S.C.
and parts of N.C. Learn more at www.winthrop.edu/
graduateschool/SEEN or call 800-411-7041.
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WELLNESS

THE ROOTS
OF MY SUCCESS

P.E.
IN
SCHOOLS

Let’s Help PHIT America Combat

America’s Inactivity Pandemic

By Herschel Walker
I readily admit that my resume is
diversified and filled with a few football
awards and an Olympic opportunity.
But nowadays my life is consumed with
being a father, a successful businessman
in the food industry, and setting aside time
to exercise. I work out every morning and
I am a true weekend warrior — an avid
cyclist, runner and martial arts participant.
It’s important to note that many of my
accomplishments in athletics and in
the business world can be traced to the
transformational experiences I had in
physical education classes while attending
school in my hometown of Wrightsville, Ga.
As a young child I was timid, shy
and overweight; but once I learned the
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importance and fun of physical fitness, I
gained personal confidence in my ability to
interact with others and achieve academic
success in the classroom.Achieving joint
success in the classroom and in competitive
athletics requires self discipline.The benefits
of playing sports are priceless. Besides
keeping me fit and healthy, playing sports
has also been the gateway to my success
in business. It has “opened doors” for me.
It’s for that very reason that one cause
remains near and dear to my heart: physical
education in school and the overall concept
of exercise in general. I am a major advocate
of daily physical education in American
schools — starting at kindergarten and
going through four years of high school.
It is for that reason that I support the
work of PHIT America (www.phitamerica.

“PHIT America is doing its
part to combat the obesity
and sedentary activity crisis
— which is having an adverse
effect on health care costs in
the U.S. — by promoting new
legislation and grassroots
programs that will help get
Americans more active,
playing more sports, getting
fit and becoming healthier.”

EXERCISE
Grows Brain Cells
Action Based Learning™

puts brain-based learning into action with
teacher friendly, “kid-tested, kid-approved”
strategies that move students to learn.

Action Based Learning uses brain
based, brain compatible school wide
strategies to teach academic concepts
kinesthetically. Jean Blaydes,
internationally known presenter and
author has developed brain based,
brain compatible programs based on
the neuroscience that supports the
link of movement and exercise to
improved cognition.
A 2011 research study on ABL showed
that students engaged in Action Based
Learning programs increased academic
achievement, improved behavior and
had better attendance.
Action Based Learning programs reinforce
Common Core Standards for all learners
grades Pre K-12.
TM

org) — an educational, advocacy and social media marketing
campaign — which has been designed to reach millions of
Americans and create a Movement for a Fit and Healthy America.
PHIT America is doing its part to combat the obesity and
sedentary activity crisis — which is having an adverse effect on
health care costs in the U.S. — by promoting new legislation
and grassroots programs that will help get Americans more
active, playing more sports, getting fit and becoming healthier.
There’s research from PHIT America, which supports the
significance of my passion for P.E. New research by the Physical
Activity Council shows children who do not have physical education
are more than twice as likely to be totally sedentary outside of
school.And, children who have physical education in school are
two to three times more likely to be play sports and be active
outside of school than children without physical education.
No matter what the sport or activity, P.E. dramatically
increases the likelihood that we will have children and adults
playing sports or getting exercise outside of school.
The research is very intuitive.When we teach children
motor skills, how to be active and play sports, they take those
skills and use them for their entire life. Physical education
is the grassroots program for all activity in America. It has
been for me and will be for other young Americans!
While the proof is in the pudding about the power of
physical education, it’s unfortunate that 48 percent of all high
schools have no physical education.And, the average school
budget for an entire school for P.E. is less than $800 per year,
according to research by PHIT America. Schools which have
cut P.E. are now saying we are paying the price as 45.2 percent
of children without P.E. are totally sedentary.And, if you give
them any P.E. in school, that number drops to 21.8 percent.
My passion for P.E. has the support of America’s parents as a
www.seenmagazine.us							
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To learn more about
Action Based Learning

TM

visit www.actionbasedlearning.com
or email jean@actionbasedlearning.com
HEALTHY, ACTIVE KIDS MAKE BETTER LEARNERS
Don’t delay! Check out Action Based Learning
Programs for your child’s school today!
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“For more than
ten years, I have
taken time out of
my schedule every
year to travel to
Washington, D.C.
for one day a year to
meet with members
of Congress to share
my concerns about
declining levels of
physical fitness in
American children.“
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recent online poll of more than 13,000
Americans voted on the following question:
“Should exercise be a daily ‘core’ subject for
students in all grades?”The overwhelming
answer by 94 percent of the respondents
was,“YES, bring P.E. back for all students.
It is important for health and learning.”
As an active athlete and sports
participant, I like that one of the unique
features of PHIT America’s website is the
Participate Database, which offers ways
to become active and fit in more than
50 different sports or fitness activities.
With budget cuts in schools, many
students need to be creative on where
they get their exercise if they are not
offered P.E. in school. I encourage young
students to be active in P.E. in schools and
I challenge school district superintendants
to give physical education the priority
it deserves.And then youngsters can log
on to phitamerica.org to discover what
athletic opportunities exist beyond school.
For more than 10 years, I have taken

time out of my schedule every year to
travel to Washington, D.C. for one day a
year to meet with members of Congress to
share my concerns about declining levels
of physical fitness in American children.
Just walking around Capitol Hill in
Washington, D.C. is a workout in itself!
Nearly every year since 2001, I have been
part of a delegation of more than 100 people
— mainly high-ranking executives in the
sports and fitness industry — who travel to
our nation’s capital each spring for National
Health Through Fitness Day. Organized by
the Sports and Fitness Industry Association,
two of the legislative goals of National Health
Through Fitness Day are to lobby for the
Carol M.White Physical Education Program
(PEP) and the Personal Health Investment
Today (PHIT) bill. PEP provides grants to
local school districts and community based
organizations to help purchase equipment
and train teachers for health and wellnessbased physical education programs while
the PHIT Act would change current federal
tax law to allow for the deduction or use of
pre-tax dollars to cover expenses related to
sports, fitness and other physical activities.
Participation in National Health Through
Fitness Day activities is a win-win for all
those affected by the legislation. I have
come here many times in the past, thanks
to support from my sponsor Franklin
Sports. I get the chance to meet face-toface with members of Congress to ask
for their support of legislation to prevent
illness through increased physical activity.
The PEP Bill will expose thousands of
American children to a new approach
to P.E.The PHIT Act will encourage
physically active lifestyles by making
sports, fitness and recreational activities
more affordable for school districts.
Anybody with access to a computer or a
smart phone can participate in the lobbying
process to generate support for PEP and
PHIT.You simply access www.phitamerica.
org, click on the red Advocate icon, and then
follow the prompt which asks for your zip
code and then you click submit.Then, an
electronic letter of support for PEP and PHIT
will be sent to your local Representative
in the U.S. House of Representatives
and your state’s two U.S. Senators.
My life wouldn’t be where it is today
without all those P.E. classes I took while
growing up as a child. P.E. in schools is as
important as the other subjects. P.E. needs

to be considered a real class.Without it
we are doing a disservice to our children.
I’d like to see physical education as a
priority in every school in the U.S. I travel
to Washington each year to speak out for
those children whose voices can’t be heard.
We need to work with school systems to
put P.E. in the classroom every day.
Herschel Walker was a national scholarathlete of the year in high school in 1979; he
led the University of Georgia Bulldogs to the
national championship of college football as
a freshman; he was a three-time collegiate
All-American tailback for the Bulldogs; he
competed as a sprinter in collegiate track and
field for Georgia; he was the winner of the 1982
Heisman Trophy; he had a 16-year career in
professional football — in both the USFL and
NFL; he is a fifth degree black belt in tae kwon
do; he was a member of the 1992 U.S. Olympic
bobsled team; and he is an accomplished
mixed martial arts (MMA) contestant. Not
only is Walker quite good at “talking the talk,”
but he continues to “walk the walk.” Walker
truly practices what he preaches because he
runs on a regular basis and he does 3,000
sit-ups and 2,000 push-ups a day to stay fit!

ATTENTION

HELP YOUR STUDENTS BY PROVIDING THE KNOWLEDGE
THEY NEED TO LEAD HEALTHY AND SAFE LIVES!

Health World Education

is e-Learning instruction designed to blend a variety of resources...
Health World provides a comprehensive
health curriculum and lesson plans for
grades PreK - 8th to include:
· Courses
· Student Assignments
· Classroom Activities
· Parent Resources

Who should learn more
about e-Learning?

· State Boards of Education
· School District Administrators
· Principals
· Classroom Teachers
· Curriculum Coordinators
· Community Health Education Organizations

Contact us today to learn more about Health World’s e-Learning
health and safety programs for schools, teachers, and parents.

Because a child’s
health can’t wait!

Contact@healthworldeducation.org
877-805-6580

North Carolina’s
4-H Camps
and Centers

Betsy-Jeff Penn 4-H Center

Millstone
4-H Camp

Eastern
4-H Center

Programs and Centers are open to
all youth (boys and girls) ages 6-17.
Facilities are available for off-season use.

www.nc4h.org/camps-centers
www.seenmagazine.us							
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WELLNESS

MOVE
TO
IMPROVE
Could increased physical
activity stimulate the brain
and improve test scores?
By Debra Mitchell, Ph. D.
(This is part one of a three-part series about activating the brain and the body through
increasing physical activity in our school systems.)

Introduction
We have long known that the mind and body work together for the success and
achievement of the individual. However, in our schools today, there has been a decrease
in physical activity with a raised expectation for higher academic performance on
standardized tests.Therefore, our mind and body connections are out of balance.
What is the “cost” of this imbalance to the cognitive, social/emotional, health
and well-being of today’s children? One difference is that we have a health
crisis with obesity and related health, emotional, and social issues with no
statistically significant increase in academic performance in the United States.
What if I told you that by providing more physical activity you might
potentially increase test scores? At the very least, increasing physical
activity time in the schools would not decrease test scores. Including daily
physical activities may have many positive outcomes that help teachers
in the classroom with behavior as well as increased concentration.

Decline in Physical Activity/Education in the Schools
A study published recently in the Archives of Pediatrics and Adolescent Medicine,
shows that nearly one in five U.S. four year olds is obese.That means that by the time
children begin school, 20 percent are already obese. Unfortunately, many schools are
reducing or eliminating physical activity time to spend MORE time on preparing students
for state standardized tests. On average, children in elementary school only have physical
education two times a week. It may be only one semester for middle school, and for
high school, one to two semesters or as an elective.
According to information collected by PHIT America, 41.8 percent of American
adults who did not have physical education in school are sedentary, compared to only
16.3 percent of those who had physical education. Inactivity in childhood leads to
inactivity in adulthood.
The United States is in a physical inactivity crisis that has contributed to a health crisis.
It is well documented that we are the most obese country in the world. For the first time,
type two (adult onset) diabetes is being diagnosed in kids, and it now accounts for one
of every three newly diagnosed juvenile diabetics. More overweight children are going
into hospitals for diabetes (including type two), sleep apnea, asthma and hypertension.
Children born now are predicted to have a shorter lifespan than their parents,
making this the first generation to NOT live as long as their parents.
The Institute of Medicine of the National Academies recommends that children
receive at least 30 minutes of their physical activity time during the school day.This
is half of the 60 minutes recommended by the CDC (Centers for Disease Control).
Due to the reduction in quality physical education in the schools, many classroom
teachers are now being asked to include physical activity during the school day.
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These teachers have little training in physical education, are
already over-burdened by all the demands on their school
day, and are desperately looking for guidance from their
administrators on how to make ALL of this happen.
Many educators are so wrapped up with increasing test scores
that they may not see the forest for the trees! What if our children
are all scholars but have a major lack in quality of life and die
prematurely due to illnesses related to obesity or lack of physical
activity? The last 20 years of their lives they may be lethargic, on
massive amounts of medications, missing work, and requiring
frequent stays in the hospital. Not only does this decrease quality
of life, but obesity and its related illnesses can also cause premature
death. Statistically, obesity shortens the lifespan by nine years.

Why is Physical Activity a Solution?
According to Dr. John Ratey (Harvard Medical School), to improve
our brains we have to move our bodies. Exercise or physical
movement generates a greater number of connections between
neurons. He calls physical activity the “miracle-gro” (or fertilizer)
for the brain.The exercise itself doesn’t make you smarter, but it
puts the brain of the learners in the optimal position to learn.
Developmental molecular biologist, Dr. John Medina, has 12
rules in his book and on his website, Brain Rules. Rule #1 is that
exercise boosts brain power (www.brainrules.net). He states that
aerobic exercise improves executive functions and memory.There
are two reasons that exercise improves cognition. One is that there
is increased oxygen flow to the brain, which reduces brain-bound
free radicals.The second reason is that exercise increases neuron
creation, survival, and resistance to damage and stress.What
makes us move also makes us think.While active, there are more
neurons firing and more associations made in the brain.These
connections make it easier for children of all ages to learn.
Researchers agree that, genetically, the human body is meant to
move.What makes us move also makes us think.While active, there
are more neurons firing and more associations made in the brain.
These connections make it easier for children of all ages to learn.
NASPE (National Association of Sport and Physical Education)
reported information from the CDC who reviewed 50 studies
about school-based physical education and its effect on
academic performance.The CDC reviewed over 250 associations
between physical activity and academic performance. More
than half of all associations were determined to be positive.
The CDC summary found that there is substantial evidence that
suggests that physical activity can be associated with improved
academic achievement, including grades and standardized test
scores.They also found that increasing or maintaining time
dedicated to physical education can help — and does not adversely
affect — academic performance. ( Read the full report: http://www.
cdc.gov/healthyyouth/health_and_academics/pdf/pa-pe_paper.pdf)
Why do we need to exercise?
One of the reasons we should exercise is for brain health!!
• Exercise benefits the brain even
before it benefits the body.
• The brain relies on the body to get its needed
fuel—oxygen and glucose—to the brain.
• The healthier and more physically fit the body
is, the more efficiently the brain functions.
How Exercise Benefits the Brain:
• Exercise creates the optimal environment for

neural plasticity, the ability of the brain to change.
• Research on the brain reveals how exercise
can aid in learning and cognition:
–Improved Brain Function (Medina 2008)
–Enhanced Cognition (Etnier 1997)
–Improved Memory (Spark by Dr. John Ratey 2008)
–Reduced Stress (Spark by Dr. John Ratey 2008)
–Balanced Mood and Behavior (Spark
by Dr. John Ratey 2008)
–mproved Social Skills and Behavior
(Spark by Dr. John Ratey 2008)
–Improved Academic Performance (Dwyer et al. 2001)

Conclusion
The lack of physical activity with the increase in
obesity plus the need to improve test scores equals the
need to increase physical activity in our schools.
There is a lack of physical activity with an overemphasis
on standardized testing in U.S. schools today.The reduction
(and in some cases, elimination) of physical education
in our schools has not only contributed to obesity and
related diseases, but has adversely affected our children’s
brain health. By increasing physical activity in our schools,
we can combat obesity, regain student concentration,
and possibly even increase academic success.
Debbie Mitchell, Ph.D. is president of Geomotion Group Inc.
For more information, visit www.geomotiongroup.com.

Teachers

Principals

School Board

Kids Deserve

BETTER FOOD
Childhood obesity is a growing concern in
today’s schools. Prime Snack offers a
better option from the snacks typically found
in schools and offices.
Conventional snack foods are loaded with
chemicals such as MSG and Aspartame. At
Prime Snack we are chemical free plus we
have NO High Fructose Corn Syrup or TransFats which are detrimental to anyones health.

Prime Snack Follows
USDA 2014
Nutrition Standards
Many gluten and nut free snacks available.
We are a distributor offering wholesale accounts.

Go to our website to see
what we’re made of.
www.primesnack.com

Great Prices!
Easy Ordering
and Delivering!

919.339.1717 | sales@primesnack.com
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WELLNESS

IT IS
OK TO PLAY
WITH YOUR
FOOD

A lizard gets preschoolers to eat more fruit and vegetables
By Dr. Gail C. Roberts, Ph.D.
Despite what mom said, sometimes,
it is OK to play with your food. In fact,
a new Minnesota-developed nutrition
program encourages preschoolers to
explore foods and create snacks that
look like mice, stoplights and silly
faces, all in an effort to introduce new
fruits and vegetables and develop
good eating habits at a young age.
Learning About Nutrition through
Activities, or LANA, is a comprehensive,
24-week in-school nutrition program
created by the Minnesota Department of
Health and the University of Minnesota.
Lana the iguana helps young children
learn to love fruits and vegetables
through hands-on activities, storytelling
and games.The LANA program, which
introduces eight core vegetables and
fruits in a 24-week program, focuses
on having fun and experiencing
color and taste rather than saying,
“We eat it because it’s good for us.”
LANA introduces children to eight
fruits and vegetables, like broccoli, snap
peas, apricots and cherry tomatoes;
foods that children may not have tried
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before but are easily accessible.The
program, made possible by a grant from
the National Cancer Institute, teaches
young children how to establish healthy
eating patterns early in life. But instead of
the teacher or a parent introducing the
foods, it is Lana the Iguana, a green hand
puppet who encourages fruit and veggie
exploration with games, stories and
activities in math, reading, art and tasting.
And evidence has shown that after
completing LANA, children are more
likely to eat fruits and vegetables than
they were before starting the program.
Jessica, an early childhood teacher,
reports,“The kids can’t wait until
Lana comes out and talks to them.
She’s the hit. She plays a big part in
the center.” Deb, a family childcare
provider, echoes Jessica’s enthusiasm.
“Sweet red peppers and the sweet
potato smoothie are favorites.Who
would have thought? If the children
can be open about eating fruits and
veggies, they can be open to anything.”
Concern about childhood obesity
and improving early childhood nutrition
has increased across the nation. Parents,
teachers and caregivers struggle to help

more than 12 million obese children
and teens who are at increased risk
of developing type two diabetes and
other health problems. Since healthy
eating habits develop at a young age,
it is important to find effective ways
to encourage and support healthy
food choices by young children.
Early results from the program showed
positive results in the following areas:
• 67 percent of children were more
likely to eat fruits and 78 percent
were more likely to eat vegetables
• 76 percent of childcare providers
offered fruits and vegetables
more often during snack time
• 81 percent of parents
increased eating of fruits
and vegetables at home
• A decrease in the “pickiness” and
fear of trying new foods; 92 percent
more likely to try new foods
How did they do it? The LANA
program uses the following
strategies that can be used in
any early childhood setting:
• Create a calm and pleasant
experience with meals and snacks.
When mealtime and snack time

are positive experiences, children
are more likely to try new foods.
• Eat meals and snacks with children.
It is important for children to
observe adults eating the same foods
they do and responding honestly
with comments such as,“Maybe
I’ll like it the next time I try it.”
• Offer vegetables and fruits first
at meals.
This provides increased visibility
and value to the featured fruits and
vegetables.A new food must be
offered multiple times for children
to try it and learn to like it.
• Serve or offer age appropriate
portions to children.
An appropriate portion size of fruits
and vegetables is approximately
one tablespoon per year of age.
A smaller amount to try or taste
something new is appropriate.

•U
 nderstand “normal” childhood
eating behavior.
Learn to accept some spills
and messes, irregular eating
habits and some food waste.
• I nvolve children in food preparation.
Children who help create a meal or
a snack are more invested in, feel
more positive about and are more
likely to eat the food being served.
And LANA’s momentum is building.
In 2012, the LANA program saw its
highest participation rates among
Minnesota children than ever before.
The program has been adopted in
various schools nationwide and this fall
will reach thousands of preschoolers
in Newark, New Jersey.

1-888-455-7003
www.LearningZoneXpress.com

25%
OFF
with code 130801*
LANA Learning About Nutrition
through Activities (PreK-Grade 3)
LANA is a 24 week program, research-based
curriculum that encourages children to taste,
eat and enjoy more fruits and vegetables.

822002

$299.00

Dr. Gail C. Roberts, Ph.D.
is an Early Childhood Consultant.

“Learning About Nutrition through
Activities, or LANA, is a comprehensive,
24-week in-school nutrition program
created by the Minnesota Department of
Health and the University of Minnesota.”

Kids MyPlate Cloth Banner (Ages 2-8)
4’ x 5’ 6” polyester knit cloth, grommets for
hanging.

480124

$125.00

54321+10®: Countdown
to Your Health for Kids DVD
Grade 1 - 6 18 min. ©2012

300039 $79.95

*Expires 11/30/2013. Not valid with any other offers.
May not be applied to previous orders. One-time use
only. Discount does not apply to shipping and tax charges.
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CAREER AND TECHNICAL EDucation

DO I NEED
TO KNOW

By Dr. Michelle Conrad and Dr. Larae Watkins

The Common Core Conversation

What does the phrase “College and Career Readiness” really
mean? The widely varied approaches to this definition have
sparked a lively discussion. Consensus seems to be that these
terms are the same. In other words, if a student has the entry
level skills for college, then the student has the skills for entry
level jobs.Absolutely.Where we challenge this definition is in the
context of HOW those skills are taught.A typical lesson on density,
for example, asks students to measure, calculate, and record the
volume of various shaped objects — golf ball, toy, etc. Students
then put the objects into a container of water, measure the water
displacement, and calculate the volume of the displaced water.
Are students learning the mathematical formulas needed to
figure out water displacement? Does learning these concepts put
students on track to be college ready? Yes. But … so what? As we
often hear from students, why do I need to know this? When in
life will we need to put golf balls and toys into jars of water? This
lesson falls short of career readiness.

Much of the conversation around the Common Core State
Standards (CCSS) has focused on college readiness.Yes, the phrase
used in the CCSS has always been “College and Career Readiness,”
but let’s be honest, what’s being done to prepare teachers
around the country really only focuses on college readiness. In
our opinion, to embrace the full spirit of the CCSS, the whole
conversation needs a paradigm shift.We want to consider for a
moment how the conversation might be different if it was “Career
and College Readiness.”
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Business leaders joined educators in the development of a
common core of skills needed by students in order for students to
be career and college ready.These skills were then developed into
the grade level standards referred to as the Common Core. Business
leaders had the opportunity to sign a letter of support stating,“In
a competitive world economy where education and/or training
see WHY? page 64
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“We are not suggesting that English and math teachers
now need to teach multiple subjects, but continuing to view
the Common Core as only an English or math initiative
misses the fundamental shift that the CCSS represents.“
Why?
continued from page 62

after high school is increasingly the norm
for access to good jobs, to prepare students
for anything less is, by definition, to deny
opportunity.”Among those who signed the
letter are The Boeing Company,Association of
American Publishers, the Business Coalition
for Student Achievement, IBM Corporation,
SAS Institute, Inc., Software and Information
Industry Association, Intel Corporation,
Dell Inc., Eastman Chemical Company,
and numerous chambers of commerce
throughout the country. Clearly career
readiness is significant for these groups.

The Focus of Teacher
Professional Development
Many districts throughout the country
are focusing training efforts around CCSS by
working with English and math teachers. Our
approach with the Common Core has been
working with Career and Technical Education
(CTE) teachers on “Reality Education.”
“Concentrating on Reality Education” was
a phrase coined by a cross-curricular group
of teachers who agreed that all education
should be based in “reality.”This takes
advantage of the numerous opportunities
woven within the CCSS to encourage
collaboration among academic core and CTE
professionals, to rethink literacy and math
skills in workforce training, and to develop
curriculum around depth of knowledge
rather than breadth of content. Consider the
water displacement lesson and take the next
step; a health science teacher knows exactly
why you need to know water displacement.
If you have to bathe a 160 pound elderly
person and don’t want the tub to overflow,
you need to understand water displacement.
By focusing on the natural connections
between math, English, and career and
technical education, there is an opportunity
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to address the standards more fully.
If we take a “Reality Education” stance,
the CCSS is NOT just for English and math
teachers to understand and implement.The
CCSS offers a consistent set of skill-based
learning expectations that define STUDENT
outcomes in English and mathematics.
A business teacher in a recent workshop
asked us,“Why am I learning this? Is it to
help my curriculum or the math teacher’s
curriculum?” Our answer,“To help the
students learn how to use math in a real
world context.”The shift here is to move
away from the territorial “I teach my content”
and “you teach your content” to teaching
STUDENTS.Then we can provide the
opportunities expressed in the business
support letter to prepare students for jobs
in “a competitive world economy.” Some of
those jobs, we know, do not even exist yet.

The Reality of Career Readiness
Many non-CTE teachers have a difficult
time envisioning how to educate students
to be career ready. Our first suggestion is
to include Career and Technical Educators
in the conversations and trainings.Then
consider what does a student look like
who is career ready? Here are some ideas:
Students calculate dimensions for a
set of stairs to make a 60 inch change of
elevation and layout the stringer design on
a section of non-perforated paper towels,
properly showing details (e.g., marking to
“drop the stringer,” etc.).As a class, discuss
construction terminology and its relationship
to mathematical terminology (e.g.,“dropping
the stringer” could be compared to a vertical
shift of a comparable graph by changing
the y-intercept), impact of slope (rate of
change), and how similar and congruent
triangles could be incorporated, as well as
step functions. In groups, students graph a
system of inequalities representing what is
allowable for riser heights and tread depths.

Students read three recent medical
articles from Internet sources on the
interrelationships between vitamin D and
calcium as well as recommendations for
vitamin D and calcium intake for different
age groups.These articles should present
somewhat different interpretations of
appropriate supplementation needs. Students
will evaluate the sources, reasoning, and
evidence and write an editorial on either
the pros or cons of a certain age group
taking vitamin D and calcium supplements.
Students will research 20th century
U.S. legislation related to the civil rights
of those with epilepsy and the history of
anti-convulsive medications used to treat
epilepsy.They will then develop a time line
that illustrates both the legislative changes
and the development and marketing of
anti-convulsive medications. Students
will write a summary narrative, drawing
conclusions about interrelationships
between events shown on the time line.
In groups, students develop mock client
presentations (PowerPoint presentations) for
an assigned wind/solar energy advertising
campaign, including the overall marketing
strategy, packaging and branding concepts
(look, feel, and tag lines), advertising design
and copy for both a print ad and online
banner ads. Students will research the
Internet to find statistics related to decisions
about the product being developed and
promoted.Then in a research report students
will “distinguish between correlation and
causation,” examine how data are gathered
and analyzed for similar products, and
“evaluate reports based on (these) data.”
Students will make decisions about product
design, development, safety features, and
presentation/promotion based on the
gathered and analyzed data and report how
data influences those decisions. Include
and display some of the research and
conclusions in the advertising presentations.

These projects come from building
trades, family and consumer sciences, health
science and business/marketing teachers.
In these examples, students are asked
to read and write effectively in diverse
content areas, as well as communicate
collaboratively in different contexts.
Students must organize, display, and
interpret data in tables, graphs, and charts,
as well as formulate and solve routine or
original problems from data, conditions
or situations.They need to use language
to communicate effectively and recognize
domain specific vocabulary. Students work
to identify real world problems that require
the use of mathematics, describe possible
procedures for solving those problems, and
explain outcomes. If any of the phrases in
this paragraph sound familiar, it is because
these are catchphrases from common core
related documents or from the CCSS.

The Paradigm Shift
Many efforts over the years have
attempted to integrate English or math
with CTE, including applied academics,
Math-in-CTE, BASICS, etc.While these

programs have had success to varying
degrees, the focus was on silos of subject
matters linked, with emphasis on academic
core content in CTE subject matter.The
development of the Common Core was
rooted in workplace and world readiness,
that is, academic content constructed around
relevancy.To truly address what it means
to be career ready, Career and Technical
Education as well as the arts, sciences,
physical education, and social studies, needs
to be infused within math, English, and
each other in a multidirectional fashion.
We are not suggesting that English
and math teachers now need to teach
multiple subjects, but continuing to view
the Common Core as only an English or
math initiative misses the fundamental shift
that the CCSS represents. CTE content area
teachers help their students apply English
and math skills every day in training their
students for every industry. English, math,
and CTE teachers should become partners
to bring those real world perspectives and
applications to the classroom. Only then will
students learn how to transfer knowledge
and skills of the CCSS to new situations and

circumstances that they will encounter in
life.And maybe then educators will stop
hearing,“Why do I need to know this?”
Michelle Conrad currently serves as one of
the directors for the Missouri Center for Career
Education and an Assistant Professor in the
Educational Leadership and Human Development
department in the College of Education at the
University of Central Missouri. She has a PhD in
Higher Education Administration and an MA in
Counseling Psychology from the University of
Kansas, an MS in Student Affairs Administration in
Higher Education from Ball State University, and
a BA in English from the University of Akron.
Larae Watkins currently serves as one
of the Directors for the Missouri Center for
Career Education and an Assistant Professor
in the Career and Technology Education
department in the College of Education at
the University of Central Missouri. She has a
PhD in Comprehensive Vocational Education
with an emphasis on Policy and Leadership,
an MS in Agricultural Education, and two
BS degrees in Agricultural Education and
Horticulture, all from the Ohio State University.
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CAREER AND TECHNICAL EDucation

ADDRESSING THE

CAREER
IN COLLEGE AND CAREER READY
By Jakub D. Prokop
and Timm Boettcher
The skills gap that industries in our
country are facing shows no sign of
slowing. Businesses, clamoring for fresh
talent to replace their aging workforce,
are looking to education systems to
provide the replacements. Educators
face new and changing standards for
the education they provide while
simultaneously facing budget cuts. Students,
desiring a prosperous future, are often
unsure where the best opportunities
for further education and career lie.
This gap will not be solved solely by
businesses or educators. Filling the gap
necessitates partnerships between these
groups to imagine, create, implement and
maintain innovative and relevant programs
aligned to the needs of business, education
and students. Partnerships and programs
working to create such alignment are gaining
momentum around the country. But how
can a school or district build off of existing
programs or even start one from scratch?

Step One:
Make the Connection
Seven years ago the International
Propeller of Port of Tampa approached
the Hillsborough County Public Schools
(HCPS) in Tampa, Florida, with a request
for help.As in many industries, maritime
is experiencing an aging workforce and
an exodus of retiring talent.They were
concerned that if more people did not
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become aware of the work being done on
our waterways, the future of the industry
was at risk and the local economy would
suffer.The school district responded by
working with industry to create a pilot
program in career and technical education
programs at the middle school level to
evaluate the response and ability of teachers
to deliver and assess maritime content.
In Charlotte, North Carolina, a near
doubling of manufacturing space and
hiring 750 new employees left Siemens
Energy with an obvious shortage of
workers in the pipeline to support their
growth. In 2011, Siemens partnered
with Central Piedmont Community
College to pilot an apprenticeship
program based on the German model.
Recruitment for apprentices begins at
local high schools.According to Pam
Howze, Siemens’Technical Training
Manager, the idea initially met with some
resistance from the local school system.
In both these cases, businesses took
the first step in initiating a partnership
with their local school district. In other
regions, however, businesses may not
realize the value of a partnership with
education or may be unaware of the
correct contacts to make. Districts
interested in forming partnerships
with local businesses should research
their needs by contacting Human
Resources departments and offer
to set up an introductory meeting
to demonstrate the value that a
partnership with education can bring.

Step Two:
Facilitate Communication
In attempting to cooperate on the
development and implementation of new
curricula, the many misconceptions that
may exist between business leaders and
educators often become clear. Business
executives have often not been in the
classroom since their own school days and
may not be aware of the innovations and
progress made in the education system.
Many educators and school administrators
may have gone straight from learning to
teaching and may not have worked in the
sector with which they are partnering.
In Tampa the school district assigned
a program coordinator to act as a liaison
between members of the port community
and district officials.This coordinator learned
the maritime industry in order to develop a
rapport with the business partners. Further,
it came to light that the port community
was not aware of current educational
practices and available resources in the
classroom.To fill in their own knowledge
gaps, business partners attended meetings on
curriculum design and visited schools.This
foundational process spanned six months
before work on the Maritime Technology
standards, objectives and curriculum began.

Step Three:
Set Clear Expectations
By definition, a skills gap exists when
businesses can’t find workers with the skills
required for their open positions. In creating
alignment between education and industry,

ensuring that the educational outcomes of
the programs match the needs of industry is a
top priority for both sides. Business partners
see education partners as a valuable resource
where they can have a say in the curriculum
and program; they want to contribute to
the success of educational programs.
Creation of many education-industry
partnerships enters new territory where
clear outcomes may not yet be defined.
The crux of the maritime program
implementation was the lack of a state
standards framework appropriate for
teaching maritime content.Working with
the business partners, HCPS designed
templates to vet what skills and abilities
program graduates should have in areas
like engineering, mariner studies, marine
biology or history.The answers led to
16 units of instruction touching most
of the topics found in the maritime
industry and a set of state standards
approved and implemented this year.

Step Four:
Use the Experts

and connects them with hands-on
experiences with companies across
STEM disciplines.These teachers return
to their classrooms ready to share their
knowledge and experience with their
students and armed to forge partnerships
with industries in their own regions.

Step Six:
Use Advisory Committees
to Share Results and Adapt
Education and industry share a common
goal: results. Measuring program outcomes
and reporting them back to a continually
engaged set of industry advisors is essential
to a viable partnership. Both sides can
work together to evaluate the program and
adapt as necessary to ensure that alignment
is maintained in a maturing program.
In Tampa, the maritime program will
introduce over 60 students to the industry
this year.These tangible results have come
from the true collaborative effort between
industry and education and has garnered
further support from the industry and has

reintroduced the entire community to the
Port of Tampa.The benefits of a partnership
between education and industry reach
far beyond those groups to the students
in the program and the community.
Jakub D. Prokop is a Career and Technical
Education program/curriculum developer
currently working for the Hillsborough County
School District to align educational programs
to local industry need. Prior to education,
he worked in the automotive industry as a
technician, manager and service writer. He is
also pursuing a Ph.D. in Career and Workforce
Education at the University of South Florida. You
can reach him at Jakub.D.Prokop@gmail.com.
Timm Boettcher is President of Realityworks,
Inc. and Chair of the Industry Workforce Needs
Council (IWNC). His passion for CTE and workforce
development are evident in his work with the IWNC,
a group that is working to solve the skills gap by
promoting alignment between business and education
and fostering business-education partnerships. He can
be reached at timm.boettcher@realityworks.com.

The business partners that seek to
work with students are usually the leaders
and change agents in their organizations
and are also highly skilled professionals in
their business. Educators are the experts
at conveying new topics to students,
classroom management, and integration
of core subject skills into curriculum. It
is imperative that each group utilize their
expertise accordingly.An engineer may not
be capable of teaching a middle school class,
but may be a valuable partner in curricula
development, guest speaker or mentor.

Step Five:
Include ‘Real World’ Training
When hiring, businesses seek candidates
with real world training, candidates who have
seen the industry in action.These on-thejob experiences are important not only for
students, but for the instructors who inspire
them.When establishing partnerships, visits
to industry partnership, teacher externships,
and student internships and apprenticeships
are a valuable, if not essential, part.
In Charlotte, Siemens connects with
both teachers and students though their
rich internship program and the STEM
academy, an externship program that
takes STEM teachers out of the classroom
www.seenmagazine.us							
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technology

TECHNOLOGY
AND THE

CLOUD

NECESSARY PARTNERS FOR IMPLEMENTING
A SUCCESSFUL DISTRICT WIDE STRATEGY
FOR DATA DRIVEN INSTRUCTION
By Darrell Ward
Current research by top thought leaders focused on
achievement within K-12 education have identified several
consistent drivers for generating academic progress across all
grade and subject levels.The overwhelmingly consistent and
positive research on direct instruction will serve as the basis for
the framework or strategy described herein. In that pedagogical
environment we will identify drivers that lead to a successful
district wide and campus wide strategy of student growth.
Teachers in the direct instruction classroom act as activators
rather than facilitators. In the facilitator mode, other pedagogical
approaches such as the “flipped classroom,” inquiry-based
learning, one-to-one environments, etc., can also utilize the
approach described herein but we will focus on direct instruction
approaches for implementing a data driven instruction strategy.
The major drivers identified as the basis of a district strategy
for data driven instruction are:
• Rapid formative assessments
• Mastery learning processes
• Common interim assessments
• Data teams
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The major technology components we develop to
support this strategy for data driven instruction are:
• The cloud
• Student response technology
• Personal scanning technology

Rapid Formative Assessment
Formative assessment has been identified as a major
driver for student achievement. Other terminology and
instructional activities that fall into this general category
of student engagement and assessment include:
• Assessment for learning
• Minute by minute assessment
• Dip sticking
• Exit tickets
• Bell ringers
I will use the term rapid formative assessment to
characterize these instructional activities that utilize student
outcomes that are “fresh” and support evidence based
feedback in close to real time impacting instruction and
student learning. Rapid formative assessment is typically

restricted to lessons covering a couple of standards.
By definition herein, evidence based feedback is no longer “fresh”
once there is more than a couple of days from the time the instruction
is delivered until the feedback occurs.The longer the feedback from
assessments age the more difficult it becomes for the feedback to
be an impaction to the student learning process. Delayed results
should be minimized in a data driven instruction environment.
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Mastery Learning Processes
Many teachers utilize unit tests which typically may cover three to
five standards. A process of pre-test, evaluation, remediation, post-test
and evaluation has become a useful process in many schools.This
process generally unfolds over a period of approximately one week.
Mastery learning processes can be used as intermediate data points
between the rapid formative assessments occurring daily and the
common interim assessments described below. Data teams can be the
key driver of the construction, delivery, evaluation and follow up for the
mastery learning processes that are implemented throughout the year.

Common Interim Assessments
Common interim assessments cover a larger body of content
than minute by minute assessments and are similar to spiral reviews
contained in many textbooks. Many publishers will typically
provide spiral reviews every four to six chapters in textbooks to
provide connection to the content and promote mastery learning.
These interim assessments may cover 10 to 15 standards covering
approximately a four to six week period of instruction time.
The formulation, delivery and analysis of common interim
assessments along with the “fix it” plans are the main agenda items
within a data team implementing a data driven instruction district
strategy. Sound interim assessments can improve all components of
assessment strategies leading to successful end of year results.

Enable More Access
To Technology In
The Classroom
• Prevent students from removing CIPA
compliant MDM from their devices.
• Collaborate with students whether they are
on or oﬀ campus.
• Share documents and videos directly from
managed iPads.
• Manage and push apps to devices with ease.

Data Teams
Finally, data teams have become acceptable and desirable to
create and evaluate evidence based data to guide the instructional
processes.An overwhelming set of educators agree that data
teams, appropriately constituted and resourced, can change
the culture of a school/district.Thus, data teams have become
valued as school improvement programs with many positive
outcomes documented over the past six to eight years.

The Cloud — Why is it a Required Component?
Any strategy to deploy a data driven instruction strategy
must provide a container for the assessment strategies and
student outcomes associated with the assessment strategies.
Additionally, the strategy must provide simple, yet powerful
tools to analyze the data for instructional purposes.The cloud
is a perfect and simple solution for these requirements with
the ability to share and collaborate using these capabilities.
The cloud as an anytime/anywhere resource is also quite attractive.
It is a terrific environment in which one can access a personal account
supporting content, assessments, student outcomes and outcome
analysis from any device at any location with Internet access.
From a technical support perspective, the cloud delivers a
www.seenmagazine.us							
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dynamic environment minimizing the
need for extensive technical support.
With a cloud-based solution, changes
can be deployed with little to no
interruption allowing upgrades and bug
fixes throughout the school year rather
than at just one predetermined period
when all school computers are updated.
From an ease of use or User Interface
(UI) perspective, many educators are quite
at ease in utilizing browser interfaces as
Internet users.This strategy “piggybacks”
investments that educators have made
in using the interfaces associated with
navigating an Internet environment.
Summarizing the positives of the cloud to
a district strategy for data driven instruction:
• Receptor for student outcomes
• Container of content and assessments
• Collaboration media for data teams,
campus and district administrators
• Anytime/anywhere access to the above
critical components of a district strategy
• Simplicity and familiarity associated with
Internet/browser usage by educators
• Technical support is minimized

Technologies Supporting
Data Driven Instruction
Data driven instruction explicitly requires
the collection of student outcomes for
subsequent evaluation leading to a positive
impact on instruction.Thus, assessment
activities that produce student outcomes
become the basis for evidence based
feedback.Teachers have been eliciting
student interactions in class for years as
schools of education have always focused on
student engagement. However, until the early
2000 time frame, technologies to capture
student engagements and assessment
outcomes were virtually non-existent.
Without technology support, the
collection and analysis of frequent student
outcomes becomes an unsustainable
teacher activity. Certainly, minimal
collection and evaluation of outcomes is
feasible and has been accomplished, with
time and effort, by teachers over many
years. Rarely, does such minimal outcome
collection drive or impact instruction.
For instruction to be rigorously
impacted, frequent assessments must
be the centerpiece. Sustainability
then comes down to the ability of the
teachers to construct, deliver, evaluate
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and act to impact their instruction.The
following will outline how that effort
can be achieved in a simple, affordable
and sustainable manner on minute-byminute, mastery processes and common
interim assessments at the district level.

Rapid Formative Assessment
Moment by moment or rapid formative
assessment is a key ingredient in any effort
to use data to drive instruction. Student
response technology is required to support
these daily activities while accumulating vital
student outcomes.This technology can be
simple student response systems, iOS devices
and/or any device that allows immediate
responses by the entire class to be accepted,
evaluated and acted upon immediately
— in the moment. Cost has been a factor
here with prices as high as $2,500 per
classroom. Now affordable simple student
response systems approaching $100
per 20 student classes solve this issue.
The goal of such technology is to provide
an environment of engaged students
supported by immediate feedback that
builds a growth mind set of learning and
achievement.While doing this, one can
later evaluate the class data to identify
weak areas that can be improved upon
with later instruction.This data needs to be
accumulated in the cloud for evaluation.
Without this technology, data accumulated
via moment by moment engagements is
impossible for teachers to sustainably deliver,
collect, accumulate and evaluate.

Mastery Learning Processes
Short term pre/post test activities
constitute the heart of a mastery learning
process.These assessments can be collected
via scanning technology supplemented
by teacher input on rubric based and/
or constructed response assessment
items.This is typically accomplished via
scanning and can now be accomplished
within the individual classroom via iOS
devices with cameras and software
as well as with affordable document
cameras (below $50 per classroom)
connected to the teacher computer.

Common Interim Assessments
Common interim assessments can
be utilized in the same manner used
for mastery learning using personal

scanning as a major grading tool.As
with the other assessment components,
this data is deposited to the cloud.

Data Teams
The beauty of the cloud and the
accumulation of student outcomes
into the cloud is that now data teams
can efficiently operate on the various
student outcomes. Data teams achieve at
least three very important functions:
1. D
 evelopment of rigorous and standards
based assessment items to be used in
the above assessment environments
2. E
 valuation of the results of the
delivery of instruction and the
learning achieved by their students
3. F ormulation of a plan to remedy
any deficiencies discovered in
the teaching/learning process
for each assessment activity
These can be achieved with efficient
data team interactions on data collected
and deposited into the cloud.

Summary
Any district wide initiative must deliver
successful results with simple, common
sense and “doable” implementations from a
teacher/principal perspective. For the district
strategy to be successful and sustainable, it
must be sustainable at the classroom level.
A district wide strategy to impact
instruction via a data driven process has
been identified as a driver for improving
student achievement. Simple technologies
can support an interactive and rigorous
environment where data is seamlessly
collected as a by-product of assessment
for and of learning.With a cloud receptor
for the student outcomes, the assessment
for and of learning items and data team
results, one can drive a campus strategy.
Such a strategy can be simply
implemented with affordable and green
technologies generating a culture of
continuous engagement, learning and shared
responsibilities for teaching and learning.
Darrell Ward founded eInstruction in
1981 and, as CEO, pioneered student response
technology into the U.S. Education System beginning
in 2000. He is currently CEO of ALL In Learning.
More information on Dr. Ward is available at
www.allinlearning.com/about/bios/ or
www.allinwithdarrell.com.
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Keyboarding
What it really is and why it STILL has to be taught
By Art Willer
Just before releasing this article, I came across a really useful
study conducted on the evolution of keyboarding instruction
in Wisconsin from 1993 to 2009. It’s an informing report that
is referenced at the end of this article for further reading.
According to researcher Dr. Harriet Rogers, by 2009
Wisconsin educators had embraced the need to teach
keyboarding as early as possible in elementary schools.Teaching
methods and strategies had evolved among elementary
schools, steadily improving and refining the process.
The study was published in 2009 so it does not
address what has happened since then.
I sense the evolution has stepped backward because I am hearing
the value of the skill questioned more today than ever and I am
seeing keyboarding instruction tossed aside.Worse, some schools are
adopting alternate ways to address the skill such as telling students
to learn it on their own at home with free online typing programs.
Keyboarding is now cited as a necessary skill in the common core,
especially since students will soon be taking online achievement
tests and they will be asked to write essay answers online.
However, these are ulterior motives that can mean,“Well,
we’ll teach keyboarding if we really have to but we would
rather not if there is a way around it.”When we don’t genuinely
embrace the value of a skill in our educator hearts, the kids
read us like books and they don’t embrace it either.
Among other reasons for a drop in value and attention
for keyboarding skill is the arrival of mobile devices such as
the iPad and an unprecedented fever for buying lots of new
technology.The purchase of literally thousands of mobile devices
by many school districts has seriously mixed up the situation.
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Pronouncing that the 21st century has now arrived, some
schools are throwing out everything to make way, including
the computer lab.With the computer lab goes keyboarding
instruction unless we can find a way to do it on iPads.
Let’s hold on for a moment while we think this through just a little
more calmly and carefully.
To have an intelligent debate about any skill, we all need to
agree on what we are talking about. Only then can we appreciate
its relevance and value.
Keyboarding skill is the ability to fluently communicate
through a computer keyboard.
Some educators claim we shouldn’t teach the ability to
communicate through a keyboard. But wait, when we express this
position in the words I have just used, the argument immediately
weakens.Why would we not teach students how to communicate?
When we discuss keyboarding as a high-order communication
skill, instead of a low-order mechanical skill, the skill takes on a
completely different light.
The light changes again when we consider what we mean by
fluent keyboard communication.
At the 2013 Third Annual Keyboarding Challenge in Davis School
District in Salt Lake City, Utah, the top student posted a net speed of
109 words per minute. Net speed is the student’s gross speed adjusted
for errors using the international standards for typing measurement.
This grade six champion told me she normally types
125 net words per minute! She had dropped to 109
net words per minute because of the pressure.
Fluent oral communication takes place at an average rate of 100
words per minute.This is the rate at which our minds formulate
thoughts, compose sentences and emit them from our mouths
without a conscious thought of how our mouths make the sounds.

International standards define a typing word to be a sequence
of five keystrokes.When we apply the typing word definition to
oral communication, 100 spoken words per minute translates
into — you guessed it — about 125 typing words per minute.
In other words, this grade six student communicates
through a keyboard at about the same rate she talks.
Fluent keyboard communication is the ability to formulate
thoughts, compose sentences, and emit them through our fingers
without a conscious thought of how our fingers make the words.
Should every grade six student be required to
type at 125 net words per minute? No.
However, in Davis School District, grade four students post speeds
of 50 to 70 words per minute and grade five students post 60 to
80 words per minute. So our expectations should not be too low.
While speed and accuracy goals should be set, our instructional
goal is to prepare each student so they can reach a personal
level of fluency, just like we prepare them to speak and read
at fluent rates. Naturally, some students will reach higher or
lower fluency rates than others. Our mandate is to make sure
they have the technique and habits to get there eventually.
Some educators argue that two-finger typing, sometimes called hunt
–and-peck, is just fine for our students.After all, that’s how they type!
Show me a two-finger typist who communicates through
a keyboard at 125 net words per minute.To communicate
fluently, the individual must use all five fingers of each hand
in a conventional manner. Naturally, people who have limited

use or missing digits have to develop alternate techniques,
but two-finger typing cannot be accepted in our schools.
Some educators argue that keyboarding skill is a thing of the
past or soon will be now that we have iPads and mobile phones. I
have been hearing this claim for almost 30 years always with some
new technology that was going to make the keyboard redundant.
During the same 30 years, keyboard use has actually multiplied
many times over in the same period. More people use keyboards
every day than ever before and there is no drop in use in sight.
The iPads and other mobile devices are fabulous new
tools that function as alternate communication devices.
However, they do not permit us to communicate as fluently
as we do with the computer keyboard.They also don’t
provide the productivity that a full computer performs.
For a person to reach fluent communication speeds on an iPad,
they have to supplement the iPad by using a real wireless keyboard.
“Hold on!” some technologists say.“Doctors are
now filing reports by dictating notes to their iPads.
That proves keyboards are on their way out!”
As far back as 1960, long before iPads were invented, doctors
and lawyers were speaking to Dictaphones and handing the
tapes over to secretaries. Doctors use iPads in a similar way today
but only for rough note-taking. For any report to be shared or
publicized, it has to be reviewed with a keyboard in hand.
The existence or use of one communication method does
not make another method obsolete. In different contexts and
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for different purposes, we use a variety of communication
methods including oral dictation. As I said above, keyboard
use has grown, not shrunk, and it is still growing.
Then there is the often overlooked effect of keyboard
communication skill on overall academic achievement.When I
read the Harriet report, I was surprised to learn about reports on
the positive effect of keyboarding skill on academic achievement
being demonstrated as early as 1971! Harriet summarizes:
“Studies indicate a dramatic increase in language arts skills as a
result of children inputting words and sentences frequently using
a computer. Keyboarding and language arts are a dynamic duo. …
Keyboarding should be integrated with language arts and other
subject areas… Word processing of projects in academic subjects
is easier when children possess a usable keyboarding skill.”
None of the claims for keyboarding skill value suggest that
students don’t gain from using iPads too. Of course they do but we
must be careful to recognize that, while communication can occur
through iPads, children do not develop keyboard communication
skill on them. Ironically, the child who has excellent keyboard
communication skill learned on a computer readily adapts to
alternate communication tools but the child who develops
tapping skill on an iPad has no advantage on a real keyboard.
One final argument that I frequently hear has to be
addressed:“We don’t have time to teach keyboarding.We

have too many other things to do with computers.”
On the contrary, schools don’t have time to avoid teaching
keyboard communication.The sooner students have this skill, the
sooner they can put limited computer time to more productive use.
The Harriet report cites teacher Doug Noon saying,
“… asking students to use a keyboard to write without
training them to use the computer properly limits
what they can accomplish in the computer lab.”
So what about tasks such as graphic editing? Surely we don’t need
keyboarding skill for that!
For students who want to enter into any of those fun occupations
that use computers such as website authoring or media production,
they need not apply if they don’t have fluent communication
skill with keyboards.They don’t even get an interview!
Aside from being more productive in website authoring
and media production, all information workers need to be
able to communicate in writing with managers, designers
and clients about the work they do. No keyboarding skill
means no communication skill which means no job.
What do you do if you have shared all the above arguments
with the principal or the superintendent but to no avail?
I have never met a person who has the ability to communicate
through the keyboard and argues against it being taught in schools.
People who have the skill recognize the huge value of keyboard
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“The greatest blunder we can
make in education is to blindly
assume that learners will magically
assimilate core fundamentals
through some form of hopeful
cognitive osmosis. Would we expect
a student to promptly begin reading
before we teach them the alphabet?
Yet, we are glaringly guilty of such
an unfortunate practice regarding
computers and keyboarding.” 		
				— David Skwarok
communication because they wouldn’t be without it themselves.
You can safely conclude therefore that the people arguing
against keyboarding instruction either do not have fluent
keyboarding skill themselves or do not use it because
somebody else is doing their communication for them.
Challenge those people to learn to keyboard fluently and
then tell you what they think after they have enjoyed its benefits.
If this sounds like too much work to the opposition, challenge
them to find somebody who knows how to type well and
agrees that keyboarding communication should not be taught.
Unless egos are insurmountable, you will win the argument.
Today’s students need every communication skill they can get.
After reading and speaking, the ability to communicate through
a keyboard is the next most essential skill on any curriculum.
For students, fluent keyboard communication advantages their entire
academic career and they will find it an essential skill for every job in this
information age.
David Skwarok,Technology Director for International Falls ISD 381
in Minnesota, puts it succinctly:
“The greatest blunder we can make in education is to blindly
assume that learners will magically assimilate core fundamentals
through some form of hopeful cognitive osmosis.Would we
expect a student to promptly begin reading before we teach
them the alphabet? Yet, we are glaringly guilty of such an
unfortunate practice regarding computers and keyboarding.”
Suggested Reading: Rogers, Dr. Harriet (2009) “A State-wide
Longitudinal Study of Elementary Keyboarding Instruction.”
Art Willer has a Master of Education degree in curriculum from the
Ontario Institute for Studies in Education (U of Toronto). He is the founding
president of Bytes of Learning Incorporated. For more information, visit
www.bytesoflearning.com.
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TECHNOLOGY

The future of
eBooks in the classroom

New technology will increase engagement measurability
and allow you to reach students where they are
By Herb Miller, Ed.M.
The classroom looks very different today than it did 10 years
go. Many teachers are using virtual whiteboards and video lectures
in place of chalkboards and overhead projectors. Lesson plans
can be detailed and fleshed out digitally, with assignments and
tests being administered and submitted online. Students have
the ability to take notes on iPads and read eBooks on Kindles.
This digital shift is sometimes met with uncertainty, or
unwillingness to adopt. But many schools are embracing
the challenge of incorporating eBooks into the learning
environment to complement traditional methods and take
their students to the next level. Education today is at an
unprecedented tipping point, and with this change comes
incredible benefits and opportunities that far outweigh any
initial trepidation or growing pains. Now is the time to get out
in front of the digital movement and proactively incorporate
new technology into your curriculum so you can avoid having
to play catch-up later when it becomes a requirement.
Research shows that students are engaging more than ever
with electronic devices like tablets, smartphones, e-readers and
computers. For both study and for fun, students read eBooks
at a higher rate than ever before, and the numbers continue to
climb.The OverDrive library and school network, which serves
27,000 libraries and schools worldwide, has seen an accelerating
increase in eBook usage. In just the first three months of 2013,
OverDrive-hosted digital library and school catalogs recorded
41.5 million visits. In third quarter of 2013, that number jumped
to 51.9 million visits to the catalogs.The year-over-year checkouts
grew by 46 percent to 74.6 million through September 2013.

What’s Working Today?
Introducing eBooks to students is a way to meet your students
where they already are.They’re on these devices at home, on the
bus, in the hallways and on summer break.When they want to
teach themselves how to do something on their own they rely on
Internet research and communication with their friends.They’re
comfortable with the digital environment, and they look to it
for instruction and for fun.And recent findings from a three-year
study conducted by Marzano Research Laboratory in Southern
California elementary schools suggests that teachers professionally
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trained on using interactive technologies in the classroom has
a positive influence on student engagement and achievement.
Incorporating eBooks engages reluctant readers and busy
students who are looking for an exciting way to access reading
material 24/7, no matter where they are and no matter what
device they own.With some programs, students are able to
highlight, define and/or take notes within the eBook itself.This
fosters a learning environment and creates a more interactive
reading experience for the students. Recent studies have even
shown that the ability to adjust font size on-screen helps students
with dyslexia and visual impairments to read more easily.
The digital shift is certainly something to embrace for schools of
any type — public or private, rural or urban, large or small, district
or individual. Digital learning is the new paradigm, and that’s
something to get excited about. It allows for, and even encourages
and enables, interaction among students and in classrooms,
while providing a plethora of new tools for engaging readers.

What’s on the Horizon?
Most educators know that there is a movement to
meticulously inspect and overhaul the United States
education system to create a more efficient and effective
learning environment for students.While innovation and
technology has already infiltrated some schools, widespread
adoption of advanced e-learning tools has yet to take hold.
Much of the technology that will be a major component
of the classroom of the future has already been developed
and is being piloted in schools across the world.
Based on trending data from the past several years, we
estimate that eBook usage will continue to grow at an increasing
rate, correlating with continued sales of devices with e-reading
and internet capabilities.Though reading apps will continue to
be popular, the new HTML5-based reading platforms address
compatibility issues that come with proprietary apps.
HTML5 is the most current version of web coding
language that enhances the user experience and increases
compatibility across multiple devices without the need to
download software. It is an open standard, rich platform that
allows for instant access and responsive design — meaning
students can easily read an eBook no matter the size of the
screen on which they’re accessing it.With HTML5, links,

videos and audio can be embedded within the eBook itself,
and offline capabilities let users interact with an eBook
even when they don’t have an internet connection.

Unprecedented Measurement and Analysis
EBook platforms built on HTML5 will profoundly impact
educators, school librarians and students.The amount of data
that will be available in the next few years using HTML5 eBooks
has never been seen before in the classroom.The potential is
there for an unparalleled level of evaluating students based on
their reading habits, and we feel that it is such an important
facet of successful digital education that we at OverDrive have
developed tools with HTML5 to incorporate all the benefits that
it has to offer: enhanced access, compatibility and measurability.
These advancements will affect school librarians and curriculum
directors in several ways.They will be able to easily see which
titles are in highest demand and receive suggestions for books
students want available in their digital library. Electronic catalogs
already have the unique ability to effortlessly facilitate discovery
through title browsing and suggested books, but collection
development becomes even easier as browsing data reports will
give insight into a particular school’s student reading preferences.
Students themselves will feel empowered by their ability
to clearly communicate with educators about their reading
preferences, style and skill level simply through their normal
reading patterns.The ease-of-use reduces initial learning curves, and
comprehension and engagement levels are expected to increase
significantly. Note-taking, highlighting and defining words within
the eBooks is available now, as is the ability to supplement studying
by accessing links to any other browser-based material.Any online
resources or delivery methods that their teachers provide can be
referenced — or linked to — on the same device that students use
for reading, making for a more efficient homework or study session.
For administrators and teachers, HTML5 eBooks give an
opportunity to benchmark a student’s reading progress and
accurately judge what reading level is appropriate for him or
her.The coding language also allows for excerpts of eBooks to
be viewed, shared and measured the same way as a web page.
Activity such as page views, time spent on page, and navigation
paths can be identified and analyzed, giving educators the ability
to see how far a student has read, where they struggle, or how
quickly they get through an eBook. Educators will then be able to
integrate the collected data into a Learning Management System
and have a full view of students’ reading pace and skill level.
Using the technology will allow students to export annotations
and notes outside of the eBook system, where teachers can
comment and give further instruction. It will highly increase
interaction between students and teachers.Teachers will be
able to assess and adjust teaching styles, identify students
who are reading above or below the classroom level, and
accurately align the pace of corresponding lessons to the
pace of the students’ reading. HTML5 combines the power
of the web with a rich app-like experience, allowing for
personalized and effective learning for the individual student.

eBook models, allowing for personalized content for the student
as well. In these models, eBook content can be selected and
purchased based on only what a person wants to read.This has the
potential to catch on in K-12 schools mainly in regards to textbooks,
supplemental material, or non-fiction eBooks. Educators would be
able to select chapters or content that specifically addresses course
topics, customizing the students’ learning experience even more.
Further down the road, proliferation of cloud-based learning and
collaboration will create a social sharing atmosphere for students
and educators within one central portal.Video conferencing,
shared documents, reading materials and assignments hosted on
the cloud can be accessed at any time from any device, with the
opportunity for real-time collaborative engagement across the city,
across the country and around the world. Disruptive technology
continuously changes which devices are preferred at any given
time, but the content itself will be hosted on the cloud and accessed
no matter which gadget is in students’ hands in the future.
The possibilities are virtually endless. EBooks have already
opened the door to a more interactive, deeper learning experience,
but the future will enable an even stronger understanding of
how students engage with reading. In turn, the education system
will move into a new era of increased comprehension and
engagement among students, and overall better performance.
Herb Miller, Ed.M. is a staff member at Overdrive, Inc.
For additional information, visit www.overdrive.com.
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STEM EDUCATION

Starting earlier to build
student interest in STEM

By Karen Flammer, Ph.D.
Economists tell us that eight out of 10
jobs in the coming decades will require
a background in science, technology,
engineering or math (STEM), as those
occupations grow at almost twice the
rate of jobs in non-STEM fields. Not every
STEM job requires an advanced degree, or
even a four-year degree, but they are likely
to require some level of post-secondary
technical training — programs for which too
many graduating seniors are unequipped.
Most programs to improve STEM
education and participation in STEM careers
focus on preparing high school students to
pursue STEM majors in college. Unfortunately,
as we can see in the accompanying chart,
too many students lack the science and math
skills needed to succeed in college STEM
courses. (See chart from ACT.) Moreover,
a Georgetown University study last year
showed that among those who do take the
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right courses and select a STEM major in
college, 38 percent do not complete their
STEM degree. In many cases, motivation plays
a role. Students are unclear about the careers
that will ultimately be open to them, or they
are unable to see themselves as successful
professionals using their STEM degree.
Clearly, focusing on STEM just at the high
school level is not enough.We need to begin
earlier to “fill the STEM pipeline,” so that more
students have the academic preparation, but
also the motivation to succeed in STEM. Our
students need to be motivated by positive
learning experiences in science and math
much earlier in their academic years.
Looking at younger students, there
are reasons to be optimistic. Students in
early elementary grades start out with
positive attitudes toward science and
math. In surveys by the National Center for
Education Statistics, two-thirds of fourth
graders had positive views of science and
technology, with many seeing themselves

playing a role in those fields.This is not
surprising. Most children are natural
“scientists” — eager to explore the world
and keen observers of what they encounter.
They like to fix things, solve puzzles, ask
lots of questions, and generally tackle
the problems they see in the world.
But here is our predicament: by eighth
grade, these same children have less-positive
views of science and math, as well as
diminished expectations of what roles they
could play in those fields.A recent survey
from “Project Tomorrow” indicated that only
17 percent of middle school students see
themselves as having a career in a STEM field.
So we need to ask: what happens between
third and eighth grade to change attitudes
so much? We believe that the solution is
to be found in how science and math are
presented to students — not just by the
teachers in those subjects, but also by all the
educators whom our students encounter.
All of us are more motivated when we
can see clear connections between what
we are learning and what we can do with
that learning.Too often, in science and math
instruction, we fail to show students how
the learning in those classes can enable
them to solve problems and make the
world a better place.We don’t give them
enough appealing examples of scientists and
engineers engaged in interesting, valuable
work.And most important, we haven’t
always made sure that young women and
minority students see diverse role models —
people like themselves — being successful
in STEM careers, doing important work,
and just plain having fun! If you thought
that people in science only work on their
own, in a white smock, in a lab, looking
at equipment and test samples all day,
see STEM page 80
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would YOU want to become a scientist?
Approximately 22 percent of our K12
students are Hispanic. Over 16 percent are
African American.And of course, half of our
students are girls. Few people who work
in science and engineering are from those
groups. (See chart from NSF.) Clearly, if we
want today’s students to see themselves as
tomorrow’s STEM professionals, we have to
show them what that world could be like.
Concerns about our nation’s economic
competitiveness are real.Who will invent
new products, solve tomorrow’s energy
needs, or cure our most serious diseases?
The fact is that our students are in a
race with young people in other nations
to see who will play the largest role in
creating our future. Unfortunately, in that
race less than half of our students are
finding their way to the starting line.
At Sally Ride Science, we work on the
part of the “STEM pipeline” that is in greatest
need of repair.We focus on grades four
through eight, because that is where the
most students are at risk of missing out on
STEM learning.And second, we focus on
teachers in all disciplines, who can have
such a profound impact on students in those
grades. Because we know that given the right
training and tools, even teachers without
science backgrounds can develop greater
confidence with STEM topics and create
more excitement around STEM careers.
Since 2009, the Sally Ride Science
Academy has offered upper elementary
and middle school educators systematic
approaches to connect key concepts in
science and math to real people who are
using those concepts in fascinating, fulfilling
careers. By connecting the curriculum to
diverse role models in STEM professions —
to people who are doing fun, amazing things
— teachers are learning how to cultivate
that enthusiasm for science and technology
that so many students are at risk of losing.
We show teachers and school counselors,
step by step, how to integrate compelling
information about STEM careers into
their daily instruction.The Common Core
standards, with their emphasis on college
and career readiness, are arriving just in
time; because they support helping teachers
connect classroom learning to the lives that
are possible outside the school.We know that
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not every student will obtain an advanced
degree, or even a four-year degree, and that’s
fine. Many STEM careers offer tremendous
fulfillment and excellent economic
opportunities, without those kinds of degrees.
But students will need post-secondary
training and motivation to make the most
of the opportunities that are out there.
After reaching close to 10 thousand
teachers and almost a million students
through the Sally Ride Science Academy,
we are now offering these proven
approaches through our Online Academy.
This professional development helps
teachers understand the importance of
student motivation and appreciate the
aptitudes that all students can have for
STEM subjects. Even though many of the
teachers in our academy courses do not
have STEM backgrounds themselves, we
can give them more confidence to address
science, technology, engineering and math
in their classrooms.And we help them with
concrete strategies for creating excitement

around STEM careers and making those
“real-world” connections for students.
The Common Core standards — and,
indeed, all standards related to college and
career readiness — will require new crosscurricular approaches from teachers. By
developing nonfiction reading and writing
skills across the curriculum and by bringing
engaging examples of applied knowledge
and career role models into every classroom,
we can help students orient their learning
to problem-solving in real-world settings.
We can help them to demonstrate genuine
understanding of the subjects we teach. I
am certain that if we do this well, we can
ignite that curiosity and engagement with
science and technology that so many young
students already enjoy, and transform it
into greater success after high school.
Dr. Karen Flammer is a co-founder of
Sally Ride Science and a space scientist at the
University of California, San Diego; with over
25 years’ experience teaching science.
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STEM EDUCATION

Early learners,
full speed ahead:
Turn STEM into
STEAM with
By Ginny Streckewald, M. Ed.
My father-in-law recently passed away. He was an accountant for
a large corporation and for most of the years I knew him, I was a
preschool or kindergarten teacher.When I would share with him
the discoveries my young students were making each day in the art
center or the worm farm in my classroom, he would always show
polite interest in my chosen profession. His passion was the world of
business and finance. However, a conversation that we had over 20
years ago genuinely peaked his interest. I shared with him findings
from a longitudinal study of the Perry Preschool Project that showed
every one dollar invested in quality early childhood education
saved seven dollars later on. He became a supporter of quality early
childhood education because it made financial sense. Fast forward
to the State of the Union Address this year and the President cited
the same study. I wished Fred had still been alive to hear it.
The research supporting the importance of laying a
firm foundation in the first five years of life is certainly
not new.As Early Childhood educators today, armed with
brain research and impressive data, I think we have learned
to look beyond our classroom to a bigger picture. How
a child learns to think and problem solve in the earliest
years not only affects the individual child but also on our
country’s ability to maintain a world leadership position.
It is no longer unusual to hear a resounding advocacy
for investment in early childhood education from
leaders in business along with the military and scientific
community.This is a tribute to tireless advocates who
continue to speak out on behalf of young children.
Rick Stephens, Senior Vice President of Human Resources
at Boeing was recently quoted in “Ready Nation” as saying,“We
need to start early — even before kindergarten — to nurture
children’s natural curiosity. It’s a first step in creating the skilled
workforce that allows the U.S. to complete globally.” Mr. Stephens’
comments were in reference to STEM (Science,Technology,
Engineering and Mathematics) education which has become,
rightly so, a major component in 21st century learning in K-12.
Recent scores on the Program for International Student
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Assessment showed that U.S. students ranked 21st in science
literacy, and 25th in math literacy pointing to a critical need to raise
the performance of our students in these key areas. Our world today
dictates that technology and engineering are also a prime focus
area vital to preparing our children to compete in a global society.
STEM education has become a workforce issue as our country is
challenged by high levels of unemployment while at the same time
companies are struggling to find qualified candidates for STEM jobs.
Many agree with Mr. Stevens that we should be embracing STEM
education before kindergarten and point to research that indicates
that the brain is particularly receptive to learning math and logic
during these preschool years. Concepts that are at the heart of STEM
— curiosity, observation, experimentation and problem solving —
are a natural part of a young child’s world and should be nurtured.
The argument for an emphasis on STEM in early childhood
classroom has many proponents. I would agree with those that point
out that this acronym needs to be just a bit more inclusive. Several
groups created by educators have emerged to support a push for the
addition of an “a” to STEM: adding art and design to the equation to
turn STEM into STEAM.The thinking is that the best understanding
of the STEM disciplines is enhanced by the spirit of creativity and
innovation that has always been at the heart of our nation’s success.
During the many years that I have worked with young
children, I have been privileged to observe the blossoming of
creativity and problem solving that emerges during open ended
art activities. What do I mean by open ended art? Open ended
art allows children to make decisions and take control of the
results. It is art that is invented by the child and allows children
an opportunity to explore materials and enjoy the process of
creating. It differs greatly from the production of “refrigerator art”:
identical art projects that have little to do with a child’s imagination
and everything to do with an adult’s preconceived vision.
A national focus on learning standards has driven a rigorous
intentionality into all education. It is important to understand
why art is an essential ingredient in supporting intellectual
growth and can be logically aligned with STEM initiatives in
preparing young children for the challenges of the future.
To a child, the world is filled with endless possibilities.They

learn through art what will work and what won’t. Because
there is not one right answer, art presents an opportunity
to be creative problem solvers or “risk takers” and meet
challenges in new ways. A majority of young children
will most likely NOT grow up to be the next Picasso but
being exposed to appropriate art experiences from the
earliest years promotes divergent thinking skills — valuable
for future scientists, mathematicians and engineers.
Art also fosters creativity that is essential to innovation.
The future prosperity of our nation certainly depends
on a workforce proficient in the latest technology and
with a solid understanding of science, engineering and
mathematics but what can set us apart is the ability to:
• S ee things in new ways
•D
 iscover how to create something new
• Think unconventionally
•C
 ombine things in new ways
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to calculus?
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taking non-credit
developmental
math courses?
• Do you need to bridge the
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If you answered yes to at least one of the
above questions, then Math Anxiety Relief
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“If you can count,
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The line between subject areas is blissfully blurred in the
early childhood classroom. Early childhood teachers tasked with
meeting assessment goals with a strong literacy component may
be tempted to push experiential learning — math, science and
particularly the arts — to a back seat in favor of direct literacy
instruction. Language and literacy can easily be imbedded
within discovery learning and experimentation, hallmarks of
a quality early childhood program. Art, science, mathematical
thinking, technology and engineering all lend themselves
to the development of important problem solving skills.
Innovation coupled with science, technology, engineering
and math — the STEM subjects — along with art and design,
are poised to transform our economy in the 21st century
just as science and technology did in the last century.
We need to add art and design to the equation — to
transform STEM into STEAM and encourage the “risk takers”
within our early childhood classrooms. It is an American
tradition that has brought us to where we are today!

STEM + Art = STEAM
Ginny Streckewald has over 35 years of inclusive teaching
experience in preschool, kindergarten, elementary and college
classrooms and holds graduate degrees in Early Childhood, Special
Education and Infant Development.
www.seenmagazine.us							
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STEM EDUCATION
By Greg Dick

Teach
every
kid like a
gifted kid
— but how?

One of the best months of my life was
spent watching 16 year olds build boats.
I was a high school teacher, and I had these
particular students — they were 10th graders —
for two periods in a row, in a special integrated
mathematics, science and technology program.
The boat module was probably the best one we
did.The students carved out different shapes of
hulls and used our plastic-forming machine to
build shells.We had tiny standard motors, and
they put their boats in a channel — we used an
eavestrough — and sent them zipping along.
Their goal was to find the fastest hull design,
and boy, they got some of those boats going fast.
In the process, they came to grips with new math
— using algebra and equation manipulation to
track and evaluate the improvements they made
to their boats.They learned about the principle
of buoyancy and the tricky physics of drag.They
solved problems non-stop.They got wet.And
when it was time to test them on the math and
the science, they blew those tests out of the water.
Here’s the twist: my boat-builders were not
what we often call “gifted” kids. Just the opposite,
in fact. In math class, in particular, they were not
happy campers. But when I gave them what
we routinely give to gifted students — real
chances to let their creativity drive their learning,
and authentic ways to put their academic
materials to practical use — they thrived.
I was a young teacher then, but what I
learned building boats with my 10th graders
has stuck with me ever since, and now I
passionately believe that we should teach
every kid like a gifted kid.We should find ways
to teach that are so integrated and so creative
that students forget they’re in school.
Of course, this idea was not new then, and
it’s certainly not new now. I know this because,
as director of educational outreach for the
Perimeter Institute for Theoretical Physics, I’ve
talked to top educators from Canada to Finland
to Singapore.All around the world, teachers are
trying to get kids ready for the 21st century, to
teach students not just facts and figures, but
critical thinking, collaboration and creativity.
Of course, the question is: how?
Addressing this question, experts sometimes
give vague advice to kids and teachers alike.
“Follow your passion,” they tell kids.“Flip the
classroom,” they tell teachers.“Give students
real problems to work on.”These are little more
than platitudes.There are plenty of 14-year-old
high school freshmen who don’t know what
their passion is, and certainly don’t know how
to follow it.The world is full of real problems
see TEACH EVERY KID page 86
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Bring STEM To LIFE
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In support of the nationwide STEM initiative, Universal Technical Institute has
created several exciting workshops that promote science, technology, engineering and mathematics education. These hands-on workshops can help your school
realize its STEM-related goals as you prepare your students to pursue rewarding
careers after graduation.
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WORKSHOPS

TEACHER
WORKSHOPS

STUDENT
WORKSHOPS

Bring STEM to life
in your school.

Learn how to turn your
classroom into a
STEM lab.
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understand real-world
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in today’s careers.

Together, We’ll Put STEM to WORK.
As your education partner, Universal Technical Institute is proud to support
your STEM efforts through these workshops at no cost to you.

To book a STEM workshop for your school or classroom,
please contact us at 800-659-9690 or stem@UTI.edu.

Teach Every Kid
continued from page 84

IGNITE STUDENT
INTEREST IN
STEM CAREERS!

Discover convenient, affordable online professional
development from Sally Ride Science. Learn how
to introduce students in grades 4-8 to the diverse
scientists, technologists and engineers creating
the future.

Visit sallyridescience.com/seen
for more information, or call
1-800-561-5161, x150
for group pricing.
© 2013 Sally Ride Science
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teachers can give their students, but many of them result in a classroom
full of flailing kids, only some of whom are learning anything at all.
I’ve given this a great deal of thought, both as a teacher
and during my work at Perimeter, where I spend a lot of
time developing modern physics materials for the high
school classroom. Here’s what I’ve concluded.
It’s not about the boat. It’s about the channel.
The easy advice that kids should “be doers, not learners” and
teachers should “give students real projects” risks minimizing the
art and science of the matter: designing the right problem.
We teachers need to guide our students through projects that
are challenging, but just within reach.These projects must be
educationally rigorous.They need to be carefully structured and
designed so that students have to grapple with the material they’re
trying to master. In other words, if you just have them build boats,
and don’t give them criteria to evaluate their boats and channels
to steer them down, they will go wandering off in all directions.
Clear criteria — criteria about assessment, expectations, and
requirements, about what’s allowed and what’s not — are the key to this.
For example, if you’re having kids build crumple zones to cushion the
impact of toy cars, you should make sure each team uses the same ramp
at the same height, and the same toy car running into the same brick
wall.You should set some construction criteria, such as requiring the use
of at least three different types of material.You should give a time limit.
And most importantly, you should define the criteria for success, the goal:

in this case, to limit the force by extending the time of the collision.
This may seem a little formulaic, but in fact, it creates a
safe place for deep creativity. Inside this framework, this
channel, students can develop skills related to critical
thinking, creativity, collaboration, and problem solving, as
they work together toward a common goal. Sets of criteria
also — not incidentally — mimic the real world of work.
Opportunities to introduce guided but real world problems into
your classroom are everywhere.There are some excellent ones
available pre-packaged, but you don’t need to limit yourself to those.
Simply think of a real world scenario, build in some parameters
and a means to quantify the finished product and bingo!
You will get better and better at refining an idea as you
work through them with classes of students.The students
may well have ideas of their own and those are almost always
worth pursing — just remember to set some criteria on
the front end before just tossing eggs out the window.
Criteria are, I’m firmly convinced, the key to project-based
learning in the classroom.That there’s been some backlash about
this doesn’t make it less true. It’s trendy these days to criticize
schools as factories for turning out worker automatons — but
there is not a teacher in the world that has that as a goal.We know
that our students will someday have to build our society, and steer
it. Someday, they will take us all in surprising new directions.
But for now, they are small boats in rough waters.They
need channels.As teachers, it’s our job to create some for them.

Online education is everywhere. Top-quality programs aren’t.
South Dakota State University’s graduate education
programs rank in the top 3 online programs in the nation.
Just ask U.S. News & World Report. Get your master’s with
a master program.

Greg Dick is the Director of Educational Outreach at Perimeter Institute for
Theoretical Physics. For more information visit www.perimeterinstitute.ca.
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Everyone
aleader
By Sean Covey

A custodian, a first grader, a cafeteria worker, an autistic boy,
a potential middle school dropout, and a principal … what do
they have in common? They all became leaders this year.
Each morning the custodian greets students as they
exit the bus. His aim is to lift spirits, say names and
emphasize strengths. It helps students feel connected.
The first grader was disturbed by pictures of children in Africa
drinking dirty water, so she led her classmates in organizing a
fund raiser to build a well.Today, two villages share clean water.
“It’s the cashier lady at lunch,” exclaimed one young
girl when asked who influenced her most at school.
“She always makes me feel good on sad days.”
The autistic boy felt he was “a horrible person” until
he was invited to be involved in a presentation to the
school board. Now he wears a tie to school.“Important
people wear ties,” he says,“and I’m important.”
The middle-school student destined to drop out
was asked by the principal to be in charge of morning
announcements and was given 15 peers to lead. Now
he is thinking about which college to attend.
As for the principal, a year ago she was struggling to hold the
reins on her staff.Trust issues were rampant.Today she says she
has shifted from being a “controlling manager” to being a “leader
of leaders,” and the culture of her school has changed dramatically.

the school needed to be shut down.
The staff quickly went to work searching for a
new theme.To their credit, they went to parents
and local business leaders to ask what they
wanted from a school.Their collective response
was,“We want students who are responsible,
who show initiative, who know how to set goals,
who get along with others, and who can resolve
conflicts and problem solve.” Interestingly, no
one said anything about higher test scores.
The school’s principal, Muriel Summers, had
just attended a seminar on “The 7 Habits of
Highly Effective People” led by my father, Dr.
Stephen Covey.The room was filled with over a thousand adults,
mostly corporate leaders.As she glanced around the room, Muriel
could not help but wonder,“Why are we waiting to teach these
powerful skills and life habits until people become adults?”
As Muriel combined her seminar experience with the
comments of parents and business leaders, it sparked an idea in the
staff,“Why don’t we use Leadership as our new magnet theme?”
Before long the entire staff was trained in the “7 Habits” and
finding ways to teach the habits to students.Yes, even five year
olds.Within a few years, over 900 students were bulging out of
the classrooms. Discipline referrals and bullying were way down.
Staff and parent satisfaction was up, and so were test scores.A.B.
Combs was named the number one magnet school in America.

Three Challenges
Calling for Leadership
Four years ago my father wrote the book,“The Leader
in Me,” to tell the story of the transformation at A.B.
Combs.Today, more than 1,200 schools are implementing
the process.That means that nearly 600,000 more staff
and students have been taught the “7 Habits” and are
being given opportunities to step up and be leaders.

How It Started
The best news is that thousands of other students and
staff at schools across the globe are similarly stepping
up to become leaders in their unique ways.
It all started in 1999 at A.B. Combs Elementary in Raleigh, North
Carolina.The school faced a seismic challenge. Enrollment was
declining due to an aging neighborhood. Morale was low and
discipline problems were on the rise.Test scores were among the
lowest in the district.
With only 350 students in a building that could house twice
that number, the district’s superintendent knew something
needed to be done.They had tried making the school a
“magnet” to attract students from outside normal boundaries,
but that wasn’t working. Either they needed to come up with
a new magnet theme that would draw in more students, or
88
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The top comment visitors to A.B. Combs make is about students’ selfconfidence, particularly when standing and speaking in front of an
audience of adults.

What these schools and individuals have
discovered is that “The Leader in Me” helps
them to address three major challenges:
1. Raising the bar on academics
2. Improving school culture
3. P
 roviding students with basic life skills,
sometimes referred to as 21st century skills
Many schools approach the three challenges as if
they are unrelated.They start by putting their greatest
energy and resources on academics — which makes
sense.Then, when problems with the culture arise,
they react to deal with those issues.Then, if any energy
remains, schools make an effort to incorporate life
skills into the curriculum, often assigning the task to a
team or to one person, such as the school counselor.
In contrast,“The Leader in Me” sees the three
challenges as inter-related, and approaches them in
reverse sequence. It begins by teaching life skills, or
what A.B. Combs refers to as leadership skills, using
the “7 Habits” as the framework.The habits encompass
many of the skills the A.B. Combs parents and business
leaders were asking for, including skills for taking
initiative, setting goals, managing time, resolving
conflicts, listening, public speaking, working in teams,
and staying fit physically and emotionally.Teachers
integrate the habits into existing lesson plans in such a
way that they say “this is not one more thing we have
to do, but a better way of doing what we are already
doing.” Morning announcements, assemblies, and a
variety of events also reinforce the habits. As staff and
students apply and model the habits, there is an indirect
positive impact on the schools’ culture and on students
taking increased responsibility for their academics.

Everyone a Leader
Next,A.B. Combs took a direct approach at school culture
by using the “7 Habits” and other leadership principles to
improve the physical environment, to establish a common
www.seenmagazine.us							
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The 7 Habits
of Highly Effective People

As Muriel Summers sat among
business leaders being trained in
the 7 Habits, she could not help but
think, “If children learned the 7 Habits
at an early age, how different their lives
might be and how different our world
might be.” Read the following synopses
of the 7 Habits in kids’ language and see if
you come to the same conclusion.
Habit 1: Be Proactive
I am a responsible person. I take initiative.
I choose my actions, attitudes and moods. I
do not blame others for my wrong actions. I do
the right thing without being asked, even when
no one is looking.
Habit 2: Begin with the End in Mind
I plan ahead and set goals. I do things that have meaning and make a difference. I am an important part of my
classroom and contribute to my school’s mission and vision.
Habit 3: Put First Things First
I spend my time on things that are most important. This
means I say no to things I know I should not do.

I set priorities, make a schedule, and achieve my goals. I am disciplined and organized.
Habit 4: Think Win-Win
I balance courage for getting what I want with consideration
for what others want. I make deposits in others’ Emotional
Bank Accounts. When conflicts arise, I look for third alternatives. I look for ways to be a good citizen.
Habit 5: Seek First to Understand,
Then to Be Understood
I listen to other people’s ideas and feelings. I try to see
things from their viewpoints. I listen to others without interrupting. I am confident in voicing my ideas. I look people in
the eyes when talking.
Habit 6: Synergize
I value other people’s strengths and learn from them. I work
well in groups, even with people who are different than me. I seek
out other people’s ideas to solve problems because I know that by
teaming with others we can create better solutions than can anyone of us alone. I am humble.
Habit 7: Sharpen the Saw
I take care of my body by eating right, exercising, and getting sleep. I spend time with family and friends. I learn in lots
of ways and lots of places, not just at school. I take time to
find meaningful ways to help others.

www.safe-t-bar.com
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language and to involve everyone in being leaders.That’s right —
everyone. All students and all staff are asked to be leaders.
The aim is not to make CEOs or presidents out of every
student. It is geared toward helping students and staff
to lead their own lives (personal leadership), to work
effectively with others (interpersonal leadership), and to
make a positive contribution to their surroundings (civic
leadership). But unless they are given a chance to apply
the principles, how will students or staff ever turn the
principles into habits? “Leader in Me” schools provide
students and staff such opportunities.That is why students
are found leading assemblies, taking charge of parent
conferences, filling leadership roles in their classroom,
greeting students at doors, taking charge of morning
announcements and making presentations to school boards.
Every child is given the opportunity to be a leader.
Similarly, every adult is expected to be a leader.The
definition of leadership emphasized is one of my father’s:
“Leadership is communicating a person’s worth and potential
so clearly that they are inspired to see it in themselves.” Given
that definition, is there any adult at a school who cannot be
a leader? There is absolutely not. Such a definition empowers
custodians and cafeteria cashiers to think about their jobs
differently and to see themselves as leaders. It also enables
principals to think of themselves as leaders of leaders.
As the culture, or habitat, improves and everyone becomes

engaged, there is an indirect impact on academics and the
daily habits of students and staff.

Inspiring Goals
Finally,“The Leader in Me” addresses academics by applying
effective goal-setting principles to student achievement.
Walking the halls of “Leader in Me” schools, one can
see scoreboards for school-wide goals, bulletin boards
in classrooms for class goals, and individual leadership
notebooks for every student to record and track personal
and academic goals. As a diligent focus is maintained on
achieving these goals, even schools previously doing well
academically will report improvements. And at the same
time, the improved academics lead indirectly to improved
self-confidence of students and an improved overall culture.
The interdependent nature of the three challenges —
academics, culture, and life skills — and the value of their
developmental sequence is important for educators to
understand. Working on one improves the others; neglecting
one diminishes the others. All three challenges are the
responsibility of the school’s leaders — and that means
everyone.
Sean Covey is Executive Vice-President of FranklinCovey. To learn
more of “The Leader in Me” visit www.theleaderinme.com or contact
800-272-6839.
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Giving vision and focus
to principals, making them
TRUE LEADERS
for 21st century learning
By Chet Linton
A few months ago I had a
conversation that I haven’t been able
to get off my mind. It happened
during my company’s School
Improvement Innovation
Summit where we recognize
some of the most successful schools
in the country.The conversation
was short — one of those passing
in the hall types of exchanges — but
it’s weighed on me more than almost anything that
was said in three days of speeches and breakout sessions.
At the end of the summit I approached the principal of a Utah
high school, that most consider to be a perennial powerhouse,
and I asked him a question I’d been meaning to pose for a while.
“You’ve accomplished great things,” I said.“You’ve helped
build one of the best schools in the state.What’s next? When
are you going to become the best school in Utah?”
He seemed taken aback.
“I guess it’s not something I’ve ever considered,” he answered.
“I just don’t know where to start. How would we do it?”
His answer caught me off guard. Here I was speaking with
one of the most gifted school administrators in the state, and
when faced with the question of how to improve outcomes for both
students and teachers at his school, he was asking me what to do.
As surprised as I was, I don’t think that my friend is alone in feeling a little bit
lost, and I don’t think it’s his fault.What I believe he might be missing, and what
I see too little of as I travel the country and speak to leaders in education, is
the ability to tackle new challenges in a fresh and powerful way.
When faced with difficulty it’s human nature to fall back on what we
know, and what most principals in American schools know is how to
manage their domains. Successful principals have become very
good at administrating budgets, keeping staff happy, and dealing
with everything from truancy to bus schedules and PTAs.
But how is all of this administrative focus going to help
principals when they encounter the new demands that
are popping up in schools every day? Which skills
can a fiscal or human capital manager draw
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upon when he or she is asked to increase
student achievement across the board?
Even more importantly, how is a principal
stuck in the day-to-day management of a
school going to find the time or resources
to prepare students for a world that’s
changing more rapidly than ever? How
will he or she have the prescience to
look ahead and anticipate the challenges
and opportunities of a new global
marketplace, as well as inspire teachers
and students to rise to those challenges
and to be prepared for 21st century jobs?
Don’t get me wrong. Our schools need
people to manage the day-to-day tasks.
They always will. But traveling the country
and talking to excellent administrators like
my friend in Utah have led me to realize
that this isn’t necessarily the best role for
our principals. Faced with some of the
challenges I’ve talked about, the old
“principal as manager” paradigm
is quickly becoming
outdated.As schools
move rapidly
into new

frontiers, they need trailblazers to lead
teachers and students into fresh ways
of working — something that many
are not yet prepared for. In the still new
21st century, our schools need leaders
more than they need managers.
And what does a leader look like? Here
are a few critical qualities to look for:

Vision
Great vision is the hallmark of a great
leader, and vision, at its core, is all about
the future — understanding what it could
look like and helping people see how to
get there. Because it concerns the future,
vision needs to see beyond politics of the
present and even — in education — the
almighty student test score. Principals with
vision should care less about whether
students are successful on this year’s
assessment, and more about how students
are being prepared to become successful
once they move on to the next level.
This all drives home the fact that principals
with real vision can’t afford to get too
caught up in day-to-day procedural tasks
at school, because to create a compelling
vision of the future a leader needs to know
about more than what goes on in her own
realm. She needs to know what happens
in grades beyond her school, in the culture
that her students live in, in the job market,
and in society in general. She needs a
context in which to place her school’s
challenges so she can know where her
school needs to go, why it needs to move
in that direction, and how it will get there.

Communication
Amazing things only happen if the key
players are on board, so a great leader
needs to be a great communicator, and
great communicators understand that most
people can’t function on dreams alone.
They need tangible evidence that the
dream is possible.A principal’s vision of the
future, while clear enough to her, might be
intimidating, overwhelming, or just plain
unbelievable to her teachers and staff.
A sure fire way to overcome this is to
break the vision into digestible chunks. For
example, if the vision were to get 100 percent
of students scoring proficient on standardized
assessments — a bold goal by any measure
— a leader would do well to show teachers
how the school will get there.This means
www.seenmagazine.us							

giving the vision a time line — say two years
— and then providing achievable, bite-sized
chunks every step of the way. In the first
semester, teachers might be required to study
student-centered learning in their Professional
Learning Communities (PLCs), provide
regular formative assessments for students,
and raise test scores by a modest margin.
When teachers are shown steps toward a
vision that they believe is achievable, they
tend to believe and buy in more readily.

Focus
A great leader understands people — their
strengths and their limitations. People cannot
work 24 hours a day, learn everything, and
be everything to every student.A leader
needs to choose which battles to fight.
This can happen with a measured and
focused approach to crafting the steps to
achieve a vision and to help teachers feel
that their objectives can be reached. I’ve
seen schools turn around by simply focusing
on getting better at one or two things. I’m a
big supporter of this method. I’d suggest a
maximum of no more than three objectives
for change — though simply focusing on
one or two objectives is even better.
For example, a school with a large
population of minority students might simply
focus on improving capacity for English
language learning. Some very successful
schools have placed their entire focus on
differentiating learning for every student,
resulting in enthusiastic student ownership of
learning, and driving student achievement way
up.We live in a large, diverse world, and the
same approach won’t work for everyone, but
one thing is clear: a leader needs to identify
exactly what his or her school needs, find
an achievable number of solutions, and give
those solutions a dedicated, laser focus, while
communicating milestones along the way.
But none of this — not the vision, not
the communication, not the focus — can
be properly achieved by a principal bogged
down in outdated roles and ways of thinking.
I’m convinced that America won’t begin
seeing its schools increase achievement
across the board and prepare students for the
21st century until principals are allowed to
become the leaders that their people need.
Chet Linton is President and CEO of The School
Improvement Network. For more information,
visit www.schoolimprovementnetwork.com
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Animated
Leadership
through
Agency Action Research
By Jim Parsons
(This is part one of a two part
series on Action Research.)
All three fourth grade teachers at
West Meadows Elementary School
meet together monthly to discuss their
students’ improvement in literacy. Using
the Pyramid of Intervention they had
researched together, they track each
of their children’s learning — by name
and face — across a huge wooden
chart with a picture of each student.
If a child who has been struggling has
progressed well, they move his or her
picture from the “Not Yet Meeting”
column to the “Progressing Well” column.
If something hasn’t worked during
the past month, they resort to another
teacher’s experience or the Pyramid
of Intervention to see if they might
together, find an idea that does work.
The practical result of these discussions
is that teachers come away with a list
of possibilities from which they might
choose: the psychological result is that
teachers’ discussions always deal with
hope. It is difficult to give up on a child’s
learning if there are still options and
ideas that have not, as yet, been tried.

School Embedded
Professional Development
Where do these ideas come from?
Why did teachers choose to work
together? The answer to both questions
is that these teachers, in concert with
their principal, have become researchers
in addition to becoming teachers.
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Together, their teacher meetings have
taken on a professional development
impact focused upon colleagues
working with colleagues to solve the
specific educational problems they
face in schools. No longer do these
teachers engage experts from outside
their schools to help them solve their
problems; instead, teachers work to
name and solve their own problems.
Indeed,West Meadows has shifted to
embedded professional development
(PD) within the school and away from
professional development that comes
from outside the school.That does not,
however, mean that West Meadows
is becoming fortressed. But it does
mean that regular time is scheduled
for site-based, school-embedded
PD activities.As one teacher noted,
there is a difference between being a
single teacher trying to figure things
out to being a teacher within a team
of people, all with potentially good
educational ideas and knowing how
to find other ideas if they need to.

Alberta Initiative
for School Improvement
Teachers have always been good
at taking care of the children in the
classrooms, but they have been less
good at allowing their vision to flood
over their classroom walls.Yet, in
Alberta, as one teacher noted:“I have
changed from a classroom teacher to
a school teacher. I now think of my
responsibility to the entire school
community.” How did all this happen in

Alberta, a western Canada province that
bumps up against the Rocky Mountains?
Perhaps one would not consider
Alberta a hotbed of teacher professional
growth; yet, for the past 14 years,Alberta
teachers have been systematically
building leadership capacity and
educational expertise.The difference?
They have become researchers.
Acting with uncharacteristic wisdom,
in 1999 Alberta’s educational partners
— including the Alberta Teachers
Association,Alberta Education (the
provincial government’s educational
arm),Alberta’s four universities, and
others — the Alberta Initiative for School
Improvement (AISI) was born.This
province-wide program was designed
around teacher-directed research and
involved hundreds of schools designing
action research projects committed
to improving schools and enhancing
student learning and performance.
Every school district across Alberta, a
wide geographical area, participated.
In my job as director of the Alberta
Initiative for School Improvement for
the University of Alberta, I partnered
with teachers throughout Alberta
to help them build and run these
research projects.The program was
unique. Globally, no other initiative
has systematically engaged teachers
in site-based, action research with
the goal of student learning.AISI
believed teachers had the most insight
about what must be improved and
how children should learn.AISI built
a rigorous and considered model

“Teachers have always been good
at taking care of the children in the
classrooms, but they have been less good
at allowing their vision to flood over their
classroom walls. Yet, in Alberta, as one
teacher noted: “I have changed from a
classroom teacher to a school teacher.“
for conducting classroom research.
However, what we didn’t consider
when we built AISI was that the process
of researching would, in turn, radically
advance the professional learning
and academic growth of teachers.
Leadership, efficacy, and agency grew
as teachers engaged in action research
My own insights are based upon

12 years of working side-by-side with
teachers engaged in site-based action
research. In addition, I have reviewed
more than 2000 final reports (written
by teachers in their own hands after
three years of their site-based studies)
and have written several articles
and books based upon those studies
(Parsons, McRae, and Taylor, 2006;

Parsons and Harding, 2010; Parsons
and Beauchamp, 2012; Parsons, 2012)
about the impact of site-based action
research on “teachers as researchers.”
My findings suggest that teachers
have “engaged agency” in the Walker
Percy sense. Specifically, I have seen the
following changes in teachers’ capacity.
1) Their practice is more evidenceinformed. As they have completed
their own research, AISI teachers
have engaged the work of other
researchers and have adapted that
work to their own needs. As a
result, they no longer are subject
to accepting the same hierarchical
structure they have accepted
before.They have not dismissed
others’ work; ironically, they have
engaged it more collegially and
with more insight — sometimes
even emailing other researchers
to engage in email conversations
about their collective work.
2) They are more willing to see
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“The identification of teachers as
researchers is not complicated; yet, it is
an idea many teachers are struggling to
embrace across Alberta. And, as teachers
come to self-identify as researchers, they
also have begun to engage in higher-level
academic conversations and activities —
almost as if they have graduated to a new
way of thinking, talking and acting.”
themselves as leaders in their
profession.Teachers have always
been able to “look down” — to
assume a leadership role in caring
for the students in their individual
classrooms; but they have been
less willing to “look out” — to
see themselves as leaders in
their school or their profession.
One teacher commented that
AISI has helped her be a better
“school teacher.”AISI encouraged
her to take more responsibility
for leadership throughout her
school — beyond her classroom.
3) Teachers have become more
literate.As they have engaged in
site-based action research, they have
been more active communicators
— both verbally and in writing.
These activities of literacy, and the
preparation needed to complete
them well, have helped them
“practice speaking and writing,”
which has encouraged increased
literacy. Several teachers have noticed
this growth and have noted aloud
“I am becoming a better writer.”
4) These AISI teachers have come to
share within and between schools.
The findings of their research
have become agendas for a
wider sharing with other teachers.
They now engage others in what
might be seen as a “market” of
ideas that they “trade” for and
converse with the ideas of other
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teachers.They have become adept
at creating professional learning
communities of people who
now engage first-hand — rather
than second-hand — and have
become stronger leaders and more
professional learners because of it.
5) These AISI teachers have become
sound researchers who can conduct
studies and collect data that help
them gain more professional
insight.This work as fully engaged
researchers has helped teachers
professionalize their practice with
the concomitant changes that
accompany this professionalization
— including growth in language
and vocabulary, increased insight,
wider communication, and broader
understanding.Teachers are
becoming less fearful of reading
and conducting research, and they
are growing more courageous
as they engage further.
6) Others have acknowledged AISI
teachers as researchers.Their
professional status has improved.
During the 12 year life of AISI,
the word “research,” originally
stolen from the expert researcher
vocabulary, has become part of
the vocabulary of teachers and has
come into common usage as the
projects have matured.Teachers,
during their first years of work,
seldom named what they were
doing as research nor identified

themselves as researchers.
7) Finally, at the inception of most
AISI projects in 1999, teachers
were not seen as research
experts, although these teachers
were in fact undertaking action
research projects on a daily
basis in their own classrooms.
This belief has changed.As well,
the communication patterns
of teachers have changed.
Over 12 years, a broader and
more active communicative
pattern among teachers and,
in fact, all those who inhabit
the school and educational
system emerged. Our findings
(Beauchamp and Parsons, 2012)
suggest that, when teachers
talk powerfully with other
teachers, good things happen.
The identification of teachers as
researchers is not complicated; yet, it is
an idea many teachers are struggling to
embrace across Alberta.And, as teachers
come to self-identify as researchers, they
also have begun to engage in higher-level
academic conversations and activities
— almost as if they have graduated to a
new way of thinking, talking and acting.
From my perspective working with
these teachers, I believe their work has
become more systematic and rigorous,
their discourse has come to include
“research vocabulary,” and their pride
of accomplishment and confidence has
increased.They now seem more willing
to embrace educational leadership,
borne on the belief that they “can make
a difference in their school” and with
the people with whom they work.

Theorizing about Agency
In 1976,Walker Percy published
the book “Message in the Bottle.”
Percy’s work is not well known in
education circles, but his ideas are
worth considering. Born in 1916, Percy
was almost anonymous until his midforties. He graduated from Columbia
University’s medical school in 1941
and went to work at Bellevue Hospital
in New York City. In 1942, 26-year-old
Percy contracted tuberculosis and was
restricted to a sanitarium. Isolated in the
infirmary, for several years he had little

to do but read and think. His isolation
encouraged him to muse about things
he once considered common. He
recognized that what he thought
were his own beliefs were, actually,
society’s prescribed experiences. He
grew convinced that if humans were
to have real experiences these must
be gained in radical first-hand ways.
Percy titled his work “The Message
in the Bottle: How Queer Man Is,
How Queer Language Is, and What
One Has to Do with the Other.”
Although his essays address topics in
semiotics, Percy’s work can be read
metaphorically as insights about action
research and the triadic relationship
conducting one’s own research can
foster. By working to explain how
language works — and I believe how
research works — he works to create
a middle ground between two dying
modernist ideologies: Judeo-Christian
ethics (grounded in individual
freedom and responsibility) and

modern science (whose rationalism
and behaviorism posit humans as
environmental organisms without
freedom). Percy came to consider
science a post-Darwinian simplistic
activity that creates what Baudrillard
(1994) calls simulacrum — where
every representation was itself seen
as a version of something else and
keeps humans from engagement
in first-hand experience.

Why Does Engagement
in Research Matter to Teachers?
I see Walker Percy’s work as a
way to explain why engagement in
research can work to reshape teachers’
identities and embody their senses
of agency. Percy’s works following
his enlightenment period as he lay in
the hospital included his 1954 essay
“The Loss of the Creature.”This essay
reflects directly upon his perspectives
of what he calls the “packaged
experiences” imposed by society.
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Similarly, a teacher who does not
himself or herself engage in the
personal process of fully researching
an issue of personal importance and
social significance only approaches
research in a “packaged” way —
through reading the “postcards” of
others (reading other’s research)
or through taking “photographs”
(considering how others’ research
makes sense in another context).
However, engaging in site-based,
action research is a process that helps
teachers experience research directly.
(Next issue will discuss the teacher
as an agent of knowledge creation.)
Jim Parsons has been a professor in the
Department of Secondary Education at The
University of Alberta for 38 years. His areas of
interest are social studies education, moral
and religious education, and research design.
His latest research studies have been centered
upon teacher professional learning, teacher
efficaciousness, and instructional leadership.
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safety

Managing a crisis

with social media and
anonymous communication

By T. Gregory Bender
Thanks to the proliferation of handheld smart devices and social
media such as Facebook and Twitter, we can all share and distribute
information instantly and succinctly.The Dec. 8, 2011 shooting on
the Virginia Tech campus, the recent Oct. 21, 2013 Nevada Sparks
Elementary School shooting, and other recent events like last year’s
Sandy Hook Elementary shooting, underscore how important it is
for information to go out to the public with accurate depictions
and instructions from school officials to manage a crisis effectively.
The Nevada shooting comes almost a year after the Sandy
Hook Elementary School shooting in Newtown, Connecticut.The
Nevada event occurred at 7:15 a.m. before most parents were
even at work or the official start of school.The Nevada shooting
required rapid delivery of communications and social media posts
by school officials to parents and staff at an unexpected early
hour. Gun violence in or around schools has become a national
debate concerning school and student safety and the need to
revise school safety and crisis communications plans is increasing.

Anonymous Communications
Before a Crisis
The U.S. Department of Education and Secret Service states
that for over 81 percent of violent acts or planned events
that occur, someone knew about it ahead of time. From
most accounts, bullying and/or cyber bullying continue to
be drivers in school shootings or violent events on and off
campus. Classmates bullied the Sparks Elementary student who
brought his parents’ handgun to school and carried out the
shooting in the Nevada Sparks Elementary School, as reported
by his classmates following the event.Anonymous alerts or
tips by students to school officials can be a helpful deterrent
to stopping a violent event before it happens, in addition to
students monitoring other social media posts by other students
and placing anonymous reports directly to school officials.

Getting the Word Out
Some campuses use a variety of means to get the word out
including but not limited to email, text-to-cell, voice messaging to
phones, electronic display boards, campus loud speakers, audible
alarms or LCD displays on school campuses to transmit their
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messages out to students, parents and staff. In order to be in full
control of a crisis, school officials need to manage Social Media
outlets in order to be in full control of events and limit rumors,
poor or misstated information that may jeopardize student safety.
News of the Nevada Sparks Elementary School shooting
spread across news outlets; students texted their parents,
outside individuals posted information to social media. However
the need for quick delivery of succinct messaging and social
media posts at an early hour was a challenge for school
officials. Depictions that came from the news were scattered
as they were trying to piece together the event as it quickly
unfolded as school officials scrambled to manage the crisis.
Within minutes of the Virginia Tech shooting of a campus
police officer,Virginia Tech officials sent out alerts via email and
text-to-cell messaging, electronic boards in classrooms, and audible
alarms on the campus, yet officials were not in full control of
the information that spread through social media postings by
students.While information about the shooting spread quickly
through these social media sites not all the information was
accurate nor did the photos posted by students accurately depict
the event.This unverified information was then used by news
media, further complicating efforts by campus officials to manage
the event.Tragically, this was not the first crisis for Virginia Tech
officials, but it serves as a reminder for school officials to have
up-to-date crisis communications tools and procedures available
with strong social media controls in place using their voice.

Use of Social Media in the U.S.
Pew Research states that as of May 2013, 72 percent of online
adults use social networking sites, and 18 percent use Twitter.
Pew Research also states that 67 percent of online adults say
they use Facebook. In May 2013, 74 percent of women were
users of social networking sites, compared with 62 percent of
men.These findings clearly support the idea that schools and
universities should allocate significant resources to maintain a
social media presence as part of an emergency-messaging plan.
During an emergency or school shooting, school officials
who use social media in conjunction with voice, text, and email
emergency messaging systems and sound security measures help
to ensure the safety of school campus students and personnel.
see CRISIS page 100
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Crisis
continued from page 98

Sources for News
According to the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics data from 2010,
58 percent of households had two working parents with children.
Research also states that the demographic trends in smartphone
usage are 81 percent of 25-34 year olds and 69 percent of 35-44 year
olds own a smartphone. It’s likely that these parents rely on their
smartphones, tablets and computers for information about what is
going on in their community — including their children’s schools.
With 72 percent of adults using social media, it is understood that
schools should establish a credible social media presence as part of
their emergency response plan and should designate and train key
personnel to distribute accurate information as situations unfold.
Social media is a social gathering of contacts, broadening your
online reach to other parents/guardians or family members when
recipients share your emergency message content during a crisis.
Christopher P. Clouet, former superintendent of schools for the City
of White Plains, New York said,“I first began using social media in
2009.The City of White Plains Schools has 7,500 students with many
parents traveling to New York City. Social Media is a great tool for
connecting with parents who are hard to reach during the work
day in addition to sending email, text/cell and voice messages.”
Facebook. Create a Facebook page for your district or university.
Determine what kinds of information you want to include and how
often it should be updated. Designate an administrator of your page;

all content will come to the Facebook administrator for review before
it is posted.The page administrator can be you, a fellow administrator,
a teacher, a Public Relations firm or even a college student who is
studying marketing and social media. Regardless, a Facebook page
administrator should approve all content before it is posted.Assign
backup personnel for crisis communications with Facebook.
Twitter. Create a Twitter account and designate a community
manager to write the tweets and monitor questions and responses.
If more than one person will be writing tweets, ensure that they
have a consistent voice before posting them.The best way to
maintain a consistent voice is to always avoid the first person “I”
and stick to the first person plural (we, us, our). Remember that you
only have 140 characters, so the tweets must be concise: provide
only vital information in your tweets, especially during a crisis.

Have All Communications Tools
and Preventive Measures in Place
Today, traditional media such as TV, radio and print are not
enough to effectively manage communications in a crisis.A
solid emergency response and communications plan needs to
involve traditional media, social media, your website, outbound
voice/email/text and preventive measures. Preventive measures
include a way for students to place anonymous alerts/tips to
school officials before an event happens, averting a tragic event.
Schools nationwide are honing their emergency response
and communications plans; school officials must designate
key personnel and backup personnel to send messages via
all avenues to ensure accurate delivery of information.A
superintendent or president of a college may be tasked with
informing the media; a few key people like the communications
director, business official, assistant superintendent or technology
director may be the point people for managing social media
posts, district/campus alert system, and your website.
Whatever systems, tools and resources you have available,
publishing and distributing accurate information in a hurry
requires assigning and training key personnel to manage the
accurate delivery of information.A crisis unfolds at a rapid
pace so rehearsing your response to an event using new and
existing tools are keys to your success.Although it may seem
that integrating more technology is time consuming and
requires management resources, these new tools are accessible
from any Internet-connected device empowering you to
quickly manage a crisis when time is short and the delivery
of accurate information may be key to saving lives.
T. Gregory Bender founded K12 Alerts® and Campus Alerts®
in 2002 to provide comprehensive emergency communications
platforms for school officials. He is a native New Yorker, and got
his original inspiration after witnessing the 9/11 attacks on the
World Trade Center. He recently launched Anonymous Alerts® to
solve the growing national problem of bullying, cyber-bullying,
sexual harassment, gangs in schools, drugs or weapons on
campuses. For more information, e-mail gbender@k12alerts.com
or visit www.k12alerts.com and www.anonymousalerts.com.
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SAFETY

Preventing
school bus
danger zone
fatalities
By Jeffrey Cassel
Over the past eight years there have been
92 child fatalities in the danger zones around
a school bus — an average of almost 12 each
year.As we study the causes of each and
every one of these accidents we learn that
many factors contributed to these tragedies.
The leading causes of the 92 tragedies were:
• Killed by passing vehicle — 37 fatalities
• Being in front of the bus — 24 fatalities
• Staying too close to the side
of the bus — 12 fatalities
• Running after the bus — 10 fatalities
There are many actions we can take
to prevent these terrible accidents.These
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actions can be grouped as follows:

Passing Vehicles
The first objective is to minimize
crossovers. If the student does not have to
cross the street for any reason, they will
not be hit by a passing vehicle. However,
this is not always possible. If the students
have to cross the street, it is important
they be correctly instructed how to do
this.The student should only cross when
the driver indicates it is safe but the
student should still check for himself. He
should stop at the end of the bumper
and look left and right before crossing.
As we studied the 37 child fatalities
from passing vehicles, we asked “Why

would anyone ever drive past a stopped
school bus with the lights flashing and the
stop sign out?”We learned the following:
1.The main reason is ignorance.
Many people do not know the law,
especially older people who learned
to drive more than 50 years ago.
2.The second reason is being distracted.
3.The least likely cause is a deliberate
action.Very few people would ever
see a stopped school bus, know
the law, know kids may be around
and still drive past the bus.
Consequently, we think another
see SCHOOL BUS page 104

Triumph Sparked by Tragedy
At the place of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.’s
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experience with us.
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School Bus

continued from page 102

important part of the solution is to educate
the public on the law and challenge them
to pay far more attention when they see
a school bus — do not be distracted.

Being in Front of the Bus
I believe every school bus should have a
crossing gate to keep the students away from
the front of the bus. A total of 26 states have
already made crossing gates mandatory. I was
the Vice President Corporate Risk Manager
for the Laidlaw Group for almost 21 years.
Over this period, we grew from a fleet of
15,000 school buses to 38,000 school buses.
In the first 10 years, without crossing gates,
we had 15 child fatalities at the front of the
bus. In the next 10 years, with crossing gates,
we had one front of the bus child fatality.
Fifteen to one, with a larger fleet,
very clearly shows the effectiveness of
crossing gates.
Additional action is teaching the students

never to get close to the front of the bus.
They should always be at least 10 feet ahead
of the bus so the driver can see them.
The school bus drivers are taught to
count the students away. If five students
exit the bus and you know where all
five are before you pull away, none can
be at the front of the bus. Checking the
crossover mirrors are the other action to
make sure the front of the bus is clear.

Staying Too Close
to the Side of the Bus
The students should be taught to never
get close to the side of the bus.They are
instructed to take at least six steps directly
away from the bus.
Again, drivers should count the students
away and check their mirrors before
pulling away.

Running After the Bus
This should never be allowed. Students
should be instructed never to run after the
bus and never to bang on the side of the bus.

Student School Bus Safety Programs
The School Bus Safety Company has created 3 outstanding
training courses to teach the students school bus safety.
To have these widely used, we have priced them very low.
Pre K to Grade 2

Grades 3 to 5

Grades 6 to 12

$275

$220

$150

Take the responsibility and teach your students
the safe practices in and around school buses.
If you don’t, who will?
It’s too late after a tragedy happens.

This Should Never Happen!

The School Bus Safety Company
5601 Hudson Drive, Hudson, Ohio 44236
www.schoolbussafetyco.com Tel 1 866 275 7272
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If the driver sees them running after the bus,
they will stop, but will not allow the student
to board, they will be sent home. If there is
no benefit to running after the bus, students
will not do it. If they cannot be sent home,
they should be taken to the principal’s
office as this is a very dangerous practice.
All the above actions can be
considered in five areas:
1.Train the drivers.
2.Train the students — It is imperative
that we teach the students the safe
practices in and around the school bus.
3. Involve the parents — There should
be some communication between the
school and the parents to ensure each
knows the safe school bus practices.
4. E
 ducate the public
5. Use crossing gates
This leads to the question: Whose
responsibility is it to teach the students
safety in and around a school bus?
As a superintendent or principal —
what is your role? We must make sure
all the students are trained in the safe
practices in and around the bus.
Whose responsibility is it to
teach the kids how to be safe in
and around a school bus?
• Is it the parents?
• Is it the bus driver?
• Is it the Transportation Department?
• Is it the school?
The answer is all of these.
However, if multiple people are
responsible, it often means no one
is and no one takes any actions.
To recap:
1. M
 ake sure the drivers
are fully trained.
2. M
 ake sure the students are
trained in safe practices.
3. Involve the parents by sending
home a note on the safe practices.
4. E
 ducate the public in not
passing stopped school buses.
5. H
 ave crossing gates on all your buses.
If we all follow these practices,
we will reduce these terrible
tragedies from 12 to zero.
As a superintendent or principle, you
should make sure these safe practices
are taking place in your district.
Jeffrey Cassel is the president of
School Bus Safety Company.
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FUNDraising

Fund-raising
Fewer is Better

By Laurel Sprague
Principal Brian Burkett had heard the
occasional complaints about his school’s
worn-out playground — but he also knew
money was tight.The current year’s budget
was already stretched thin, but Burkett had a
plan. Past experience told him that families
in the community would support the school
financially if they understood clearly the goal
and knew they wouldn’t be nickeled-anddimed again and again throughout the year.
Following a two week fund raiser, in
which students sold consumer items from
a brochure to their families and moms
and dads drummed up support from
neighbors and co-workers, about
$25,000 was raised to help fund a new
playground.“We do just one product
fund raiser a year, and this sale alone
averages $25,000 of profit in just two
weeks,” Burkett said.“That’s half our
fund-raising earnings for the year.”
Each year $1.4 billion is raised by
schools and other non-profits by selling
popular consumer items, such as gift
wrap, magazine subscriptions, food, gift
items, candles, etc., according to the
non-profit Association of Fund-Raising
Distributors and Suppliers (AFRDS).
“In today’s economy, many schools
are facing the possibility of needing to
cut extracurricular school activities to
accommodate a new budget,” says Jon
Krueger, executive director of AFRDS.
“Schools are relying on fund-raising
more than ever before to keep their
programs running, which highlights
the importance of bringing every
fund raiser to its full potential.”
Fund-raising experts agree that the
law of diminishing returns is very
much a reality when it comes to raising
money.Too many fund-raising pleas
lead to burnout among the support
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base, including volunteers
and families.
Instead, focus
on those programs
that are most
effective — both in
terms of dollars earned
and workload (or lack
thereof) for your volunteers.
So how do schools get the
biggest “bang for their buck” out of a
fund raiser? Fund-raising experts advise
that sometimes all you need is a small
tweak to see significant improvements
in the next fund-raising. Here are some
small, yet sometimes overlooked, ways
to improve fund-raising efforts.

Evaluate What Really
Matters By Digging In
Meet with your fund-raising
committee to review the entire
program and any notes taken along
the way. Provide an overall report to
the school principal in a brief meeting.
And provide your fund-raising company
representative with your feedback.

Out With The Old
And In With What Works
Cross off the list some of those other
fund-raising ideas that won’t be worth your
group’s time and effort again next year.
Parent-teacher groups that conduct fewer
overall school-wide fund raisers raise more
money.Among parent-teacher groups who
raised more than $15,000 through school
fund-raising events, most (54 percent)
limited the number of school-wide fund
raisers to no more than four during the
school year, according to statistics from
AFRDS. Perhaps more importantly, by
eliminating extra fund raisers you lesson
the likelihood of burnout and apathy
among supporters and in the community.

Reward Achievements As Advertised
Too often, fund-raising rewards to
volunteers, students, or teachers are underwhelming or do not live up to expectations.
After weeks of hard work and effort, it is
extremely important for rewards to not
only be fulfilled but to leave a sense of
excitement behind for future motivation.
For example, a pair of Florida principals
recently got in on the action to help motivate
their students. Principal Lacy Healy and
Assistant Principal Jennifer Collins knew
their school needed to raise at least $20,000
for campus beautification and special
education programming. Getting creative,
Healy and Collins announced that if students
met or exceeded the goal, they would spend
a day on the school’s roof.The students went
on to raise over $21,000 by selling cookie
dough in the community. Healy and Collins
upheld their end of the bargain, and spent a
day atop the school to reward their students.

After The Event,
Don’t Forget About The Media …
Remember to tell the local media about
your success. Not only can you raise further

awareness about the school’s fund-raising
efforts but you can garner the community’s
support in future events.Tap a volunteer
with good writing skills to craft a short press
release or if you have a strong relationship
with media local reporter or editor, send
them an email or give them a call. Be sure
to emphasize the goal of the fund raiser
and thank key volunteers for their efforts.
Additionally, don’t forget about social
media! It’s the most cost-effective way
to get your messages and news across to
an audience that is already committed to
receiving your content.These avenues
are the most under-utilized by schools
when promoting not only the successes
but status updates of current fund raisers.
Plus, it is incredibly easy for followers
and fans to spread the word about
school activities through social media.

… And Don’t Forget
the Evaluation Step
Encourage school administrators, parent
organizations, and principals to resist
the urge to wrap up the program and
move on to another project immediately.

Like any other business project, it’s
best to evaluate results and determine
where to make positive changes for next
time. Remember that your fund-raising
professional can help with this process too!
Schools and other non-profits earn $1.4
billion annually through fund raisers, but the
most effective programs are those that are
focused, well-planned and limited. Experts
agree that cutting back on the number
of times your school asks for financial
support reduces the risk of burnout among
volunteers and supporters.Work with your
fund-raising professional to plan ahead,
clearly communicate goals to the community
and evaluate what works and what doesn’t
when the fund raiser is over.
Laurel Sprague is an Atlanta-based
writer for Association of Fund-raising
Distributors and Suppliers, a non-profit
trade association dedicated to promoting
professionalism and integrity in the
product fund-raising industry. For more
information on how to find a professional
fund-raising company and run an effective
fund-raising program, visit www.afrds.org.

Need To Reach Your Fundraising Goals?
Looking for ways to INCREASE participation?
Why not SELL your iPhone, iPad, or Galaxy and have some or all of the proceeds
go directly to your school, and/or youth organization?
Help your school or school group reach their fundraising goal
and at the same time get rid of all your old iPhones, and iPads
that are in cabinets, desk drawers, and storage closets.
A recycle fundraising program yields high participation
because the average household already has these
unused items.

3fundraising programs to choose from!
Call us today to start your EASY to implement fundraising program!

Toll Free Number: (855)-346-9177
M-F 9:30-5:30 Sat 10:00-5:00 PST / Closed during national holidays.
Corporate trade-in/Bulk sell/Fundraiser: corp@elegreen.com
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FUNDraising

The case for appropriate
corporate support of

public education

By Mickey Freeman, MBA
School administrators, parents and
policymakers are looking for alternative
solutions to increase vital funding to critical
school programs.The current deep financial
need follows years of unprecedented
budget cuts — 34 states appropriated
less funding per student in 2013 than
in 2008, when the economic downturn
began. It’s a crisis that has forced many
districts to ask parents to pick up more of
the cost of their children’s educations.

A ‘Fee’ Education?
The “Wall Street Journal” highlighted the
growing trend of fee-based public education
in a Sept. 8, 2013 article stating,“Schools are
charging parents for programs and items
that have traditionally come standard —
including fees for course supplies, schoolrun extracurricular activities, transportation
and even basic registration fees.”
A September 2013 nationwide survey
conducted by Education Funding Partners
(EFP) confirms that three quarters of
Americans with children in public schools
are paying additional fees, as follows:
• Classroom supplies: 72 percent
• PTA support: 62 percent
• Participation in band, drama
productions or clubs: 62 percent
• Sports fees: 55 percent
• Additional classes, such as art
and music: 45 percent
The fees are costly, with 53 percent of
families paying between $100 and $400 in
additional fees per child, and 23 percent
spending $400 or more on each child. It’s
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not a surprise that 52 percent of families
say the fees impact their budgets.
While 61 percent say they are resigned
to writing checks for supplies, activities,
sports and art, 39 percent believe the
additional fees are unfair. Parents in Ann
Arbor, Michigan, took their concerns to
court, according to the Journal article.
Ultimately, the district dropped the fees.
Turning to parents to help bridge
the school-funding gap is not a viable,
long-term solution to shore up public
education, especially with the additional
burden of “voluntary” fund-raising program
contributions and student participation. Many
administrators are looking beyond traditional
sources of funding to maintain programs
and enrich their learning environments.
School districts are considering a new
vision for corporate partnerships to generate
much-needed revenue. Initially, sponsorship
concepts caused concern to a vocal minority,
who dismissed it as an “ads in schools”
program that is not in the interest of the
students and generates limited revenue.
However, new models allow responsible
brands to support education without
encroaching on classrooms and curricula and
with the majority of revenue proceeds going
to schools. This concept allows companies
to “do the right thing,” invest in their future
workforce and ultimately shore up U.S.
economic security in the coming decades.
It’s time to recognize the reality of
our ongoing education funding crisis
and welcome carefully selected, credible
Fortune 500 companies and their marketing
dollars into public schools to create
meaningful, enduring and lasting positive
change. Corporations spend $150 billion

on marketing and advertising each year,
and new distribution channels and socially
responsible marketing platforms are of high
interest. Public education is particularly
attractive, given it’s the source of America’s
future workforce and economic security.
The concept of appropriate corporate
support is considered critical not just for
U.S. schools, but for the future of education
worldwide. In fact, a new framework
developed by UNESCO, UNICEF, the
UN Special Envoy for Global Education
and the UN Global Compact (GC),“The
Smartest Investment:A Framework for
Business Engagement in Education”
outlines how businesses can play a
transformational role in education.The
program launched in September 2013.

How it Works
School districts are finding sustainable
sources of revenue by connecting with
the strategic marketing resources of
Fortune 500 companies. By joining EFP’s
unique, national scope, high value network,
participating larger districts can benefit from
these partnerships and gain new sources of
revenue so that they may sustain existing
programs, invest in new enrichment initiatives
and provide a quality education to students.
EFP only works with educationally
appropriate brands with positive
messages suited for the school setting. It’s
a great example of how corporate social
responsibility efforts can support educational
needs to advance student achievement.
In every corporate partnership, districts
receive guidance throughout the evaluation
process, to ensure an appropriate fit
based on school culture and educational

objectives. In all partnerships, school
district administrators maintain final
control over every corporate partner as
well as program content and messaging.
Picture high-tech computer labs sponsored
by a leading computer manufacturer, music
education sponsored by a Silicon Valley
leader and healthy, active lifestyle programs
funded by an insurance company.The
model provides companies an opportunity
to support corporate marketing objectives
and current customers while building
affinity with students—“next generation
of consumers” and future workforce.The
programs also improve brand perception
with parents and teachers because
companies are supporting public education
at its time of greatest financial need.
Large districts may use corporate dollars to
save field trips, support the arts or continue
a successful dropout prevention program.
They may buy athletic uniforms, band
instruments or science lab equipment. Money
from online ads may be used to enhance
the district website. In San Juan (Calif.)

Unified, funds will be used to operate five
academies, including the culinary academy
to pay for daily trips to the grocery store.
For districts, it introduces new funding
sources while offering district control over
which brands can participate and how dollars
are re-invested in educational programs.
Districts are developing new
revenue streams through corporate
marketing partnerships such as:
• A health and wellness program
focused on district-wide flu prevention,
supported by a major pharmacy chain
• A back-to-school supplies program that
digitizes and organizes all classroom
supply lists district-wide, and provides
them online in an easy-to-use format,
sponsored by a major retailer
• A school supplies savings program
that provides coupon discounts to
families and teachers, funded by
a major office supplies retailer
Highly respected, well-known brands
support this innovative approach.They
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range from the world’s largest retailer to
popular discount stores, major office supply
retailers and large pharmacy chains.
It’s a critical time in American education
— the public can no longer afford the
full cost of a public education — and a
strategic, well-orchestrated and innovative
approach is required to support public
education. Allowing a handful of chosen
brands into public schools can insure a
better future for our students and sustain
our economy in the years to come.
Mickey Freeman is president and CEO of Education
Funding Partners (EFP), based in Golden, Colo. EFP
puts the power of Fortune 500 marketing resources to
work for public education by linking carefully selected
brands and forward-thinking school districts to build
successful partnerships. Through a national school
district network built by EFP, brands invest in the K-12
community by preserving educational and enrichment
programs. For more information, visit www.
edufundingpartners.com). Freeman holds an MBA
from Harvard Business School and a bachelor’s degree
from the University of North Carolina at Greensboro.
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HIGHER EDUCATION

One size
does not
fit all

By Lilia C. DiBello, Ed.D.

A student considering a doctorate in education has many
options.There are full-time, part-time, and hybrid programs
being offered at many institutions. In addition to the residency
requirements of a program, students researching their options
quickly become aware of the diverse coursework made available
to them.There is no standard program option in education and
it pays to take the time to investigate the opportunities which
exist because accepting the challenge to pursue a doctoral
degree should truly be the start of a life-changing journey, and
not just a race to earn a new credential. Because this is not a
“one size fits all” situation, it is imperative that prospective
students do their homework in finding the right match.
It was almost 20 years ago that I was at a crossroads in
determining whether or not to pursue a doctoral degree, and
at that time the options were many. However, it was nowhere
near the number of programs that a prospective student has to
select from today. In fact, a quick search on the internet currently
yields thousands of program options.As a teacher, it seemed
obvious to me that Curriculum and Instruction would be a likely
option and fortunately, the past two decades have helped me to
reaffirm the choice I made to complete a “C and I” program, and
I would like to share some insights regarding choosing the right
program for those who find themselves at a similar crossroad.

The Importance of Curriculum and Instruction
Doctoral Programs in Education
Now more than ever, those of us who have an interest in
education should be doing everything possible to ensure that
our doctoral programs continue to thrive. New teachers enter
the workforce each year, and the likelihood of them staying in
the profession is small. In light of high stakes testing demands,
merit pay systems, ever-evolving lists of standards, the rapid
change in curriculum, and the diversity of instructional models,
it is no wonder that our profession is hard pressed to find
individuals willing to stay and invest a lifetime in this work.
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Options for
a doctoral degree
in curriculum
and instruction

Nevertheless, a wonderful thing often happens when an
education professional finds the motivation to consider a
doctoral degree in the area of curriculum and instruction. It is
as if the sense of empowerment that had been lost is suddenly
found again.As undergraduates, a majority of the information
is new and being learned for the very first time.There is
no expectation that as a student you come into a program
knowing everything and a high percentage of undergraduate
programs in education are experiential with the expectation
that you will learn instructional strategies and refine content
area knowledge for the grade level you intend to teach. It is
likely you will also engage in field experiences and internships
that will prepare you for the teaching experience immediately
upon graduation.Teaching as a profession typically does not
require advanced level graduate coursework. For the most part,
if a teacher seeks to continue his/her education, it is likely a
Master’s degree will be earned to add a new certification or
endorsement to a teaching certificate. Given that students will
have earned Bachelor’s degrees and Master’s degrees in a variety
of specialization areas, one of the issues that colleges and schools
of education must address when developing doctoral programs
is to render the degree broad enough to bring together a variety
of disciplines. In doing so, the program must also be specific
enough to truly engage students in a rigorous research based
program that culminates in a high quality doctoral experience.
Through personal experience, I have come to the realization
that a doctorate in the area of Curriculum and Instruction
meets the needs of many who have an interest in education.
The program offerings vary significantly from institution to
institution, yet it is clear that “C and I” programs are designed
for students who have an interest in furthering their knowledge
in the area of curriculum development and evaluation, who
want to know the latest in instructional strategies and who
have a desire to learn more about opportunities to transform
educational experiences.We often hear about what is not
working in our educational systems, and ironically those pieces
are written by those who have not had much experience in

the classroom. It is time to develop a generation of strong
leaders in education, who have the experience necessary
to truly impact the policies that are driving the changes in
our school systems. I am not suggesting that upon earning a
doctorate that one would miraculously know how to fix the
education system here in the United States. However, I do
believe that a doctorate in “C and I” informs a generation of
leaders and engages them in analyzing and synthesizing the
theoretical underpinnings of curriculum and instruction.

How to Select the Right Curriculum
and Instruction Program
With the variety of Curriculum and Instruction
program offerings in the United States, it is helpful to
establish the criteria you want to use for selecting the
right program. Here are some important points:
• Ensure the program has a strong connection
between theory and practice.
A solid Curriculum and Instruction degree program
allows students to consider the integration of theory and
practice throughout the program. Request a list of courses
required for the program and ensure that there is a strong
core requiring students to study theory and important
historical trends in education, in addition to more practically
oriented courses. If the course title is not detailed enough,
then take the time to request a graduate catalog and read
through the course descriptions.There should be a balance of
theoretical and practical courses throughout the program.
• Look for a program that encourages students to engage in
research and scholarly presentations throughout the program.
In addition to taking research courses at the doctoral level,
a prospective student should be concerned with finding a
program that allows him/her to actually engage in research
opportunities prior to the final dissertation research project.
This is important for two reasons: first, as a student you want to
ensure that there is an occasion for you to be part of a project
before you are responsible for engaging in your own research.
This way you will know how to set up a research project and
how to go to IRB (Institutional Review Board) for approval
prior to your final research. Second, if you know that you want
to seek a position in higher education upon graduating with
your Doctoral degree, you will need to start developing your CV
(Curriculum Vita) as soon as possible — which means that every
opportunity you have to publish your work or present your work
during the Doctoral program is important. Listing publications
and presentations on your CV will be significant when trying
to secure an Assistant Professor position upon graduation.
• Find a program that provides students with a chance to teach
in higher education.
If your ultimate goal is to teach for an institution of higher
education, then you want to ask if the doctoral program that
you are selecting will support and mentor you in finding
adjunct teaching assignments throughout the program.
www.seenmagazine.us							

TESOL and Autism Spectrum Disorders
Graduate Programs at MWSU
• Entirely online
• Two options: Graduate certificate OR Master’s degree
• 2-year programs
• Discounted tuition is available to cohort groups from
a school district or organization

To APPLY to either the TESOL or ASD
Graduate Programs at MWSU:
No GRE is required

Online: http://www.missouriwestern.edu/graduate/apply.php
Completion of a Baccalaureate degree in education,
or a related field, with a minimum GPA of 2.75

Missouri Western State University

For more information
Department of Education
Graduate Office
educgrad@missouriwestern.edu
(816) 271-4449
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Educational Leadership Teacher Leader (EdS)
Educational Psychology (MA)
Gifted and Talented
(Alternative MA, MA, EdS)
Health Studies (MA)
Reading (MA in Secondary
Education with P-12 Reading
Specialist Certification)
Secondary Education Science (EdS)
Special Education (Alternative MA
& MA Collaborative 6-12)

DISTANCE DEGREE PROGRAMS

Counselor Education (EdS)

DISCOVER

A DEGREE OF

FLEXIBILITY
Educators’ lives are hectic - we know because
we’re educators, too. That’s why our degree
programs are delivered online, evenings, and
weekends. Contact us today to find the degree
of flexibility that
you’ve been seeking.

www.BamaByDistance.ua.edu/seen
1-800-467-0227
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(Similarly, if your desire is to focus on research will the
program provide opportunities for you to participate as a
research assistant? Or if you know that you want to work
on policy issues, can the program support you in finding
occasions to work on local, state or federal pieces?)
• Make certain that there is a vibrant community
of doctoral students.
Take the time to speak with current students in order
to ask them what their experience has been. If possible,
ask to speak with alumni who have an interest in your
area of specialization. It is helpful to hear first-hand how
the program has impacted their professional lives.
• Select a program format that fits your life style.
Starting a doctoral program is a major commitment. Ensure
that the days/times that courses are being offered fit into
your schedule.With the variety of program offerings, you
are sure to find fully online programs, hybrid programs and
traditional face-to-face programs.Also, there are some fulltime and part-time program offerings to consider. If you are
geographically bound and you know that you cannot move
in order to begin your doctoral studies, at a minimum learn
more about all of the program offerings in your area before
making this important decision.Visit the campus and ask
to speak with the chair of the department and faculty in
order to attain answers to the many questions you may have.
Some programs may allow you to “sit in” on a class, which
would most definitely help you in making a final decision.
• Investigate the differences between the Ed.D. and the Ph.D.
Some institutions offer both an Ed.D. and a Ph.D. in
Curriculum and Instruction. If this is the case, it is important
that you learn what makes the programs of study different
and which one is right for you depending on your future
goals.You will want to know how many credits are required,
if there is a comprehensive exam component and if the
culminating research project is a dissertation. Compare and
contrast the options that are available to you and when in
doubt ask questions.
• Keep program application deadlines in mind!
Lastly, take the time to organize yourself for the application
process. In many cases there are firm deadlines that must
be met when applying for a doctoral program. Make sure
you are aware of the deadlines and that you take the time
to contact the chair of the department or the graduate
admissions director to ensure that your materials have been
received in a timely manner. If you know that you must take
the GRE, do not put off this requirement because it may
impact whether or not you can begin your studies.
Lilia C. DiBello is an Associate Professor and Chair of the Curriculum
and Instruction Department at Barry University in Miami Shores, Florida.
For more information on the Ph.D. in Curriculum and Instruction at
Barry University visit www.barry.edu/curriculum-and-instruction-phd/.

This innovative degree program is
designed to address current issues facing
school leaders. Embodying the best of
research and practice, the degree prepares
students to create a vision for leadership in
21st century schools.

Education Specialist (Ed.S.)

39-hour program that can be
completed in 16 months

Doctor of Education (Ed.D.)

60-hour program that can be
completed in less than three years,
with Ed.S. awarded in progress

Leadership in

School Reform
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Mercer University
TIFT COLLEGE OF EDUCATION
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than any other private institution in the state of Georgia, offering over
20 undergraduate and graduate degree programs designed for the
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Common Core

THE IMPORTANCE OF
ACADEMIC LANGUAGE
in Achieving Content Area Mastery

By Michael Willis, M.S.
By 2015, second generation children
of immigrants are expected to be 30
percent of the school-aged population.
Given current immigration trends
and birth rates, as much as 93 percent
of the growth of the working-age
population between now and 2050
will be accounted for by immigrants
(43 percent) or their U.S.-born children
(50 percent) according to a population
projection by the Pew Research Center.
These two trends speak clearly to
one of the most significant challenges
facing schools throughout the U.S. today.
At the center of that challenge is the
ever-increasing need for educators to
focus on language, and more specifically,
the specialized language found both
in content areas and the Academic
Language used in teaching that content.
In a nutshell,Academic Language is the
language typically found in textbooks, used
daily in our classrooms, and presented on
tests we regularly give. It is the language
that students must master in order to
succeed in any content area. It is comprised
of discipline-specific vocabulary, grammar
and punctuation, and applications of
rhetorical conventions and devices that
are commonly used in a content area.
Mastering Academic Language is a
challenge for all students.Any student in
your classroom may struggle with tasks
that require proficiency with Academic
Language, such as reading, writing,
speaking and listening. Research clearly
shows that it is especially challenging for
students with limited exposure to that
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language outside of school. For these
children, under-developed Academic
Language skills are largely responsible
for poor reading comprehension, a
keystone in mastering any content.
More specifically,Academic Language is
believed to be one of the most important
factors in the academic success of English
Language learners (ELLs), and it has
been shown to be a major contributor
to achievement gaps between ELLs
and English-proficient students.
We know that ELLs generally acquire
social language in about two years’ time.
However,Academic Language acquisition
can typically take five to seven years.
Because of this, ELLs translate between
English and their home language, as
well as between social and academic
languages.This is a tremendous
amount of language processing.
The Common Core State Standards
place significant Academic Language
demands on students as a whole, and
is even more daunting for ELLs.These
language demands include: reasoning
abstractly and quantitatively; constructing
viable arguments and critiquing reasoning
of others; constructing explanations
and designing solutions; engaging in
argument from evidence; and asking
questions and defining problems.
As a result, the Common Core
Standards require effective teaching of
both Academic Language skills as well
as the specific subject area content.
The teaching of the Academic Language
component, (vocabulary, grammar, syntax,
style, etc.) is complex and requires a
deep understanding of the language

demands of the content. For example,
challenging language demands in math
include: symbolic notation; visual displays,
such as charts and graphs; technical
vocabulary; and grammatical features
such as complex noun phrases.
One of the truly insightful questions
we need to ask when students are
under performing is: are they failing
to master the specific content in the
subject area, or are they failing language
comprehension? Another way to look at
this, say for math, is to ask a question such
as: are my students failing to demonstrate
the ability to create an equation (for
example), or are they unable to create an
equation because they don’t comprehend
what’s being asked of them? The reality
is that they may well know how to
do the math, but not have mastered
the language we use to teach math.
That is, semantic aspects of language
can lie at the root of many difficulties
our students are encountering. For
example, here is typical language we
might use in a math class; Four times
a number is 12 more than two times
the number. Find the number.
In order to create the correct equation,
the student must know the technical
language of math: that the word “times”
indicates multiplication, the word “is”
means “equals” or the = sign, and that “more
than” indicates addition, or the + sign.
But they must also know what
the Academic Language “Find the
number” means. It means create an
equation and solve it.All in all, there
is a lot of language to comprehend in
order to get to a correct answer.

There are a number of words we use
in our math classes that pose challenges
for ELLs.These include Academic
Language words that express various
kinds of quantitative relationships, and
common language words that provide
logical links in sentences that we
typically find in math word problems.
These issues are prevalent throughout
the curriculum. For example, before taking
earth science, few students may already
know some of the technical words used
in that subject.The limited language
proficient students often will not know
these technical words and may not know
much of the Academic Language used to
teach earth science concepts.They may
not be familiar with words like evaluate,
theory, hypothesis, assumption, cycle, etc.
While we might assume that our students
comprehend this academic vocabulary,
as it is not typically used in the students’
everyday spoken English, they therefore
may not have a clue as to its meaning.
Again the question, is the student failing
earth science, or language skills?
So, what can be done in our classrooms
to better address these challenges? First,
analyze the text, tasks, and tests associated
with a lesson in order to identify the
language demands that are either overtly
expected or tacitly implied. Focus on the
receptive language skills (e.g., listening,
reading) and/or productive language skills
(e.g., speaking, writing) needed by the
student to complete a lesson successfully.
Second, add a goal of developing
your students’Academic Language in
your lesson plan. Each lesson should
have specific goals for both the
language and content components.
Don’t make too many assumptions with
respect to your students’ mastery of
the Academic Language you are using
in teaching the content.Work from
your analysis of what is required and
develop specific lesson components
to address those requirements.
Consider high-frequency vocabulary,
which is primarily comprised of social
language.This would include terms used
in everyday situations such as when
students are speaking with their friends
in the lunchroom or on the playground.
Next, consider general vocabulary for
the content area, comprised mostly of

Academic Language.This would include
terms used in doing school work but
not directly associated with the specific
content area, such as decreased by,
therefore, as a result, for instance, etc.
Next, consider specialized
vocabulary for the content area.This
is comprised of Academic Language
and includes terms broadly associated
with a subject area. In mathematics
for example, terms may include:
number, angle, equation, average, etc.
Lastly, consider technical vocabulary.
These would include terms associated
with a specific content topic.Again using
math, terms may include: natural numbers,
complementary angles, median, etc.
Sheltered instruction and scaffolding
are proven and powerful techniques to
help you address language issues. Present
your content through non-language
specific devices such as physical models,
visuals and demonstrations. Break up
the content into chunks and provide a
structure with each chunk. For example,
scaffold the reading portion of the lesson
content by previewing the text and
discussing key vocabulary.You could
do this for each section of the textual
content you are covering in that lesson.

Conclusion
“Academic language proficiency is
knowing and being able to use general
and content-specific vocabulary,
specialized or complex grammatical
structures — all for the purpose of
acquiring new knowledge and skills,
interacting about a topic, or imparting
information to others,” (Bailey, 2007).
Students who are proficient in the
Academic Language for the subject areas
you teach will be much better equipped
to acquire new knowledge through
reading and listening, and to express this
knowledge and their ideas through oral
discussions, writing and test taking.
Michael Willis, M.S., a former Assistant
Professor of Math and Computer Science, having
taught at Montgomery College, the University of
Southern California, the University of Denver,
and the University of Colorado, Boulder, is one of
the founders of Digital Directions International,
Inc., the developer and publisher of HELP Math.
To learn more, visit www.helpprogram.net.
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Common Core

Developing
disciplinary
literacy skills is
By Jennifer Altieri, Ph.D.
Every year leaders in the literacy field
complete a survey outlining “hot” and
“cold” topics in education.After reading
the recent results of the survey in “Reading
Today,” I was not surprised to see that
over 75 percent of survey participants
believe that disciplinary literacy is a
“hot” topic and that it is getting hotter.
In the past, developing literacy skills often
meant focusing on reading and writing skills.
Not only was there a limited focus on literacy
skills to the exclusion of listening, speaking,
and viewing, but the literacy instruction
also occurred during a specific time of the
day. However, as educators we know that
type of instruction isn’t working.That type
of teaching will not prepare students for
the type of literacy experiences they need
to be able to deal with in order to thrive as
adults in a continually changing world.
Instead we need to develop students’
disciplinary literacy skills.We must change
our classroom materials and methods so
that students can not only strengthen their
literacy skills but they can also deepen their
content area understanding simultaneously.
For those who are working to meet the
ELA Common Core State Standards (CCSS),
many of my suggestions will sound very
familiar.While I believe these ideas are
solid educational practice, the ELA CCSS
are helping to bring these suggestions to
the forefront of educational discussions.

Rethinking the Texts We Use
Think about the types of text adults
normally encounter during a typical day.
While we might enjoy the occasional fictional
work in our free time, fiction is not the
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primary type of reading we encounter. For
the most part we read informational texts
for careers and to meet daily needs.We must
follow directions to complete projects for
our jobs, assemble items, cook meals, and
get from one place to another. Informational
texts look very different from narrative
texts.There are linguistic elements (e.g. font,
headings, visuals) to navigate, a density of
text not seen in fiction, and a need to read
to take away information instead of trying
to become part of the story experience.
As educators, we must closely align our
in-school texts with the type of reading
demanded by the world outside the
classroom. It is vital that we introduce
students when they are very young to
informational types of text.While the ELA
CCSS call for 50 percent of texts used in the
classroom to be informative, I advocate for
an even higher percentage. In order to meet
our goal of strengthening math, science,
and social studies content, we don’t have
to exclude fictional texts, but fiction really
needs to be a small percentage of the texts
we use for instruction.This will not only
strengthen students’ reading skills but it will
enable them to read the types of text they
must understand in order to be considered
literate.We can harness children’s love of
the world of fairy tales and other fictional
works by paring those stories with the many
excellent recently published informational
trade books in order to spark their interest.

Supporting Vocabulary Development
When people talk, there are many cues
available to help the listener understand
what is being said. Speakers can monitor
the listener’s understanding through
nonverbal and verbal cues and modify

their rate, tone and word choice. However,
those cues aren’t available when reading or
writing text. In order to develop competent
writers and readers who can understand
material in the content areas, it is necessary
to use precise vocabulary terms.Weekly
quizzes of isolated word lists will not
serve to develop word consciousness,
nor an interest in words, and the quizzes
won’t help students develop a vocabulary
that they can apply to new situations.
In order for students to deal with
increasingly complex text in school and
beyond, we must emphasize a depth and
breadth of knowledge previously not
demanded.This includes focusing on multimeaning words, figurative language, and
word parts.This learning must take place
throughout the school day and across all
content areas. Multi-meaning words often
found in math (e.g. yard, face, volume) and
figurative language in social studies (e.g.
branch of government, civil war, baby boom,
unbiased opinion) are just a few examples of
content area terms which can create issues
for students.We must support vocabulary
development throughout the content areas.

Preparing Students
for Complex Texts
Perhaps no topic has been as hotly
discussed and debated in educational
circles as complex texts. In the past, many
educators taught with high interest, low
readability texts.When students struggled
with a text, we would do whatever it took
to find texts that would interest the students
and were written at what we perceived
as an appropriate level. I would venture to
say we focused more on the text than the
reader.Times have changed.As we examine
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the textual demands of what we read as
adults on a daily basis, we realize that it
isn’t enough to lower our expectations
and use less complex text with students.
We need to raise our expectations of
students and help them to be able to
grapple with more complex texts.
Of course this can’t wait until students
are older.We must begin with our youngest
students as we share complex informational
text during “read-alouds.”While the ELA
CCSS expect students to independently read
complex texts beginning in second grade,
we need to begin focusing on preparing
students for that task at a much younger
age. For example, we can model how we
handle difficult texts through “think-alouds”
in which we model questioning. Children
and adults are constantly bombarded with
text — both in print and online — that
seeks to control our actions and thoughts.
Students must learn how to question what
they read, identify author bias, and examine
multiple texts on the same topic to check
for accuracy.Through think-alouds, we can
model metacognitive strategies even for
very young students and gradually help

students to use the strategies until they
can “make the strategies their own.”

Focusing on Writers
Who Can Communicate
Luckily,“What I did last summer” essays
are no longer viewed as authentic writing
assignments, and I am not sure they ever
were by students. Students must be able
to communicate content information
with a variety of audiences.This requires
that they think not only about the topic
but also about their audience and the
purpose for the writing. Chances are that
few of our students will grow up to write
romance novels or other fictional text, but
all of them must learn to convey factual
information in an intelligent manner.
The beauty of writing to communicate
is that we aren’t just strengthening
students’ writing skills.Writing requires
an active involvement on the part of the
student.Therefore, the students must
think about the content knowledge
they are sharing and develop a deeper
understanding of the subject matter as
they write.The ELA CCSS demand this

intrinsic connection between reading
and writing through the close reading
of varied texts that lead to a synthesis of
ideas and purposeful communication
through writing (and speaking).

Summary
I believe that disciplinary literacy is “hot”
for a very good reason. It is a topic that we
need to focus on in the education field.
The ELA CCSS did not make disciplinary
literacy important. It has always been
important. However, I think the ELA CCSS
are helping to draw educators’ attention
to a topic that we must continue to think
about, focus on, and discuss in education
circles in order to prepare our students for
the world outside the classroom.
Jennifer L. Altieri is a professor of literacy
education at St. John’s University in Queens, New
York. She has published three books on content
area literacy with the International Reading
Association (IRA), and she presents on topics related
to disciplinary literacy and the ELA CCSS. E-mail
jenniferaltieri@bellsouth.net or connect with her on
twitter (@ JenniferAltier1).
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Global Learning

GLOBAL LEARNING

provides a gateway to the world
By David Young
“As the global nature of work and life in the 21st century
becomes clearer by the day, calls for a greater focus on
international education and language learning are growing
louder. Leaders from the educations, business and national security
communities are agreed: International understanding and second
language proficiency are critical to individual and national
interests — and our K-12 system must do more to promote them …”
— David Young and J.B. Buxton

Why go global?
In a world where geographic borders are fading, students need
to receive a well-rounded, comprehensive education that spans
far beyond the confines of their classroom and memorization of
the “three Rs” — they need to be critical and creative thinkers,
ready to collaborate and compete in a global marketplace.
Cultural understanding, language acquisition and technology
application are imperative skills for students to develop as
successful contributors to our workplaces and communities.
There simply is no escape from global society.Technology,
global economics, environmentalism, terrorism and other
world-wide issues ensure that no person can be unaffected by
globalization.Yet, only 35 percent of Americans have a passport
and 85 percent of Americans have never left North America.
Global education brings the world to our students, sparking a
love of learning and a new curiosity about the world and its
people. It is critical that our education objectives contemplate
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this current and future reality and adapt accordingly.

Grass-Roots Awareness Growing
Forward-thinking education administrators are becoming more
aware of the need to provide students a broader view of the
world and different skills they will need to operate successfully in
global society. Groups such as Partnership for 21st Century Skills,
iEARN, New Global Citizens and World Savvy, along with state and
local international education committees, grapple with ideas for
“globalizing” U.S. school offerings.
Take for example, Helen Gross, principal at Carolina Forest
International Elementary located in Jacksonville, North Carolina, home
of U.S. Marine Corps Camp Lejeune.A mission to “foster each student’s
ability to problem-solve, become independent thinkers, and ensure
that students can master, apply and extend knowledge in the real
world” guides Principal Gross. Using VIF’s Global Gateway professional
development, resources and international staff, Carolina Forest is a
shining example of how even a small, rural school can help students
become 21st century global citizens.

Language Study
Few would dispute the importance of language learning for our
students. Studies indicate that the U.S. population will be composed of
nearly 40 percent Hispanic and Asian ethnicities by the year 2050. It is
virtually assured that the United States will become one of the largest
Spanish-speaking countries in the world over the next 25 years and

China’s rise has been dramatic in the global marketplace.
Stunningly, even with rapid globalization impacting every phase of
life, the most obvious aspect of global education, learning a second
language, is in decline here in the U.S. In a global society and with an
internationalized domestic demographic, global education has become
a basic need — not just for those intending to practice international
business, but even for “everyday” folks living their daily lives.
Spanish, domestically, and Mandarin Chinese, internationally, will play
major roles in our future language studies. Security languages like Arabic,
Farsi and Russian will be required for our national interests. Business
languages such as Japanese, German and perhaps French must continue
to be learned by specific groups of students.And, importantly, we must
teach English to those international students working to integrate into
our domestic society.
Our language learning strategies over nearly 50 years have
missed the mark, with few American adults able to converse
proficiently in a second language.

Global Awareness Through Experiential Learning
Global education includes exposure to and experience
with foreign cultures in order to broaden acceptance and to
create life-long learners of global issues.There is no shortage
of evidence that graduates of U.S. public schools lack common
knowledge about the world.
Similar to language learning, introducing students to other
nationalities at an early age is very effective. Interaction with a
teacher and role model from another country, whether in person
or virtually, can positively influence an entire class of children
and establish international normalcy. In addition, with so many of
our nation’s children coming from an international background
themselves, it is important to provide them with empathetic role
models who understand the challenges of being international.
Another benefit of international teachers is the impact they have
on domestic teachers and staff. Having international teachers doesn’t
just impact the students; it provides professional development and
best-practice sharing among the teachers as well.Today’s students
will be expected to compete and live in a complex global society
with remarkable diversity. It is incumbent on our public schools to
become microcosms of that society and to prepare them to thrive.
Students graduating with cultural understanding and appreciation
for diversity, multilingual capabilities, critical and creative thinking
and communications strengths will enter college and careers on
a level — or superior — playing field with young adults in other
countries.This crucial step will help ensure our workforce is
competitive in a global economy.This can only be done by training
teachers in project-based inquiry, with technological know-how and
global understanding.The result will yield the successful contributors
that we all need to lead us into the next chapter.
David Young is CEO at VIF International Education. For more information,
visit www.vifprogram.com.
www.seenmagazine.us							
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English language LEARNERS

SIFE students
can
be
successful
Inside the making of a professional development video in NYC
By Ken Browne
The premier this summer of “SIFE:
MEETING THE CHALLENGE,” at the historic
Tweed Courthouse headquarters of the NYC
Dept. of Education brought a full conference
room of administrators and teachers from
the NYC Public Schools. Hosted by the
Office of ELLs, the screening was introduced
by the Chief Executive Officer of OELLS,
Angelica Infante, and included a panel
discussion by the principals from the three
schools featured in the film.The 19-minute
film profiles success stories about students
with interrupted formal education (SIFE)
in three NYC schools.As producer of the
film I felt honored to make a contribution in
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supporting one of the highest need segments
of the 180,000 ELLs student population in
NYC. Roughly one out of every 10 ELLs is
a SIFE, with a total of about 18,000 in NYC.
While the majority is Spanish speaking,
over 40 percent are native speakers of
Chinese, Haitian Creole,Arabic, Bengali, and
other languages from around the world.
Having produced professional
development (PD) videos for the NYC
Office of ELLS since 2000, I have had the
opportunity to learn about this growing and
challenging part of the school population.
My first assignment was an orientation video
for parents of ELLs,The Parent Connection.
What made this assignment unique in my
experience was the requirement that the
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video be produced in 12 different language
versions! Why those 12, I wondered?
Because New York State mandates that
information for families of ELLS be provided,
in the native language, when an immigrant
(language) group reaches three percent
of a district student population. For me
as producer, it was a great experience to
work with 12 teams of translators and
voice over talents. It almost felt like my own
“around the world in 80 days.” Since then
my PD video assignments for the ELLs have
included Dual Language Learning, Early
Literacy Assessment (in Spanish), Language
Allocation Policy, and two updated versions
of the Parent Connection video, each
featuring a new NYC Schools Chancellor.

I was familiar with SIFE and knew that
the term meant Students with Interrupted
Formal Education. In New York State
a SIFE is defined as a student who:
•C
 omes from a home where a language
other than English is spoken
•H
 as at least a two year gap
in formal schooling
• F unctions at least two years
below expected grade level
•M
 ay be pre-literate in their
native language

echoed at all the schools we filmed — socioemotional support was the key to academic
success.These dedicated educators, several
of whom had served in the Peace Corps,
told me that a gap in schooling could be
a source of shame and trauma for a SIFE.
Aissatou from West Africa, who appears
in the film, told us that she pretended to
understand her classes for the first year, until
she finally asked for help.Therefore, creating
a supportive environment facilitated the
catching up process academically.

How a student becomes a SIFE is an
intriguing part of the story, as students are
categorized SIFE for a variety of reasons
— whether economic, political or due to
natural disaster. Each story has its own twist,
revealing the challenges faced by children in
many parts of the world today. But it wasn’t
until meeting Helen from Thailand, Jean from
the Dominican Republic, and Ramiro from
Mexico, that I understood the full impact of
that designation. Each of these students, and
their schools, were selected by the Office of
ELLs to represent the potential of SIFE, when
given the opportunity and “best practices” of
an education in the NYC schools. Planning
the production in 2012 with Rachel Hoff
and Angelica Infante at the Office of ELLS,
I sensed that some truly inspiring stories
were in store for the audience of the film.

Harbor Heights Middle School

Brooklyn International
High School and Helen
In our first meeting to plan the video,
I heard about Helen — a SIFE student at
Brooklyn International High School (BIHS)
who had arrived at the school via the
International Rescue Committee. Prior to
her placement at BIHS, Helen had spent
two years as a Burmese refugee in a refugee
camp in Thailand.At an ELLs conference on
SIFE, educators heard Helen share her story
of escape, her fight to survive in the camp
as a child, and her dream of an education.
Helen’s story inspired the Office of ELLs
staff to disseminate her story and others in a
“best practices” video for the field. Our first
location was Brooklyn International where
we interviewed the principals, teachers, and
some students, as well as selected classroom
and guidance activities representative of
the school approach to SIFE.As I would
hear throughout all the interviews about
SIFE, one theme about success with SIFE

Located in Upper Manhattan, Harbor
Heights Middle School (HHMS) provides a
transitional bilingual program for a primarily
Spanish speaking ELLS student population
from the Dominican Republic — about
40 percent are SIFE.To help deal with the
effects of childhoods often marked by
disruption, Harbor Heights provides an
environment with visible signs of order
and routine. Students wear uniforms and
walk in two lane hallways marked in the
building.The school pays a lot of attention
to its intake and identification process, as
students are often brought in by adults other
than their parents, who may not know the
student’s school history.An advisory system
is at the center of the schools’ approach
in making sure students receive support
both inside and outside the classroom.The
school uses monthly awards ceremonies
to reinforce the supportive environment.
Our crew witnessed a moving scene in
which teachers read short tributes to award
winners, telling of challenges the students
have overcome to attain perfect attendance
or academic achievement. Hearing their
stories shared with the school community
brought several students (some separated
from families in native lands) to tears.The
SIFE student selected for our cameras to
follow had a remarkable “back-story.” Ramiro
came to HHMS one day with his older sister.
The staff learned that while they were from
Mexico, Ramiro was not Spanish speaking. He
spoke Mixteco, an indigenous language found
in the more rural parts of his home state,
Guerrero. In addition, Ramiro had no formal
schooling at all. HHMS at first felt their school
was not the right place for this student, but
several teachers believed HHMS was indeed
the best placement for him.Telling his story
was one of the high points in the production!
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Manhattan Bridges High School
Manhattan Bridges High School (MBHS)
is in the heart of Manhattan — just a few
blocks west of Times Square — one of four
schools cohabitating on separate floors in
one of the massive high school buildings
built by NYC in the 1970s. Like Harbor
Heights, MBHS uses a transitional bilingual
program for its primarily immigrant ELLs
population. In fact MBHS receives many
students from Harbor Heights who have
a short subway ride from their upper
Manhattan neighborhood.And, like Harbor
Heights, MBHS receives a large number
of SIFE — 43 percent of students.The
first thing I heard from Assistant Principal
Kathy Fine about the MBHS approach to
SIFE, is that “a supportive environment
works wonders.”An eloquent advocate
for this group of students, Ms. Fine, points
to the socio-emotional aspects of SIFE
that are essential to understand before
a school can help them academically.
They often come from broken families;
they have moved and missed school,
some live with family members they
have never met. Several arrive at the
school with traumatic personal stories
— such as Jean, a young man from the
Dominican Republic who came to
MBHS as a ninth grader who was also
a single parent.A few weeks after we
filmed, Jean was one of 193 NYC high
school seniors named as a “Remarkable
Graduate” by Chancellor Dennis Walcott.
Before leaving the school with our
crew, Ms. Fine makes sure to point
out a sign in the hallway showing the
students with perfect attendance.To Ms.
Fine, this record of coming to school
by SIFE students who still lack basic
English language skills is truly inspiring.
“Its so gratifying to see the students
who come in with so many challenges
really leaving and ready to take the
world by storm,” Ms. Fine said.
Ken Browne is a documentary film
producer. He has helped institutions
tell their success stories in film/video,
including the Educational Alliance at
Brown University, the NYC Department
of Education, Insideschools at the New
School University, Fashion Institute of
Technology SUNY and Pace University. For
more information, visit www.kbprods.com.
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A variety of SoyNut Butter and granola recipes are available at www.SoyNutButter.com.

The SoyNut Butter Company provides a tasty
and nutritious peanut butter alternative for
the 30,000 students served by the Rochester
City School Districts.
– Jeffrey Picciano, Director
of Operations, Rochester City School District
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PARENTS WANT
SAFER SCHOOLS,
EDUCATORS
SEEK OPTIONS

When Tim Spinner
was in college,
coverage of the
Columbine shootings
dominated the media
and a professor
predicted, “Teachers
will one day wear bullet
proof vests.” Spinner
thought the claim was far fetched. He never expected school
safety to dominate community discussion like it does today.
“Parents call and email me to report what they’re
seeing on social media and hearing from students,”
said Spinner, now a junior high principal in Ohio. “I ask
families to share anything out of the ordinary in an effort
to allow school officials an opportunity to investigate. It
is imperative that we stay vigilant in order to keep our
students safe and secure.”
Spinner makes presentations on safety and security to
schools throughout the country. He’s currently in talks
with Mace Security International, Inc., about finding nonlethal ways for teachers to protect students in case of
emergency. School districts in Ohio, Texas, Michigan and
New York have implemented programs through Mace® that
range from providing pepper spray training for teachers
and door protection products to video surveillance.
“When violence hits a small school, like Sandy Hook, every
school in America needs to pay attention. As educators,
we now train with law enforcement how to respond to the
threat of an active shooter incident,” said Spinner, the father
of two children.
A North Carolina school board earlier this year voted to
spend $34 million on cameras, fences and screening systems.
The Charlotte Observer quoted a district commissioner
saying, “It will cost us money today but we don’t want it to
cost us lives later.”
It’s essential that school districts partner with established
security professionals who engage with the school for the
long term. Otherwise, schools end up less safe, said John J.
McCann, President and CEO of Mace Security International.
His team goes onto campuses to assess the situation, offer
recommendations and then implement a plan with school
officials. “While the world is becoming more lethal, there
are definitely non-lethal solutions that offer protection.”
Pamela Malone, a high school teacher in suburban
Cleveland for nearly two decades, carries Mace® pepper
spray. “Life has unknowns and I just want to be ready
to protect myself and my students. These situations are
occurring in rural areas, urban areas and the suburbs.”
People who don’t have a plan are more likely to become
victims, because “a perpetrator always has a plan,”
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Malone said. “These situations are occurring
in rural areas, urban areas and the suburbs.”
The offender is usually a white male adolescent
under stress, with access to firearms, said Lori
O’Neill, a security consultant. “I believe, as a
professional, that pepper spray gives teachers a
strategy to fight back in a way that would stop
a shooter. Pepper spray is a counter measure. If
you think these shootings can’t happen in your
community, you’re in denial.”
Some security consultants, including O’Neill, recommend pepper spray
to educators because it’s simple to use, is non-lethal and is a powerful tool
that disrupts attacks.
Proactive school safety programs are about preparation, like fire drills.
“The struggle with all personal security is to try and strike a balance between
outright terror and fear and this assumption that nothing can ever happen,”
O’Neill said. “We need an awareness and alertness, but teachers must also have
tools to react in the event something happens. Having tools shouldn't make
you paranoid. Training is key.”
John J. McCann, a parent of four children, fields calls from grateful educators
who trust his company, the oldest and most established provider of personal
security products. Mace Security International provides hands-on training and
support. Because real safety goes beyond simply selling products. It’s about
relationships
and programs
that consider
school design,
teacher training
and other unique
elements. While
video surveillance
is growing in use,
pepper spray
products are
viewed as integral
part of a complete
security solution.
Ohio Police Officer Byron Childs, a first responder to a school shooting
last year, had to find the parents of children who’d been shot and take those
parents to meet with the FBI. “I’m still haunted by the experience,” said Childs,
a father of two young children. “As a parent and a law enforcement officer,
school safety is a top priority for me.”
John J. McCann said districts face big decisions when it comes to finding
the right strategy. Our children are precious, he said. “Mace® products provide
peace of mind. We know what works.”
Schools prepare for fires, earthquakes and tornados. Now schools must
prepare for armed intruders, Principal Tim Spinner said. “The odds may be
unlikely that any tragedy will occur, but if does, it is vital that we’re prepared
to protect our children.”

VIEW FROM A SCHOOL
SECURITY CONSULTANT
Lori O’Neill,
Alternative Defense Strategies LLC
ALICE stands for: Alert, Lockdown, Inform,
Counter, and Evacuate. It is a program widely
deployed in K-12 schools to train teachers and
administrators what to do in the event of an active shooter situation.
We believe that Mace® pepper spray can play a
critical role in the “Counter” part of ALICE because
it offers a non-lethal, highly effective way to disrupt
an active shooter.
Currently, most ALICE training recommends
teachers and students throw things at the
shooter if he/she comes into a room. Those
items include erasers, books, pens, etc., and,
frankly, seem ineffective.
We believe that training teachers and
administrators to use pepper spray in critical
situations in which they must counter an attacker
is far more effective in creating time and space for
others to get to safety.
Oleo Resin Capsaicin (OC Pepper), the active
ingredient in pepper spray, is derived from
chili peppers, and when deployed produces a
sensation of burning in any tissue with which
it comes into contact ~ particularly the eyes
and respiratory system. Assailants, in extreme
discomfort, immediately close their eyes while
coughing. Pepper spray’s powerful physiological
and psychological effects slow and stop attacks,
allowing intended victims time to get to safety.
The most important factor for schools that may
consider adding pepper spray to their safety plans
is that it is non-lethal, and even if deployed, will not
permanently or seriously injure children.
Pepper guns deliver a stream of pepper spray up
to 20 feet away and from any angle.
Creating safe alternatives for our teachers
and students is the goal. Pepper spray is a highly
effective tool to consider for the classroom.

Contact: Garnett Meador at garnett@mace.com or 440-424-5393
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Supplying TOMORROW’s
Classroom TODAY

Model T-XLT4260

Located in Wood-Ridge, NJ, Academia Furniture
evolved from family businesses begun over 100 years
ago. Proudly, we continue those same, demanding
standards – real people providing real quality, real
service and real solutions.
Our comprehensive line of competitively-priced
classroom furniture spans classic styling to state-of-theart designs, including ergonomically correct and ecofriendly construction.
Students’ comfort in an upbeat, well-designed
environment enhances education, so Academia fulfills any
need for the classroom, computer room or early education
space, including collaborative and modular designs.

 ecause we put our customers first, schools
B
nationwide continue to choose ACADEMIA.
ACADEMIA’s dramatic differences in quality equal
much longer serviceability

Full contact welding points – not spot welded
Thicker gauge steels – higher than industry
standards
Concealed rivets - protect from injury and
torn clothing
Patented desktop - unique in strength
Model T-TS3060

ACADEMIA’s responsiveness and responsibility are #1

Tight deadline on large order – DONE!
New custom color requirement – DONE!
Specialized desk design required – DONE!
Maximum furnishings within budget – DONE!
From prestigious public schools to new charter
schools, students and teachers are enjoying quality,
comfortable, versatile furniture, built to fit your needs
and delivered to your 100% satisfaction.

Model 2958 CHP
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Contact Information
Academia Furniture
4 PASSAIC STREET WOOD-RIDGE, NJ 07075
(973) 472-0100
www.AcademiaFurniture.com

Special Advertising Section

Vend-ucation has put together
a highly effective, multi-benefit solution
for a recognized school problem.
Placing the solution for healthy school vending into the hands
of ambitious students has proven to provide a dramatically greater
fundraising capacity than schools have ever enjoyed from outsourced
vending professionals.
Vend-ucation has combined several very hi-tech hardware and software
components into a program that offers students more than simply
convenient access to healthy school vending. Students participate in a
real-world business experience, nutrition training by partnering with their
school’s Nutrition and Health Services, vocational education, as well as
inter-school partnering and marketing development. Vend-ucation offers
the same vending inventory and sales management software that is used
by Fastenal for tools and supplies dispensing in thousands of factories;
and Ucapit for the controlled dispensing of narcotics and EMS supplies in
hundreds of ambulance companies, Fire-Rescue Centers and hospitals; and
even Facebook and Amazon for controlling access to their IT supplies for
their Tech Departments. Students quickly embrace and optimize this new
vending technology that has been modified for school vending applications.
Schools always need more funds to work with. Converting school
vending from an outsourced professional vending company to an inhouse student organization (FFA, DECA, FBLA, Senior Class, etc) converts
the considerable expenses of that outsourced vending service company
into considerable school profits. All of those off-campus warehouse,
route trucks, route personnel, fuel, income tax expenses and even
the owner’s profits become the net profits of a student operated
vending program with Cafeteria and Administration supervision.

Case Histories

Albany High School
in Albany CA went from
earning only $3,200
income from their two
water and juice flavors
vending machines each
year to earning over
$19,000 per year from
their two MAX school
vending machines
still offering not only
water, but adding juices,
sandwiches, wellness
approved snacks, cookies,
muffins, coconut water
and even Seaweed Chips.
The Pleasant Grove
Independent School District in Texarkana TX installed vending machines
offering USDA reimbursable meals and ala carte selections into their
High School, Middle School and even their Intermediate School
teaching grades 3-5. Students could make vending purchases with
either cash, their lunch account balance or accessing a free lunch via

USDA qualification.
The monthly vending
sales averaged
$12,611.88 in the
several months after
the machines were
installed and operated
by the school. PGISD
even reversed their
reimbursable meal
sales annual decreases into a modest increase on the basis of their
self-operated school vending machines.
The senior class at Madelia JR Sr High School in Minnesota wanted
a healthy vending machine for their school. Vend-ucation designed a
machine able to sell the items they could buy from their cafeteria and
local wholesalers. The 299 students in that school buy an average of $86
per day in healthy food, snacks and beverages from their MAX school
vending machine, earning the Senior Class over $8,500 in net profits
every year... as well as a highly educational business experience.
Richland Bean Blossom School Corp in Indiana wanted to promote
breakfast, so they took advantage of a generous Indiana Dairy Association
grant to help pay for a MAX machine integrated with their School Lunch
POS program. The machine was so successful they almost immediately
purchased a second MAX for their Middle School. The machines paid for
themselves with new profits in less than a single school year. Wall Street
wouldn’t dare to dream of a 100% return on investment every year.
Jim Dillingham, the founder and President of
Vend-ucation, has been promoting school self-op
vending for over 24 years. Dillingham has also been
instrumental in promoting other Hi-Tech Vending
Solutions, solving inventory management problems
for Fire Rescue Companies. There is a Vend-ucation
designed vending machine in a South African platinum
Jim Dillingham
mine deep underground that is capable of recognizing
a working miner’s biometric identification and then supplying them with
forgotten safety glasses, earplugs or even delivering an AIDS prescription.
Vend-ucation works with schools across America to dramatically improve
school income, the availability for greater nutritional value before and
after school and offering educational opportunities by engaging the most
motivated students with real business experience.
Vend-ucation, in conjunction with their partnering midwest factory
building these automatic retailing kiosks is now developing vocational
training classes for High School and College students interesting in job and
business opportunities in advanced vending technology for retailing and
inventory managment.
Contact Jim Dillingham
Vend-ucation (800) 633-1200
JimD@venducation.com www.venducation.com

www.seenmagazine.us							
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PUPIL
FEES

California’s new law,
AB 1575, has educators
on notice about the future
of student activity fees
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By Matt Poe
School districts around the country felt the pinch in terms of state
funding when the Great Recession hit around 2007.To make up for some
of the budget shortfall, and educational programming and school activities
in place, schools began to charge pupil/student fees for participation.
These fees led to conflicts in regards to students whose families
were unable or unwilling to “pay to play.” In California, lawsuits
followed and legislation made its way through the state assembly.
In October 2012, Gov. Jerry Brown approved and signed Assembly
Bill 1575, the pupil fee law, which took effect Jan. 1, 2013.
While the AB 1575 is an attempt to keep schools in compliance with
the California State Constitution, which has a free school guarantee,
the language and application of the law has led to confusion about
what is integral to students’ education and what are school-sponsored
verses non-school-sponsored activities; confusion about activities for
which fees can be charged; confusion about acceptable fund raising.
The impact of AB 1575 must be examined by every
school district in the nation because the subject of student
fees will, and already has, appeared in other states.
see PUPIL FEES page 130

TWO ORGANIZATIONS DEDICATED TO ENRICHING
THE LIVES OF STUDENTS ONE MILE AT A TIME.

Student & Youth Travel Association

SYTA SAVES YOU:
• Time

• Money

SYTA is the non-profit, professional trade association
that promotes student and youth travel and seeks to
foster integrity and professionalism among student
and youth travel service providers. As such, SYTA is
“The Voice of Student & Youth Travel.®”

• Resources

Please visit www.syta.org for:
• Access to SYTA Tour Operators and
student friendly Suppliers
• Student and Youth Travel Resource Guide
• Safe Travel Resources for Educators,
Administrators and Parents
• Advocacy on behalf of Student and Youth
Travel Worldwide
• Teach and Travel Magazine

SYTA Youth Foundation

SYTA Youth Foundation
SCHOLARSHIPS AVAILABLE!

The SYTA Youth Foundation provides financial resources
and programming through travel experiences to enrich
the lives of students and youth one mile at a time.
As a non-profit organization, the Foundation depends
almost entirely upon outside contributions to support
the following programs and services:
• Road Scholarship

Student Travel Scholarships Available
Application Period: September 1, 2013 - October 15, 2013
Announcement Date: The week of December 7, 2013
Application Period: February 1, 2014 - March 15, 2014
Announcement Date: The week of May 15, 2014
A teacher, program coordinator, or group leader must submit
the application online. Parent applications will not be accepted.
www.sytayouthfoundation.org

SYTA
Strategic
Partners

• Silver Lining Program
• Next Generation
• Ripley Hunter World is a Classroom
• Running for Youth

To learn more about each program, please
visit www.sytayouthfoundation.org.

College of Education and
Human Development

In general terms,AB 1575 was enacted to ensure that public
school students would not be required to pay fees in order to take
part in educational activities. In the law, an educational activity is
defined as an activity offered by a school, school district, charter
school, or county office of education, including, but not limited to,
curricular and extracurricular activities (Calif. Edu. Code § 49010(a)).
A “pupil fee” includes a fee charged to a pupil as a condition for
registering for school or classes, or as a condition for participation
in a class or an extracurricular activity, regardless of whether the
class or activity is elective or compulsory, or is for credit.A fee is
also defined as a security deposit, or other payment, that a pupil
is required to make to obtain a lock, locker, book, class apparatus,
musical instrument, uniform, or other materials or equipment; and a
purchase that a pupil is required to make to obtain materials, supplies,
equipment, or uniforms associated with an educational activity.
The law states that all supplies, materials, and equipment needed
to participate in educational activities shall be provided to pupils
free of charge.A fee waiver policy shall not make a pupil fee
permissible. School districts and schools shall not establish a twotier educational system by requiring a minimal educational standard
and also offering a second, higher educational standard that pupils
may only obtain through payment of a fee or purchase of additional
supplies that the school district or school does not provide.
A school district or school shall not offer course credit or
privileges related to educational activities in exchange for money
or donations of goods or services from a pupil or a pupil’s parents
or guardians, and a school district or school shall not remove
course credit or privileges related to educational activities, or
otherwise discriminate against a pupil, because the pupil or the
pupil’s parents or guardians did not or will not provide money or
donations of goods or services to the school district or school.
The law also establishes uniform complaint procedures
to allow anonymous complaints to move forward. If a
school is found to be illegally charging fees, the law would
force the school to reimburse all fees collected.

Now more than ever, schools and districts
need educators prepared to use blended and
online instructional strategies for teaching
and learning.
Advance your career in education with
graduate programs recognized for excellence
by U.S. News & World Report.

Degree programs and
certificates available:

Difficulties and Impact

> Classroom Technology
> K-12 Online Teaching and Learning
> Assistive Technology
> Autism
> Reading
Visit our website for a complete list
of ONLINE programs or contact
agoedde@bgsu.edu or 419-372-2912
for more information.

www.bgsu.edu/online-grad-education
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California’s Law

Become a 21st
Century Teacher

BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY

Pupil Fees

Even before the Great Recession, state funding for school
districts was shrinking.Teachers and administrators have
had to be creative in order to maintain financing for what
most would believe are important school activities.
But school districts in California are encountering difficulties
when it comes to defining what are curricular and extracurricular
activities under the new law.Where is the line between schoolsponsored and non-school sponsored activities? How does
one define what is essential and integral to students’ education
and what is not.The language in the law is not specific, so
school districts have to determine whether or not charging
student fees for activities is legal.Where do non-classroom
activities such as travel, dances, theater, sports, etc. fall on the
sponsored/non-sponsored, essential/nonessential scale?
Schools face legal proceedings if a student fee is charged for
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“A ‘pupil fee’ includes a fee charged
to a pupil as a condition for registering
for school or classes, or as a condition
for participation in a class or an
extracurricular activity, regardless of
whether the class or activity is elective
or compulsory, or is for credit.”
what is considered a school-sponsored, integral to education activity.
Besides legal fees, schools will end up losing funding and will have
to drop the activity — unless outside funding could be found.

Steps to Compliance
One of the most effective ways for schools to either comply
with existing state law or to be prepared for coming laws is to
create guidelines for school-sponsored and non-school-sponsored
activities. In California, creation of these guidelines is part of AB 1575.
Fortunately for school in states that have not yet addressed pupil
fees, many school districts have already created effective guidelines,
and these can be used and adapted by other school districts.
Since many school activities are financed by fund raisers, the question
of how fund raisers are effected has come up. Under AB 1575, student
fund raisers are allowed, but certain criteria must be met. For examples,
schools cannot require students to be at or participate in a fund raiser
in order to participate in an activity.Also, school officials must be very
careful with fund raiser promotional materials to avoid terminology that
would raise a red flag with state officials, such as “required” or “mandatory.”
Schools, foundations, and booster clubs can also solicit donations from
students and their families, as long as the donations are clearly voluntary.
If any requirement for participation in an activity or to pass a course is
understood to be in place, it would be a violation of the law, once again,
opening the school to legal proceedings and loss of funding for the
activity or class.
As the implementation of California’s pupil fee law continues
to unfold, more questions will be raised, and more clarifying
legislation will be proposed to better define areas of the law in
future legislative sessions.Also, a public/private cooperation of
entities spearheaded by the Student and Youth Travel Association
(SYTA), the lead organization representing the industry, including
the California Coalition of Travel Companies, the California School
Boards Association, California School Business Officers, and other
groups, are working together to develop policies regarding fees that
meet the needs of students, teachers, schools and school boards.
Pupil fee laws are coming across the nation. Schools must take
the time to learn more about what’s going on in California to know
more about what could be coming to their states. Schools also need
to get ahead of the game and define programs that require fees.
Matt Poe owns IHN Editorial Consulting and works with the
Student and Youth Travel Association (SYTA).
www.seenmagazine.us							

Look Inward.

Rosa Parks Museum and Children’s Wing
Step back in time and experience the sights and sounds that forever changed
our country. This state-of-the-art, interactive museum features multi-media
presentations and hands-on exhibits honoring the historic decision of one woman.
Rosa Parks Museum ticket prices:
12 years and under $5.50; over 12 years $7.50
Mon. - Fri. 9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
Sat. 9:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m.
Sun. and Holidays Special engagements only
(334) 241-8661
252 Montgomery St.
Montgomery, AL 36104

Gaze Skyward.

W. A. Gayle Planetarium

One of the largest planetariums in the Southeast, the W. A. Gayle Planetarium
offers a spectacular variety of out-of-this-world shows, exhibits and programs.
Mon. - Thur. 7:30 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Fri. 7:30 a.m. - 12:00 p.m.
Sun. - 1 show only
Sat. and Holidays Special engagements only
(334) 241-4799
1010 Forest Ave.
Montgomery, AL 36106

www.troy.edu
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Horry County Museum
is the center of your Horry
County learning experience

Your visit to Horry County should include the Horry
County Museum, which recently opened its new location
in the Historic Burroughs School building, 805 Main Street
in Conway.
The newly renovated and larger facility has allowed the
museum to provide bigger exhibits, more nationally recognized
traveling exhibits, and public programming in the auditorium.
• Photography — a changing gallery that currently features local
photographer Jack Thompson.
• Textiles — another changing gallery that highlights historic
sewing machines, washing machines, quilts and costumes.
• A gallery in honor of the 150th anniversary of the American Civil
War with items from the South Carolina Museum and the 7th
South Carolina Infantry reenactment group.
• A reconstructed waddle and daub Native American house with
artifacts from the area.
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Horry County Museum
To Collect and Preserve

•N
 atural History — showcasing native animals including black
bears, birds of prey, fossils, and alligators.
•G
 rand Strand — An area that tells the story of the 20th Century
Grand Strand and our tourism culture.
•M
 ilitary History — This exciting new area features a camp similar
to Peter Horry’s campaign tent as well as relics of life from the
Civil War and the history of the Myrtle Beach Air Force Base.
• Agriculture and Industry — Illustrates the progression of
agriculture from naval stores and turpentine to logging and
eventually tobacco cultivation in Horry County.
• Open Storage — A home for artifacts that are fascinating but not
a part of the themed galleries.   
The Historic Burroughs School, constructed between 1905 and
1909, is listed on the National Register of Historic Places.
Your trip should also include a visit to the L.W. Paul Living History
Farm, where your students will experience what life was like on the
“One Horse Family Farm” in Horry County from 1900-1955.
Larry Paul, a local businessman with a rich farming heritage in
Horry County, offered to fund the construction of a family farm to
depict farm and domestic life in Horry County from 1900-1955. Mr.
Paul’s vision was to provide Horry County and the museum with
a facility to educate future generations about life in Horry County
during the first half of the 20th century. In 2006, Horry County
Council designated 17 acres of land for use by the Horry County
Museum as the L.W. Paul Living History Farm.
Visitors to the farm will have the opportunity to sample the
everyday life of a Horry County farm family living during this era.
Guests on this working farm will be able to observe and participate
in activities that would have been commonplace on traditional
family farms. Plowing with mules, making lye soap, grinding grits,
blacksmithing, curing meat, preserving vegetables, milking cows,
and harvesting crops are only a few hands on activities the farm
plans to offer.
Events at the farm change with the seasons so contact them
prior to your visit to see what’s happening there.As the farm year
progresses events and demonstrations change to interpret the
activities that take place on the farm annually.
Farm hours are Tuesday - Saturday: 9:00 to 4:00. The farm is located
at 2279 Harris Shortcut Rd, the corner of Harris Short Cut Rd. and Hwy
701 N. in Conway, S.C.
The Horry County Museum is open from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Tuesday through
Saturday except on county holidays. For more information, contact the Horry
County Museum at (843)915-5320.
www.seenmagazine.us							

The L.W. Paul Living History Farm is a recreation of a 1900-1955 era one-horse
family farm. The farm relives what life was like in Horry County during this
period through demonstrations including plowing with mules, blacksmithing,
grinding grits, making syrup, sawing lumber, cooking on a wood stove, smoking
meat and other traditional agriculture and domestic techniques common to
that period. Admission is free. Groups are welcome. Contact the Farm for a list
of event dates.
Open to the public Tue.-Sat., 9 am-4 pm
2279 Harris Short Cut Rd. • Conway, SC

(843) 365-3596 • www.horrycountymuseum.org

The Horry County Museum in historic downtown Conway offers visitors the
opportunity to learn about the cultural and natural history of Horry County.
Galleries include a wide range of topics, from prehistoric animals and people, to
the impact of the Grand Strand on Horry County’s economy. Changing exhibit
galleries feature items from the Museum’s textile and photograph collections.
Group tours are available, and educational programs are offered year-round.
Tue.-Sat., 9 am-5 pm
805 Main Street • Conway, SC

(843) 915-5320 • www.horrycountymuseum.org
SouthEast Education Network v WINTER 2013
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A visit to the South Carolina Aquarium
brings something unexpected and
engaging around every corner. Combining
the wonders of our natural world with
conservation education provides students the
opportunity to walk away with a newfound
appreciation for wildlife and wild places.
Explore more than 60 exhibits and
6,000 animals as your journey through
the aquarium takes you across the state of
South Carolina — from the mountains to
the sea. Our beautiful bald eagle, Liberty,
greets you as you begin your trek through
the Mountain Forest, where you’ll also see
playful river otters. Enjoy a special education
show in the Blackwater Swamp where
you’ll learn all about our resident seven-foot
long albino American alligator,Alabaster.
Continue your experience by feeding the
stingrays in the Salt Marsh Aviary and learning
about our terrapin conservation efforts.
Visit the aquarium’s Touch Tank, a
space where students of all ages can have
an up-close, interactive experience with
animals found on our coastline. Feel the
spikes of a sea urchin or the shell of a
horseshoe crab before you venture toward
the 385,000-gallon Great Ocean Tank.
Situated in the middle of the aquarium, our
three-story-deep tank is home to sharks,
many species of fish and a 300+ pound
loggerhead sea turtle named Caretta.
Following a walk through Madagascar
Journey and our Animal Care Exhibit,
complete your experience at the South
Carolina Aquarium with a visit to the
state’s only sea turtle hospital.
The South Carolina Aquarium Sea
Turtle Rescue Program rehabilitates sick

South
Carolina

Aquarium
Your aquatic learning
adventure awaits
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and injured sea turtles.The endangered
loggerhead sea turtle is South Carolina’s
state reptile, and the remaining six species
of sea turtles are each listed as either
threatened or endangered.This is a reflection
of the growing issues surrounding coastal
development and ocean conservation.To
help ensure that sea turtles have a future in
our oceans, the South Carolina Aquarium
aids sick and injured sea turtles and is a
leader in inspiring future generations to
take action to protect these animals.
When a sea turtle is found stranded or
injured, the South Carolina Department
of Natural Resources (SCDNR) brings it
to the Sea Turtle Hospital for treatment.
Your group can visit the hospital’s current
patients during a 30-minute private
tour. Students and chaperones alike will
experience the extraordinary care given
to the animals that suffer most commonly
from bacterial or fungal infections, shock
from being exposed to cold temperatures,
or injury from a boat strike or shark bite.
South Carolina Aquarium Sea Turtle
Rescue Program staff members or
volunteers lead each group through the
hospital, individually describing each
turtle’s treatments and story.Treatments
include IV fluids, antibiotics, vitamins
and other medications.You may have a
one-on-one encounter with a sea turtle
undergoing rehabilitation — our expert
staff even created a special weighted dive
vest for one very fortunate sea turtle.
Following recovery and rehabilitation,
sea turtles are released to become
reproductive members of the sea turtle
population.To date, 130 sea turtles have
been released from the South Carolina
Aquarium Sea Turtle Rescue Program.
Join the South Carolina Aquarium for a
fun-filled day of discovery. Experience our
daily animal programs that highlight the
aquarium’s collection, visit the state’s only
4-D Immersion Theater, and find yourself
face-to-face with ring-tailed lemurs.With
members of our education staff eager to
interact with guests of all ages, everyone
will leave inspired to become advocates for
the conservation of our natural world and
its inhabitants.An education destination all
in itself, the South Carolina Aquarium is an
ocean full of possibilities for your class.
www.seenmagazine.us							
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Berkeley County

Rich in heritage and fun

Berkeley County is the ideal place to
learn about southern culture and history
while seeking adventure in non-traditional
forms.Visitors especially enjoy the gorgeous
weather all 12 months of the year.
Today our visitors enjoy the recreational
aspects of Berkeley County.“Berkeley
Blueways” features 20 canoeing and kayaking
trails throughout the county. Egrets, herons,
eagles, fish, turtles and alligators make these
waters home. Hiking and biking trails are
also available and allow our visitors to enjoy
our lush forest and wildflowers rich with
colors of the rainbow. Keep an eye out to
catch a glimpse of animals such as deer,
otters, squirrels, fox and even bobcats and
black bears.
The Old Santee Canal Park highlights
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the first true canal in America, and is home
to the first semi-submersible torpedo boat,
CSS Little David, that was built right there
on the plantation.The park features a 19th
century plantation house and four miles of
boardwalk that brings you face-to-face with
nature, brilliant at any time of the year.The
impressive 11,000 square foot Interpretive
Center tells the story of the engineering feat
of digging a canal from the state’s midlands
to the Cooper River.
The 5600 exhibit Berkeley Museum,
located in Old Santee Canal Park, traces the
area’s history back 12,000 years, from the
Native American residents of the Ice Age, to
the famed “Swamp Fox”, Francis Marion’s
battles during the American Revolution. On
the bluffs overlooking the scenic Cooper

River you’ll find Mepkin Abbey. Following
The Rule of St. Benedict, the monks at
Mepkin Abbey devote their lives to prayer,
spiritual study, work and hospitality
This monastery is located on the
land formally owned by Henry Laurens,
Congressional Constitutional president.
Henry Laurens, a true political patriot,
was held prisoner in the Tower of
London and finally released after he
was exchanged for the infamous British
General, Lord Charles Cornwallis.The
plantation was later owned by publisher
and philanthropist Henry R. Luce and
his wife Clare Booth Luce. Clare Luce
commissioned famous architect Loutrell
Briggs to create the magnificent Mepkin
Gardens. In 1988, the gardens were

renovated through the efforts of Nancy Bryan Luce, wife of
Henry Luce III and for whom the gardens are named. Mepkin
Abbey hosts several events throughout the year. One of the
most popular is the “Crèche Festival” featuring nativities from
around the world.
Enjoy yourself on the black water swamps at Cypress
Gardens while spending the day learning about wildlife
from butterflies and beetles to turtles and alligators. Visit
the Heritage Room which features unearthed artifacts from
Dean Hall Plantation which date back to the 1700s. Cypress
Gardens offers a variety of experiences for all visitors.
For the sport enthusiast Berkeley County is home to
the Family Circle Cup, the largest women’s only tennis
tournament in the world. For soccer fans the Charleston
Battery, which is an USL professional soccer team, offers a
great time.
From Berkeley County’s humble beginnings, special
events, and festivals have offered residents and visitors great
opportunity for learning and fun. From original plays, country
music, art exhibits, festivals and storytellers, to classical
pianists, jazz, bluegrass, and symphony orchestras, Berkeley
County events are rich in heritage and fun.
Let us develop a personalized Berkeley County, S.C. outing
for your group; a new experience is waiting for you!

Seeking Something Unique?

Discover

For information on Berkeley County, SC, call 843-761-8238 or check
us out at www.visitberkeleycounty.com.

Berkeley County, South Carolina

From customized student outings and exciting events to adventurous
attractions and popular festivals, come see why students from around
the nation visit Berkeley County, South Carolina seeking diverse
and unique educational experiences. And, we’re just minutes from
Charleston.

Berkeley County
Always An Adventure!
843-761-8238
visitberkeleycounty.com

n
Mississippi Exit 2 South, Interstate 10, just east of New Orleans
Featuring NASA’s “Great Nations Dare” traveling exhibit, bus tours of Stennis Space Center, and
Mississippi Department of Marine Resources’ Heritage Trail to the historic sites
of Logtown and Possum on the Pearl River.
Contact: johnwilson@visitinfinity.com
Special group activities available as requested.
www.seenmagazine.us							
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Experiential education
Promoting the natural world

By Lindsay Martin
It’s seven a.m. on a cool autumn morning.
The first signs of red, brown and gold color
the tips of the maple and oak leaves.The
air has thinned to a crispness that feels
both sharp and refreshing in the first draw
of breath in the morning.Twenty-four
students have gathered in a circle, silently
waiting for their classmates to arrive. Some
are fidgety and cold, exhaling loudly and
rubbing their arms for warmth; some are
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struggling to wake, rubbing the sleep from
their eyes and yawning deeply; some have
already been on their morning run and
are anxious to get moving, crushing leaves
under their boots and checking the sky. No
one breaks the silence as the last student
arrives in the circle and together they turn
to walk up the trail.They climb together,
leaving space for each student to practice
a quiet walking meditation up the trail.
Once a student arrives at the top they each
retreat to their special place they claimed

early in the semester: their Morning Watch
spot.This is where they will spend time
every morning watching the sun crest
over the Blue Ridge Mountains, settling
in and reflecting on the day to come.
While many of their peers back home
are maneuvering through busy hallways,
loud cafeterias, and crowded parking lots,
students at The Outdoor Academy (OA)
are allowing the pace of nature to set the
tone for their full, intentional day ahead.
This is just one example of the many

traditions that make OA such a special
and unique learning environment.
Established in 1995,The Outdoor
Academy is an accredited semester
school for high achieving sophomores
located within the Blue Ridge
Mountains of Pisgah Forest, N.C.
It is one of three programs run by
Eagle’s Nest Foundation, a chartered nonprofit since 1950. Eagle’s Nest Foundation
also includes Eagle’s Nest Camp, a coed
summer camp for youth ages six to 16, and
Hante Adventures, a series of wilderness,
leadership, and global adventures for
teenagers. Each of these programs fulfills the
same mission:“Experiential education for
young people promoting the natural world
and the betterment of human character.”
For 37 semesters The Outdoor Academy
has educated students from all over the
country, drawing heavily from the Southeast.
Grounded by four cornerstones: Intellect,
Environment, Community and Craft, OA uses
the 180-acre wilderness campus to create
integrated classrooms where students learn
by doing.While the curriculum may look
similar to any other school, the execution
is vastly different. For example, there are no
desks at The Outdoor Academy.You will find
students sitting in the woods reading poetry
for their English class, chasing their science
teacher down the trail to look at growing
fungi, building a solar oven to learn about
parabolas in math class, or paddling a canoe
on the campus lake as their teacher directs
them toward the dock in Spanish.These are
just a few examples of how the faculty at OA
keeps their lessons exciting, engaging, and

relevant to their students’ lives and interests.
Faculty at The Outdoor Academy also
strives to educate the whole student,
and recognize that these lessons often
happen outside the classroom walls.
That is why, in addition to their rigorous
studies, students at OA spend about a
month of their semester on incredible

wilderness adventures like rock climbing,
backpacking and white water canoeing.
These trips not only expose OA students
to the regional beauty and bio-diversity of
Western North Carolina, but also allow
them the opportunity to build essential
life skills such as leadership, resiliency,
resourcefulness, teamwork and compassion.
These are the life skills that will propel them
toward success in a dynamic 21st century.
Students come to OA for many different
reasons: some are looking to enhance their
current high school experience, some are
ready for the adventure and independence
of a residential boarding school environment,
some are looking to explore a new ecosystem unlike their home, and some are
seeking to learn in a more engaging handson classroom. No matter the reason students
arrive at OA, they inevitably step away four
months later more confident, competent and
curious leaders for tomorrow’s future.
Lindsay Martin is Admissions Director for the
Outdoor Academy located in Pisgah Forest, N.C.
For more information visit www.enf.org.

“Twenty years from now you will be more
disappointed by the things that you didn’t do than
by the ones you did do. So throw off the bowlines.
Sail away from the safe harbor.

Catch the trade winds in your sails.

Explore. Dream. Discover.”

www.seenmagazine.us							

The Outdoor Academy is an accredited Semester
School in Western North Carolina for high achieving
sophomores. Explore the unique mountain
environment while earning high school credit in college
preparatory classes. Learn invaluable leadership
skills on backpacking, rock climbing and white water
canoeing adventures. Cultivate a sense of place and
life-long friends in a small, close-knit community.

theoutdooracademy.org
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Medieval Times
Dinner and Tournament

Take a field trip to the 11th century
All new educational matinee
now playing to engage your
students in history!
Have you taken your students to visit a
real castle lately? Or to see a magnificent bird
of prey fly? Reveled at the amazing feats of
horsemanship and pageantry? Or introduced
them to the amazing musical sounds of
Daniel May? If not, then it’s time
to immerse your students in this
REAL medieval adventure!
Celebrating 18 action-packed years
in Myrtle Beach and 30 years as North
American’s largest dinner and theater —
it’s a step back in time to an era of glory
and honor. Set within the walls of an 11th
century style castle, this history lesson is
presented by the king and his noble court.
Students are crowned as patrons into
one of our six medieval kingdoms, as
every historical detail is painstakingly
recreated and based upon authentic
Spanish history.This amazing production
is all curriculum based and is guaranteed
to have your students hanging on the
edge of their seats for learning!
All the shows are new for the 2013-2014
school year educational matinee pre-show
program. Educational Topics will include:
• Knighthood and Heraldry
• Medieval Feasts and Tournaments
• Feudalism
• Geography and Social Studies
• History
• Falconry
• Weaponry and Combat
• Elements of Modern Theatre
• Horsemanship
Students will marvel at the spectacular
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horsemanship, amazing swordplay,
medieval games of skill and an authentic
jousting tournament between the six
knights of the realm! This high-caliber
NEW production also features:
• A dramatic new story linefeaturing a new epic plot, premise,
antagonist and protagonist!
• Amazing new lighting, dazzling
costumes, and intense stunts and
battle choreography in exciting scenes
and new horse dressage elements
• A brand new musical score
created and composed by the

world renowned Daniel May.
•B
 eautiful pageantry and dressage with
our world renowned Andalusian stallions
Are you ready to surrender to an age of
bravery and honor? GET MEDIEVAL!! Visit our
educators’ web portal —with lesson plans,
teaching, aids and more at
www.educators.medievaltimes.com
Medieval Times Dinner and Tournament is
located at 2904 Fantasy Way, Myrtle Beach, SC.
Visit www.medievaltimes.com, call 888-935-6878
or e-mail scschools71@medievaltimes.com.

www.seenmagazine.us							
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Education, conservation
and hands-on learning at

Kids can catch a clearnose skate, build a
solar-powered boat and feel sand between
their toes while beachcombing for critters
— all at Jennette’s Pier in Nags Head, N.C.
With its oceanfront location,
sustainable design and dynamic education
department, this state-owned fishing
pier and education center offers unique
learning opportunities for all ages.
Nearly 10,000 students from the midAtlantic region have visited Jennette’s
Pier to learn how to fish, build a model
wind turbine and collect plankton.
Operated by the North Carolina Aquariums,
this state-of-the-art facility was awarded United
States Green Building Council’s platinum
level certification for Leadership in Energy
and Environmental Design (LEED) in 2012.
Three iconic wind turbines stand tall
on the 1,000-foot long, concrete and wood
pier.There’s also a closed-loop geothermal
heating and cooling system, rainwater
collection system, photo-voltaic solar panels
and a reclaimed wastewater system.
The original wooden pier first opened
for business in its current location in
1939.The new, massive, concrete pier
and adjacent pier house reopened in
May 2011. Since that time, several million
people have visited the landmark to
enjoy fishing, sightseeing, sun bathing,
swimming, surfing, weddings, and more.
While such pastimes make for a super
summer season, education, conservation
and hands-on learning are central to
the Jennette’s Pier mission. Education
Curator Christin Brown has made it
her mission to make learning fun.
Whether it’s students in a school group,
a summer camper or a child learning to
fish in the Family Fishing program, Brown
knows how to keep it interesting.
She launched her now busy department
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two and half years ago with little more
than an empty classroom, a closet full of
fishing rods and a lot of positive energy.
Today, her staff of expert educators and
anglers teaches all ages about ethical
fishing, wind and solar power, plankton
and beach organisms. Brown has a knack
for keeping smiles on students’ faces.
“We offer great opportunities for school
groups to learn about science without
realizing they are learning,” she said.
Fishing is perhaps students’ favorite activity.
A group of high schoolers visited recently,
some of who had never seen the Atlantic
Ocean.A few reeled in skates, a prehistoriclooking creature considered great eating
in some cultures, however, at Jennette’s
most anglers simply throw them back.
The students crowded
around the skate, stroking
its skin and feeling the
texture. Brown thinks it’s a
much different experience
than seeing an animal in
a zoo or an aquarium.
“They get the
opportunity for hands-on
interaction,” she said.“It
makes the experience more
real and they realize animals
like these are swimming in
the ocean all around them.”
That’s when she
hits them with the
conservation message.
“It’s a way of
emphasizing the
importance of taking care of
our aquatic resources.”
Students’ faces often
light up when they hold an
animal and safely release it.
Additional school

group programs include Wind, Solar,
Plankton and Beach Explorations.
Although Brown admits the wind and
solar ideas were spawned from searches
on the Internet, she’s truly made them her
own.Take the solar boats for example.
“I did some research online and designed
a program for students to experiment
with solar energy,” she said.“They engineer
something that runs on solar power.”
Beach Explorations allows students to
feel sand under their feet and perhaps get
a bit wet.What could be more interesting
than searching for animals hidden in the
sand and having Brown explain what they
are and how they fit into the ecosystem?
Make plans today for a trip to Jennette’s
Pier, where “fishin’ is catchin!”
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Plan your field trip today!

VISIT WWW.MCM.MS
During your visit, be sure to pick up a delicious
box lunch from the Red Rocket Cafe and explore
our exciting Louis LeFleur’s Trading Post!
MCM also provides Professional Development Workshops

www.mcm.ms

• 1.877.793.KIDS (5437)

Located in Jackson, MS at I-55 & Lakeland Drive.
A signature project of the Junior League of Jackson.
This project is partially funded by the Jackson Convention and Visitors Bureau.

www.seenmagazine.us							
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Learning in the

fast lane
Located in the southern piedmont of
North Carolina, Cabarrus County is known
as — Where Racing Lives! Though the
destination was built on speed, students are
encouraged to learn at their own pace.
The first documented discovery of
gold in the continental U.S. happened in
Cabarrus County. Reed Gold Mine is the only
underground mine in North Carolina open
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to the public.Tour the museum of mining
exhibits, walk through several hundred feet
of mine tunnels and experience panning
for gold. Students will learn techniques of
panning and keep what they discover!
The heritage of an early American
community is preserved at Bost Grist Mill
in Concord.Towns grew from this mill
site where corn is ground into meal and

grits with the same stones and techniques
used during the 1800s. Groups will learn
how the crop and grist mill played an
integral role in the communities it served.
At SEA LIFE Charlotte-Concord
Aquarium (coming Spring 2014), visitors
will travel from the fresh waters of the
Catawba River in the Blue Ridge Mountains
to the salt waters of the Atlantic Ocean and
beyond in about one hour! See amazing
creatures while learning interesting facts and
conservation messages.An interactive touch
pool and educational talks and feedings
are a few highlights of this 26,000 square
foot facility.And, SEA LIFE is located inside
Concord Mills, the largest shopping and
entertainment destination in the Carolinas!
Housed in the Historic Courthouse in
Downtown Concord, the Cabarrus Arts
Council includes The Davis Theatre and The
Galleries and conducts one of the largest
arts-in-education programs in North Carolina.
Student can take part in the arts through
guided tours that can be customized and
supplemented with a scavenger hunt.
Charlotte Motor Speedway field trips tie
math and science to motorsports creating
an entertaining learning experience.
Students rotate through five stations: track
tour, traction/friction, acceleration, balance
and radio controlled cars. Nearby Hendrick
Motorsports is home to four NASCAR Sprint
Cup Series teams. Explore shops where
race cars are manufactured and observe
highly skilled pit crews practice. End the
day inside Sam Bass Gallery — home to
the first officially licensed artist of NASCAR.
In Kannapolis, the North Carolina
Research Campus is a biotechnology
center that combines the research power
of eight universities to foster collaboration
and further knowledge in biotechnology,
nutrition and agriculture. Stop for lunch
at Restaurant Forty Six! Named for the
number of human chromosomes, Forty
Six serves “healthy food, not health food”
inspired by the nearby Research Campus.
At The North Carolina Music Hall of
Fame, all genres of music are represented
and hundreds of musicians, producers,
music executives and writers from North
Carolina are recognized with memorabilia,
ephemera, art, artifacts and more. Next
door, explore the life of a NASCAR
legend at Dale Earnhardt Tribute Plaza, a

memorial to Kannapolis hometown hero
Dale Earnhardt.The centerpiece of the
courtyard is a nine-foot, 900 pound statue
and features draw on Earnhardt numerology.
Around the corner is Curb Motorsports
Museum, 20,000 square feet of memorabilia
from the music and motorsports industries
including rare glimpses into NASCAR history.
Afterwards, catch a movie at the Gem
Theatre! Opened in 1936, this 916-seat ArtDeco style theatre is one of the oldest singlescreen theatres in continuous operation today.
Be rested and ready to take the green
flag! Cabarrus County is also home to 28
hotels including the largest indoor water
park in the Carolinas — Great Wolf Lodge
in Concord.
To take your students back in time, below the surface
and behind the scenes, contact Carrie Hendrickson
at the Cabarrus County CVB. E-mail Carrie@
VisitCabarrus.com, call 704-456-7969 or visit
www.VisitCabarrus.com.

Learn more about all that Cabarrus County, NC has to offer.

Photo courtesy of the Cabarrus County Convention
and Visitors Bureau www.visitcabarrus.com.

YMCA CAMP CHEERIO

Camp Cheerio, a branch of the High Point YMCA offers two types
of camping experience for your kid to enjoy!
Traditional Camp

This is a residential camp for boys and girls ages 7-16 located in the beautiful Blue Ridge Mountains. Activities include archery, canoeing, climbing, target sports, high ropes and much more!

Cheerio Adventure

This camp is located on the banks of the New River in Mouth of Wilson Virginia.
This camp offers coed wilderness tripping experiences for kids 10-17 years old!

Call Today! 336.869.0195 or Visit www.campcheerio.org
www.seenmagazine.us							
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Georgia Aquarium
THE GLOBAL WATER STORY

On November
23, 2005, Georgia
Aquarium officially
opened its doors to
the public.As one
of the world’s most
dynamic aquariums,
Georgia Aquarium
features more
aquatic life than any
other aquarium in
the United States.
Through a path
of more than 60
exhibits and more
than 10 million
gallons of water
Georgia Aquarium
tells a global
water story, with
unique features
designed to inspire,
entertain and educate.
Situated in the heart of downtown Atlanta,
Georgia Aquarium is a nonprofit organization
dedicated to being a global leader in research
and conservation programs that mirror the
unique and amazing animals seen within
the facility. Since its founding, Georgia
Aquarium has been committed to inspiring
current and future generations through a
focus on respectful display, education and
conservation of marine mammals and all
aquatic species.Aquarium staff, partners
and researchers are impacting the future of
our aquatic world by ensuring that guests
learn and care about the extraordinary
animal ambassadors and in the hopes
they become advocates on their behalf.
The six distinct galleries and more than
60 exhibits within Georgia Aquarium
depict different aquatic habitats, ranging
from arctic to tropical waters, featuring an
expansive collection of aquatic animals.
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Education Programs
Georgia Aquarium is dedicated to
promoting an entertaining learning
experience that inspires guests to better
understand and appreciate aquatic animals
— while encouraging the conservation of
these animals and their natural habitats.The
Georgia Aquarium educational experience
is an opportunity for students to discover
the aquatic realm in an immersive learning
environment. Georgia Aquarium believes
that early exposure to these animals
and the sharing of key information will
motivate students to make positive choices
about conservation throughout their lives.
The aquarium’s education department
strives to make the educational
experience an extension of the
classroom. Georgia Aquarium takes
an innovative approach to traditional
student field trips — offering two
program options for school groups when
visiting: instructor-led or self-guided

tours. In addition
to exploring the
atrium and all of its
galleries, students
are able to view
the aquarium
from a different
perspective on
the Learning
Loop.While
there, students
participate in
animal encounters,
interactive activities
and research
applicable to realworld situations.
Informal and
unique education
methods are
utilized with
the goal of
enhancing the understanding of content
taught in the formal classroom. All of
the aquarium’s education programs
are aligned with the Georgia
Performance Standards (GPS).
Georgia Aquarium’s education
programs serve students ranging from
the pre-kindergarten to collegiate and
graduate studies levels. Students served
come from a variety of settings including
public schools, private schools and
home-school education.The aquarium
also offers professional development,
lectures and various other resources
for educators. Since the inception of its
educational programming, the aquarium
has met its goal of having 100,000
students participate annually; and to
date more than 400,000 students have
come to learn about amazing aquatic
habitats through interactive lessons,
hands-on activities and exhibit tours.
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is far more than a field trip ‑ it’s an educational experience.
With programs aligned with Georgia Performance Standards,
students journey beyond the classroom to explore the
mysteries of the aquatic realm and learn about some of
the most amazing sea creatures from the inside out at the
new special exhibition, “Sea Monsters Revealed: Aquatic
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BEFORE, DURING, CONTINUING AND AFTER

The four part edge
of the Zoo Atlanta field trip

Educators are jugglers. One ball sails high into the air
while another must be supported in-hand, and the movement
never stops. In a juggling act where the balls are age level,
interest, momentum, performance and real-life application,
a teacher’s hands are never empty.Thanks to inspired
programming, grade-specific activities and the Georgia State
Standard-supported curriculum, Zoo Atlanta field trips help
educators keep these balls in the air from pre-K to high
school and beyond.

Before: Anticipation
Field trips give educators a unique opportunity to
capitalize on the natural anticipation students feel about
visiting the zoo. From discussions on special highlights
of the animal collection for younger students to more indepth dialogues on conservation and ecology for higher
grade levels, curriculum-based guides allow teachers to
grab and keep students’ interest weeks or even months
before a scheduled visit.

During: Wonder
Zoo Atlanta education programs are intended to
complement in-school science and biology studies by
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familiarizing students with the thrill of seeing the proverbial
“real thing.” In an era in which many urban children have little
or no contact with non-domestic wildlife, a zoo visit is often a
child’s first introduction to the wonders of the natural world
— an introduction that could prove to form the impression of
a lifetime.
Self-guided field trips invite teachers and their classes to
explore the zoo independently using grade-specific activities,
while instructor-led field trips add the personal dimension of
a tour by a trained educator and up-close-and-personal animal
encounters. Opportunities are open to groups as small as 10
students or as large as 350.

Continuing: Momentum
The award-winning Zoo Atlanta education team
understands the necessity to adapt science and biology
concepts to the needs, attention spans and capabilities of
students of all ages. New in 2013 are three fresh programs
designed to bring the power of the field trip to age groups at
both ends of the learning spectrum.
New pre-K field trip programs engage a school system’s
youngest learners in the animal kingdom’s most basic and
relatable ideas. All Star Babies and Super Senses encourage

pre-kindergartners to compare and contrast the appearances,
parenting styles and sensory adaptations of humans and nonhumans, helping to instill an early sense of appreciation for the
diversity of life on Earth.
With an eye for the requirements of middle and high
school students, the all-new Living Laboratory field trip
program supports STEM essentials by introducing teen and
preteen learners to the fundamentals of animal behavior
research, data collection and data analysis. Living Laboratory
programs include pre-visit classroom activities, a presentation
on zoo grounds, real-time field study in the zoo, and follow-up
curriculum for use back at school.

After: Forever
Educators have always faced challenges, but today’s
educators teach in a world where math and science test
scores are at an all-time low, and the need to preserve wildlife
and wild places is at an all-time high. Impressions formed
today will affect the decisions of tomorrow — decisions
that may someday make or break the delicate balance of
ecosystems inhabited by endangered species worldwide.
From a young child’s first encounter with an engaging animal
ambassador to a high school student’s first spark of a career
goal, Zoo Atlanta field trips have permanent implications
for the next generation of biologists, conservationists and
citizens of Earth.
Regardless of grade level, Zoo Atlanta education programs
seamlessly juggle four critical parts of a comprehensive learning
experience.“Before” is exciting.“During” is thrilling.“Continuing”
keeps the momentum going. But “After” is forever.
Visit zooatlanta.org to learn more about Zoo Atlanta field trips
and education programs for students of all ages.

Book a program today
at

zooatlanta.org
GROUP NIGHTCRAWLER OVERNIGHTS

EXCITING
Hands-On
Field Experiences
for Your Students

Check Out These Programs
River Study and Canoe Trip on the Chattahoochee River
Project H 2 0 - A Study of Water (Water Quality & Watershed Study)
Advanced Pond Study: Aquatic Macroinvertebrates
Ask about our other
Wetland Ecology

STEM
programs

(770) 992-2055, ext. 237
Scheduling@chattnaturecenter.org

Chattahoochee
NATURE CENTER

9135 Willeo Road • Roswell, Georgia 30075
www.chattnaturecenter.org/education
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Henricus Historical Park
17th Century history
and STEM education

Henricus Historical Park, a 17th
Century living history museum, is
located on the historic James River near
Richmond,Virginia. It consists of the
re-created Powhatan Indian Village of
Arrohateck and the second successful
English colonial Citie of Henricus.
Henricus provides K-12 educational
programming allowing school teachers
to take advantage of hands-on and
interactive programs and projects that
meet both State and National Standard
of Learning Guidelines. Henricus is
currently extending its offerings, with
help from local school systems, science
and math centers and environmental
study groups, to target curriculum that
provides STEM-enhanced education.
How can a 17th century theme museum
provide curriculum using Math,
Science, and Technology to encourage
experimentation and problem solving
in a modern technological world?
Programs at Henricus Historical

Park are multi-curricular, enquiry-based,
and interactive, teaming math and
science with a social studies and history
curriculum. Our newest programs
provide an historical context to modern
problem-solving projects for today’s STEM
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curriculum.These programs provide an
early historic context to modern-day
American concerns.This includes not
only the economic, governmental and
cultural context, but an understanding
of the scientific and technological
advancements of the period as well.
What was happening in 16th and 17th
century Europe that helped lead to
American colonization? The Age of
Exploration came about in part due to
changes in religious and educational
philosophy with a resulting explosion
of new scientific understanding and
inventions.This helps provide students
with a balanced and three-dimensional
view of history: cultural and economic
advancement reflecting scientific
and technological achievements.
The rise of the Scientific Method,
modern ideas of the earth’s place in
the universe (a heliocentric rather than
geocentric view of the solar system)
and a better understanding of natural –
such as Newton’s Laws of Energy and
the concepts of pressure and gravity
-- grew out of this time period.Along
with this better understanding, came
new inventions such as the barometer,
thermometer and improved navigational
equipment (all very useful for successful
sea voyages to the North American
continent), microscopes, telescopes
and an early blood pressure machine.
This evolution is highlighted in our
Seventeenth Century Sciences program
(upper elementary/secondary school
level).The programs Mapping the James
River (elementary level) and Math

Images courtesy of Jim Byrd

& Mapping the James River (middle school level) have
students actively track over time, man-made land changes
with mathematics.They attempt to find historic sites by
comparing modern and historic maps using coordinate
planes.The historical interaction is seen through the
scientific research led by archaeologists and surveyors using
modern ground -penetrating radar (GPR). Environmental
studies look at the James River as both an historic site
and as a modern-day water source.Activities follow this
science in our Colonial Cultures of the James River and
the People in Environment programs.The mathematical
and technologically-significant engineering feat in 1864
of redirecting the course of a river during the Civil War is
followed in our Civil War on the James River program.
As a part of each program and through follow-up
activities in the classroom, modern-day problemsolving projects are tackled. One project encourages
experimentation with urban redesign by using information
from the past (primary sources, comparative maps and
archaeological data) and input from environmentalists
to locate, preserve and protect historic sites while still
enhancing the community into the future. Using our
history and social science-based programs thus helps
set an historical context for the use of modern sciences,
math and technology for problem-solving projects.

Henricus Historical Park

Experience 17th-century life in the re-created Virginia Indian
community of Arrohateck and at Henricus, the second successful
English settlement in North America. Located outside Richmond,
Virginia, Henricus resides along the historic James River. Period-dressed
educators and historical interpreters provide multi-curricular programs
for grades preK-12. On and off-site education programs include:
Two Lives of Pocahontas
People of the River:
Powhatan Indians
History Kids:
Virginia Indian & English
Success of the Citie:
Henricus (1611-1622)
People in the Environment
Mapping the James River
Colonial Cultures of the James River
(elementary school)/Math & Map17th Century Science
ping the James River (middle school)
Virginia Governments
Voyage to Virginia
Contact us for program and booking information.

804.318.8797
www.henricus.org
sweeneyv@chesterfield.gov
Voted 2012 Best Park by
readers of Richmond.com

Book your
class now:

45

$

*

per person
($43 before Feb. 28)

Twisting, turning, learning good fun
Get ready for one unforgettable class trip. With thrilling rides like the roller coaster
Verbolten®, up-close encounters with amazing animals, inspiring shows and more,
Busch Gardens® offers a natural habitat for fun — and enrichment. You can even wow
your kids with our dynamic Launch Into Physics program, inspired by our coasters.

TO BOOK YOUR GROUP, CALL (800) 343-7946
OR VISIT BUSCHGARDENS.COM/GROUP
*Offer valid to student groups of 15 or more. Savings based on $72 front gate price. $43 Offer valid through Feb. 28, 2014. Please book 30 days prior to visit. Restrictions apply.
Prices, products and park schedule are subject to change. Please verify park schedule prior to booking. © 2013 SeaWorld Parks & Entertainment, Inc. All rights reserved.
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Lafayette.travel

#Vermilionville, #History, #Culture

See
#Festival, #Acadian, #Cajun

Hear

FOR A SAMPLING OF
STUDENT FRIENDLY

ACTIVITIES, DINING,

EVENTS, RECREATION,

GUIDE SERVICES
AND ITINERARIES

CALL: 800-365-1050xM207 OR
GO TO: VisitLakeGeorge.com

#Étouffée, #Crawfish, #EatLafayette

Taste
Discover the Cajun and Creole
cultures in Lafayette, the heart
of French Louisiana. Perfect
for performance or educational
groups with curriculum-based
programming. Learn with handson activities at historic attractions,

Do

nature and swamp tours, and
music and culinary experiences.

SCAN TO
VIEW GROUP
TOUR VIDEO

#Dancing, #TwoStepping, #Fun

Follow Us:

Go to
www.Lafayette.travel
or call
800-346-1958
to get your

2014
Lafayette Planner Guide.
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FIELD TRIP TO

planning your spring travel
to the Big Apple?
Check out these attractions that

scream NYC!
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BEHIND THE SCENES AT

Yankee Stadium

Yankee Stadium tours provide students
the unique opportunity to learn about the
rich history of America’s favorite pastime,
while visiting the home of the 27-time World
Series-champion New York Yankees.The
original Yankee Stadium, built in 1923, was
the Mecca for outdoor sports in the country
during the 20th century.The stadium hosted
three papal masses, concerts, college and
professional football, Negro League Baseball,
championship boxing matches, soccer,
circuses, rodeos, women’s professional
baseball exhibition games and motorcycle
races, along with many other events.Today,
the current Yankee Stadium, which opened
in 2009, attracts millions of people every year.
On Yankee Stadium tours students engage
in an hour-long walk through the ballpark
led by one of the stadium’s seasoned tour
guides. Some of the sites include the Yankees
Museum presented by Bank of America,
Monument Park and the Yankees Dugout.
Featured in the Yankees Museum is
tremendous memorabilia rendering the history
of the New York Yankees. Such memorabilia
currently includes the bat Babe Ruth used
to hit the first home run out of the original
Yankee Stadium in 1923, a game ticket from
July 4, 1939 when Lou Gehrig gave his famous
farewell address, and the first baseball contract
Mickey Mantle signed in 1949 at the young
age of 17. Mantle signed with the Yankees
for $140 per month ($1,374 today). In the
center of the museum lies the 60 foot 6 inch
“ball wall,” housing 870 autographed baseballs
from past and present Yankees.This display
depicts the last pitch of Don Larsen’s perfect
game in the 1956 World Series. Championship
rings from 26 of the Yankees’World Series
victories are displayed, as well as a 1923
pocket watch, marking the first of many
World Series championships.These nostalgic
displays show how the Yankees grew into
one of the most successful and influential
sports franchises in American history.
The next stop on the tour is the famous
Monument Park that sits behind the wall in
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center field. Monument Park is a truly unique
place in Major League Baseball. No other
team or stadium can boast a shrine of players,
managers, front office personnel, and others
quite like the Yankees’ Monument Park. Inside,
fans are literally surrounded by history dating
back to the late 1800s.There are plaques and
monuments honoring dozens of the Yankee
legends who left a lasting impression on the
historic organization.Visit the Monument of
Babe Ruth and rub his forehead for good luck
the way past Yankees have. See the plaque of
Bob Sheppard, the public address announcer
for over 50 years, who was nicknamed “The
Voice of God” by Reggie Jackson.Take a walk
down the wall of retired numbers, which now
includes former Yankees closer Mariano Rivera.
Monument Park also has three plaques, which
were donated by the Knights of Columbus, to
commemorate the three Masses celebrated at
Yankee Stadium in 1965, 1979 and 2008. Pope
Paul VI, Pope John Paul II and Pope Benedict
XVI have each led mass at Yankee Stadium in
front of upwards of 60,000 people. Following
the attacks on Sept. 11, 2001,Yankee Stadium
held an interfaith prayer service called “Prayer
for America” on Sept. 23, hosted by Oprah
Winfrey and attended by many celebrities
and politicians, including former President Bill
Clinton, Mayor Rudy Giuliani, Bette Midler, and
James Earl Jones. Later that season, the Yankees
made the World Series, bringing the entire city
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even closer together. Before the start of game
three of the World Series, President George W.
Bush threw out the first pitch.The president
threw a strike right down the middle
and then gave a thumbs-up to the crowd.
Additionally, on Sept. 11, 2002, a monument
was dedicated in tribute to the victims of
the terrorist attacks exactly one year earlier.
After visiting Monument Park, the tour visits
the Yankees dugout.This is an exciting aspect
of the tour where students can sit where
Yankees manager Joe Girardi gives signs to
the third base coach, where Yankees captain
Derek Jeter cheers on his teammates at bat,
and where the team celebrates after a huge
home run is hit. Over 50,285 individuals can
watch a game at Yankee Stadium, yet only
those on a tour can sit in the Yankees dugout.
This visit on the tour is one that many fans
cherish and can recount for years to come, not
to mention a wonderful spot to take pictures.
The Yankee Stadium tour is an opportunity
for students to immerse themselves in baseball
while having fun and learning. Classes can
examine the city of New York and the nation’s
history through the lens of baseball and
enjoy the once in a lifetime chance to go
behind the scenes at Yankee Stadium.
For more information and to book a Yankee
Stadium tour, visit www.yankees.com/tours
or call 646-977-8687 and mention “SEEN.”

“Engaging, grEat topics,
intEractivE. a grEat
placE to bring studEnts.”
– teacher, gunston Middle school, arlington, va.

• discounted newseum admission for
school groups
• Free lesson plans designed to meet
standards of learning
• Free online resources — primary
source documents with common
core lesson plans available at
newseum.org/digitalclassroom
• Fun and engaging history, civics and
media literacy classes for grades
3 – university

We Invite You
Into Our World
Winter 2014
January 21 – March 2
Featuring Coppélia

SPrinG 2014
April 29 – June 8
Featuring A Midsummer
Night’s Dream

FAll 2014
September – October
(Dates TBA)

(212) 870-4071
groupsales@nycballet.com
nycballet.com/groupsales

Wendy Whelan Photo by Henry Leutwyler © 2012

Ask About Group Discounts
and Adventure Packages

www.seenmagazine.us							

Newseum

newseum.org/education • 202/292-6650
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Experiential Learning

What is Madame Tussauds?
The ultimate celebrity experience!
There’s so much to see and do at Madame
Tussauds! Get up close and personal with
over 220 life-like wax figures of the biggest
stars and icons in entertainment, sports
and history. From Marilyn to Madonna to
Gaga, there is a star for every generation.
Experience the magic of our Cinema 4D
theatre, delivering 3D technology with the
latest in 4D special effects! Scare yourself
silly with the dark side of Madame Tussauds
in SCREAM, our live-actor filled experience,
and celebrate New York’s greatest icons
in The Spirit of New York! Located in the
heart of Times Square, no visit to NYC
is complete until you’ve experienced
the world famous Madame Tussauds.
It’s been over 250 years since the birth of
Madame Tussaud and her legacy continues
to deliver “Famous Fun” to millions of visitors
each year, through the breathtaking artistry
of the wax figures and the interactive
experiences that together feed the ever
156
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popular fascination with fame. Filled with
exciting and interactive zones, Madame
Tussauds combines glitz and glamour in
amazing locations all over the world.
Experience the glittering world of fame
for a day at the world’s best known wax
attraction.Walk down the red carpet and
strike a pose for the paparazzi; mingle
with Brad,Angelina and other national
and international stars in your very own
A-list party before getting on stage with
your favorite pop star.Then address the
world alongside Barack Obama and other
world leaders, and strike a goal with
your favorite footballer.You’ll have a starstudded day out at Madame Tussauds!
Our Educational Seminars allow
your students to immerse themselves
in the amazing world of Madame
Tussauds giving them a once in a
lifetime experience in one of the most
renowned wax attractions in the world.

Availability
Monday through Fridays
• 9 a.m. to 10 a.m. for groups
of 15 to 150 people
• 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. for groups
of 15 to 35 people
Only $22 for our All Access Pass
($20.21 with Tax Exempt Certificate)
More than 40 percent off! Plus one
free ticket for every 20 purchased.
Group Minimum: 15 people
For just $5 more per person add an
Educational Seminar to your field trip.

Educational Seminar
• A brief history on Marie
Grosholtz Tussaud dating back
to the French Revolution
• Question and answer session
• A presentation by a key member
of our staff on one of the
following subject areas:

French Revolution
Grade Levels: High School to College
Subject: History, Sociology and
French Studies
Go back in time, from the root
cause of the revolution to the story
of a woman who not only survived
a horrific time in history, but thrived
against all odds, to build what is today
an international showcase of history’s
notables and today’s A-listers.

Business and Marketing
Grade Levels: High School to College
Subject: Business and Marketing
Learn about our parent company,
Merlin Entertainments Group.
Currently Merlin is the No. 1 leading
name in location-based branded family
entertainment in Europe and the
UK and the No. 2 visitor attraction
operator in the world. Learn how we
continue to grow the Madame Tussauds
brand as a top tourist attraction in
New York City and worldwide.

Behind the Scenes
Grade Levels: Elementary to College
Subject: Art, Social Studies, Business,
General Interest
Replicating a Hollywood A-Lister
or world leader is a labor of love.
They are so life-like that you will

www.seenmagazine.us							

believe you’re face to face with the
real person.The big question is how
do we get them to look so real?
Learn the techniques passed on by
Madame Tussauds over 200 years
ago that go into the creation and
maintenance of our figures today.
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Experiential Learning

BLUE MAN

IS NEW YORK

BLUE MAN GROUP is not just a
show, it’s a state of mind. Having
utterly redefined the New York theater
scene, BLUE MAN GROUP continues
to reinvent itself. The wildly popular
show at the Astor Place Theatre

now combines signature BLUE MAN
GROUP moments with breathtakingly
fun new pieces.
Blue Man is New York.
BLUE MAN GROUP is best known
for their wildly popular theatrical

shows and concerts which combine
comedy, music, and technology
to produce a totally unique form
of entertainment. Although it is
impossible to describe, people of all
ages agree that BLUE MAN GROUP is

Over 80 Attractions
in 1 Pass
• The perfect New York City experience for each

member of your group with one pass.
• The New York Pass offers the freedom to see
what they want when they want -- with no limits.
• Available for 1, 2, 3, 5 and 7 days.
• Free guidebook available in English,
Spanish, Italian, German, French, Portuguese,
Starting
at
Dutch and Mandarin.
• Includes discounts on dining, shopping and
Broadway shows.

$85

Call 888-567-PASS

email salesdept@newyorkpass.com for rates.
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www.newyorkpass.com

an intensely exciting and wildly outrageous show that
leaves the entire audience in a blissful, euphoric state.
With no spoken language, BLUE MAN GROUP is perfect
for people of all ages, languages, and cultures.This unique
experience is a form of entertainment like nothing else;
guaranteed to be an outing your group will never forget!
Blue Man Group has been a staple of the East
Village for over 20 years and is now an international
theatrical experience and brand. Astor Place Theatre, the
original home of Blue Man Group provides an intimate
experience with only 298 seats.
BLUE MAN GROUP offers experiential elements to
the show experience such as Talk-backs, Q&As, Sound
Checks and VIP packages. Private performances at the
theatre are available for larger groups. For school groups,
free educational guides are available to explore themes
of the Blue Man Group’s live performance in your class
room.The content of “Talk-backs” or “Q&As” can be
requested by group leaders, if there is a certain element
of the show the group would like to learn more about.
Discounts are available for groups of 10 or more. Contact
group sales at 212-260-8993 or newyorkgroups@blueman.com or
visit www.blueman.com.

© Blue Man Productions, LLC.

CREATIVITY

INSPIRES
FREE EDUCATIONAL
PACKETS AVAILABLE
GROUPS 10+ 212.260.8993
NEWYORKGROUPS@BLUEMAN.COM

ASTOR PLACE THEATRE
434 LAFAYETTE STREET, NYC
1.800.BLUEMAN | BLUEMAN.COM

www.seenmagazine.us							
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Dynamic.
Diverse.
Distinct.

Norfolk provides the perfect interactive and experiential classroom for student
groups of all ages. From history and science to theater and fine art, Norfolk takes
hands-on learning to exciting new heights. Contact our
sales team today to learn more.
visitnorfolktoday.com | 1-800-368-3097

Designed to meet the rigors
of the Common Core and
aCCelerate students
to grade level
CT

E
PERF
for

ell

Think Through Math is a groundbreaking differentiation
system that creates personalized lesson pathways for
every student, grades 3 – Algebra 1.
What makes Think Through Math so effective?
⊲ Web-based supplemental math instruction and practice that students
use from home and school.
⊲ Adaptive, personalized lesson pathways that accelerate conceptual
understanding and skill proficiency.
⊲ Instant tutorial support from certified, U.S. math teachers to ensure
success–including Spanish-speaking teachers!

thinkthroughmath.com/ell

